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ABSTRACT 
  
This dissertation explores how the introduction of Indian gaming has 
affected identity, culture, and political economy on the Pala Indian Reservation in 
San Diego County, California. I propose that the economic and political changes 
that have taken place at Pala since the Pala Casino opened in 2001 can be 
explored against a theoretical backdrop of how history, politics, and power have 
constituted and are constituting local categories of identity, belonging, and 
culture for the Pala Band of Mission Indians. The theoretical understanding of 
Indian gaming as a consequence of federal policies has contributed to my 
analysis of how the Pala casino has affected life on the reservation and for Pala’s 
tribal members. 
In the decade since the Pala casino opened, the Pala tribe has 
experienced a tremendous improvement in its ability to care for its people and 
plan for its future. Even more significantly, the financial opportunities and stability 
provided by the casino have allowed the tribe access to a level of political capital 
that is challenging and changing the dominant ideological structures of inequality 
ix 
 
 
that have been brought to bear against Indian people for centuries. Yet, this has 
not meant that the Pala band has strayed far from its traditional and cultural 
roots. The Pala Casino represents the most visible and successful example of 
the Pala tribe’s long-standing pattern of advocating for its own interests. The 
tribe’s financial success, far from weakening tribal identity, has instead served to 
strengthen and support the perpetuation of traditional cultural beliefs and 
practices, several of which I demonstrate throughout the dissertation. 
I conclude that if anything at Pala has changed, it is the increased level of 
scrutiny from outsiders and their attendant questions about tribal and cultural 
authenticity. The conjuncture of shifting goals for Indian policy, academic and 
institutional ideologies such as those perpetuated by anthropologists, public 
expectations, and the lived experience of Indians themselves has created the 
context within which Pala and other Indian peoples must struggle to assert their 
self-sufficiency and modernity while simultaneously defending the authenticity of 
their cultures.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Situated in the far north-central portion of rural San Diego County, 
California, the Pala Indian Reservation has, for most of its history, been an easy 
community to miss. Home to a mixed population of Cupeño and Luiseño Indians, 
most local residents and visitors to the area have never had any reason to know 
anything about Pala. For most of the years since the reservation was established 
in 1875, the tiny village and historic mission asistencia at its center have existed 
off the beaten path, accessible only by a seldom-traveled, winding rural highway 
or a steeply graded, sharply twisted country road stretching from neighboring 
Riverside County. The cliché “blink and you’ll miss it” applied aptly to Pala for 
decades; the only indications to travelers that they had entered an Indian 
reservation were a few battered signs marking the reservation boundaries and 
warning against trespassing. 
 In May 2001, the anonymity and isolation of the Pala Reservation 
disappeared overnight when the tribe celebrated the grand opening of a new Las 
Vegas-style casino (Figure 1.1). The casino was immediately successful, 
attracting patrons from all over southern California and instantly ensuring that no 
one would ever “blink and miss” Pala again. Replacing the worn signs at the 
reservation boundaries were marquees and billboards advertising the casino’s 
gambling, restaurant, and entertainment attractions; architecturally designed and 
landscaped signs bidding visitors “Welcome to Pala”; and government-installed 
highway signs directing travelers to the reservation from Interstate 15, six miles 
to the west. 
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 The changes that have occurred at Pala since the casino opened are not 
limited to the obvious effects on the landscape. While the vastly increased 
exposure of the reservation to outsiders is certainly a significant issue, even 
more significant are the ways in which the casino has affected how the people of 
Pala represent themselves and their community. Casino profits have also forged 
new political relationships between Pala and the state, as California seeks 
increased revenue sharing with gaming tribes. As “domestic dependent nations”1 
such as Pala engage in their right of self-governance and develop successful 
economic enterprises, they build government-to-government relationships that 
                                                 
1
 This phrase describes the relationship between Indian nations and the United States 
government, as defined in the seminal Supreme Court decision Cherokee Nation v. Georgia in 
1831. In this case, Chief Justice John Marshall wrote that, while tribes could lay claim to being a 
“state,” they could not be considered “foreign.” Therefore, the tribes were “domestic dependent 
nations” existing “in a state of pupilage; their relation to the United States resembles that of a 
ward to his guardian.” This wording established the primacy of the trust relationship between 
tribes and the federal government and has colored Indian-US relations ever since (Canby 
1998:15-16). I discuss this concept in more detail in chapter 2. 
Figure 1.1 The Pala Casino. Photo by author. 
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require strong leadership and a well-developed sense of community cohesion 
(Cornell and Kalt 1998). Furthermore, the Pala band is reaffirming its tribal 
sovereignty and is developing economic and political stature as its members face 
the challenge of defining tribal identity and authenticity to a public that has 
become skeptical of the “special privileges” and newfound political power 
associated with successful gaming tribes.2 In this dissertation, I explore how the 
changes taking place at Pala since the casino opened are constituted by and 
constitutive of notions of identity, belonging, and culture, and the various ways 
that the definitions of these notions have been – and are being – shaped by 
history, politics, and power.  
 In this chapter, I introduce the basic conclusions of my research and 
discuss the context in which those conclusions were made. Key to understanding 
how the Pala casino has affected the Pala band is an overall understanding of 
the history of Indian gaming in the United States in general, and California in 
particular. It is not gaming itself that is significant; instead, the history of unequal 
power relations and state practices that have led to this moment have 
themselves shaped Indian gaming as an economic and political development 
strategy. Therefore, I include a discussion of Indian gaming in this introductory 
chapter to provide background for the chapters that follow. Following the 
discussion of gaming, I engage in an analysis of anthropological research 
                                                 
2
 Many members of the general public hold stereotyped ideas about the so-called “special 
privileges” that both tribal governments and individual Indians supposedly receive from the 
federal government, such as tax exemption and free money. In fact, as I shall discuss in detail in 
subsequent chapters, tribal sovereignty and the rights it entails is the result of treaties and 
negotiations undertaken by tribes in an attempt to protect themselves and ensure their long-term 
survival. 
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strategies as a way to contextualize the role and positioning of anthropologists as 
both historical perpetuators of unequal power relations and as modern 
collaborators in the struggle of Native American peoples to define and represent 
themselves. This discussion is important for illuminating my own position as an 
anthropologist on the Pala reservation. The chapter concludes with a description 
of the Pala reservation and introduces the chapters that follow. 
Gaming at Pala: What has Changed? 
 The economic and political changes that have occurred since the Pala 
casino opened have thrown into relief several different aspects of belonging and 
identity. The Pala Reservation has a unique history within the overall story of 
California Indian reservations that further complicates these issues. The Pala 
Reservation was established on lands that were part of traditional Luiseño 
territory by a presidential executive order in 1875. In 1903, the Luiseño residents 
of Pala were joined by a large number of Cupeños who had been forced to leave 
their ancestral villages of Cupa and San Felipe near Warner Springs, 40 miles to 
the east, and take up residence on the Pala reservation. Initially, this mix of 
different peoples led to tension and conflict over reservation resources and, to 
some extent, cultural practices (Hyer 2001a). Today, the approximately 1,000 
enrolled members of Pala are recognized as a single band by the federal 
government: the Pala Band of Luiseño Mission Indians.3 The main focus of the 
                                                 
3
 As with any work that treats the subject of indigenous culture and identity, an explanation of 
terminology is in order. The formal, federally recognized full title for the Pala band is the Pala 
Band of Luiseño Mission Indians. However, the slightly shortened form, Pala Band of Mission 
Indians, is the one that is most used by the tribe in its official capacity. In this dissertation, I will 
use this shorter form. As for informal terminology, local usage favors one of a few terms, 
depending on the circumstances. Reference to the entire band is made by using just the name, 
Pala. Individuals are referred to as Pala tribal members, or simply tribal members; when asked to 
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tribe’s cultural heritage is on Cupeños, evidenced by the band’s motto, “We Are 
the People from Cupa.” However, individuals and families continue to identify 
with their ancestral ties to one or both of the two primary original groups.4 
The major conclusion of my research is that both personal and group 
definitions of belonging, identity, and culture have not changed significantly from 
what they were before the casino; on the contrary, the casino has served to 
strengthen and underscore long-held cultural values. Pala has distinguished itself 
by consciously negotiating the particular contexts of power and politics in its 
relationships with the government and other strongholds of state authority. 
Choosing an economic development strategy based on casino gaming is a way 
for the Pala band to not only ensure its financial survival, but to strengthen and 
uphold cultural and social practices. In addition, casino revenues are allowing the 
Pala to exercise their sovereignty and right of self-governance in ways that 
significantly affect the band’s relationship with local, state, and federal 
governments, not to mention relationships within the band and with other Indian 
groups. This transformation of economic capital into political power represents 
the continuation of an established, historically mediated pattern of decision-
making by the Pala band that is directed towards ensuring social and cultural 
survival by working within the dominant system. As I shall demonstrate, the Pala 
band has adapted to hierarchical structures of power by consciously choosing to 
                                                                                                                                                 
what tribe an individual belongs, again, the single term Pala applies. Although the word “band” is 
part of the formal name, the word “tribe” is much more commonly used. Finally, the term “Indian” 
is commonly used when individuals refer to their native status; Native American is much less 
common and is often seen as a term to be used with outsiders. I shall follow local convention in 
the use of these terms.  
4
 I will discuss the significance of these two group identifications in greater detail in chapter 5. 
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work within state and federal systems. This strategy of resisting total assimilation 
by appearing to accede to it began at the time of Spanish mission colonization of 
California in the late 1700s and has continued ever since (Scott 1990). Now, 
through the Pala casino, the tribe is generating the kind of financial capital that 
allows the people of Pala to continue their strategy of adaptation and survival to a 
much greater degree than ever before. Pala has entered a new historical era that 
builds on the decisions of the past and presents a transformed vision of the 
future.  
This new era has not significantly changed the definitions of belonging, 
culture, and identity, but it has changed the context in which those categories are 
defined and maintained. For the first time in its history, the Pala band has gained 
access to the financial capital that can be exchanged for political power. 
Paradoxically, this new capital has led to significant anxieties regarding the 
maintenance of traditional identities and cultural authenticity, especially in 
reference to how outsiders perceive the people of Pala. While tribal identities 
have been subject to unequal power relations and the influence of particular 
historical moments since the arrival and imposition of European colonization, 
these modern anxieties can be linked to the increased public awareness and 
scrutiny of Indians that gaming has brought to the reservation and to Indian 
Country in general, and also to the newfound political power and pressures 
associated with gaming. Ironically, with the increase in power comes an 
enhanced expectation on the part of both the general public and government 
officials that gaming tribes must legitimate their authenticity by invoking tropes 
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that reflect their previous powerlessness (Cattelino 2004; Darian-Smith 2004; 
Deloria 1998; Garroutte 2003). 
Both internal, local categories of identity at Pala and external, public and 
state perceptions of Indians are mediated by particular historical trajectories. 
These trajectories have created an ideology that simultaneously allows the 
people of Pala to create their own identity, while confining them within the 
hegemonic categories that result from state projects. Ideology and hegemony, in 
this context, refer respectively to the structures of power in which ideas are 
created, legitimated, and reproduced; and the power relations that naturalize 
those ideas such that the underlying structures of dominance, subordination, and 
inequality on which they rest are effectively disguised (see Bourdieu 1977; 
Crehan 2002; Gramsci 1978; Williams 1977; and Wolf 1982, among others).5 
This, thus, is the paradox of identity for Pala: the way the people of Pala choose 
to define themselves is mediated and limited by a long history of subordination at 
the hands of state projects specifically designed to define and codify Indians out 
of existence. The irony is that, just when policies designed to eventually 
exterminate Indians (e.g. through blood quantum requirements) are beginning to 
succeed with small bands such as Pala, Indians have become an economic boon 
to states – particularly California – through the success of Indian gaming. 
California Indian Gaming in Context 
Indian gaming was officially sanctioned as a legitimate enterprise in 1987, 
when the United States Supreme Court ruled on the legality of gaming in 
                                                 
5
 I will define and discuss both ideology and hegemony in much more detail in chapter 2.  
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California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians (480 U.S. 202, 1987). At issue in 
the case was the legality of bingo games operated by the Cabazon and Morongo 
Bands of Mission Indians, both federally recognized tribes in Riverside, 
California. The state asserted that these games violated state law, primarily 
because they did not meet the California requirement for bingo games stipulating 
that they must be operated by charitable organizations, with profits earmarked for 
charitable purposes. In response to a move by Riverside County to restrict the 
games, the tribes sued in Federal District Court. The state took up the part of the 
county in the case, which was decided in favor of the tribes. The Court of 
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed the District Court’s finding that the county 
and state did not have authority to enforce gambling laws on the reservation. The 
case was then brought before the U.S. Supreme Court. California argued that its 
jurisdiction to enforce gambling laws on the reservation was justified in two ways: 
through Public Law 280, and the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970. The 
Court found that California was granted criminal jurisdiction over Indian Country 
by section 2 of P.L. 280. However, section 4, which dealt with civil jurisdiction, 
was more limited. Ultimately, the Court held that state regulation of tribal gaming 
enterprises (in this case, bingo) would “impermissibly infringe on tribal 
government” (Clinton 2003:623). Further, the decision determined that gambling 
on reservations was a civil/regulatory matter over which the state had no 
jurisdiction, especially given that California regulates a variety of types of legal 
gambling within the state, including bingo and the state lottery.  
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In direct response to the decision in Cabazon, Congress enacted the 
Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 (IGRA) in an attempt to limit tribal power 
to conduct gaming. Congress summarized the goal of Federal Indian policy as 
“promot[ing] tribal economic development, tribal self-sufficiency, and strong tribal 
government” (de la Torre 2000:51), and promoted IGRA as in keeping with that 
goal. Class II games such as bingo are unilaterally allowed under IGRA, as long 
as they are legal within the state.6 Agreements to operate Class III gaming 
operations, which include casino-style games such as slot machines, roulette, 
and banked and percentage card games, had to be negotiated with individual 
states. If no Class III gaming is allowed in a state, then tribes are not allowed to 
conduct Class III games in that state. If a state does allow Class III games of any 
kind, then tribes must negotiate and enter into a “compact” with the state. These 
compacts must address issues such as allocations of regulatory authority, 
criminal justice cooperation and division of labor, payments to the state to cover 
the costs of enforcement or oversight, tribal taxes, procedural remedies for 
breach of the compact, and gaming operation and licensing standards (de la 
Torre 2000:52). 
Since the passage of IGRA, the state of California has become home to 
71 Indian gaming facilities operated by 62 tribes, with combined annual revenues 
of just under $7 billion in 2009. In recent years of little to no economic growth, 
Indian gaming has been one of the few bright spots in the California economy, 
providing over 40,000 jobs and holding a position as one of the state’s few 
                                                 
6
 This provision has been devastating for tribes in Utah, which does not allow any type of 
gambling whatsoever, effectively prohibiting Utah’s Indians from pursuing economic development 
strategies based on Indian gaming. 
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growth industries. However, the success of Indian gaming in California has not 
come without controversy. During the 2003 recall election of Governor Gray 
Davis, gubernatorial candidate Arnold Schwarzenegger ran ads attacking Indian 
casinos, proposing that it was time for Indians to pay their “fair share” to a state 
government that was embroiled in a severe budget crisis. Schwarzenegger, who 
subsequently won the vote to replace Davis, had the support of a public that had 
seemingly grown tired of witnessing the expansion of the tribes’ “new buffalo” 
(Lane 1995). Complaints about “rich Indians” taking advantage of the state have 
become commonplace. In addition, tribes have been accused of violating 
campaign finance laws and using their newfound wealth to influence the outcome 
of elections, or bypass the election process entirely. Finally, casinos have not 
been without controversy within tribes, as witnessed by the expulsion in 2006 of 
130 enrolled members from the Pechanga band – a move that is estimated to 
save the band $1.3 million a month, or $15.6 million a year, in per capita 
payments.7  
Tribes in California attempted to negotiate Class III gaming compacts with 
then-governor Pete Wilson after IGRA became law, but hamstrung by the U.S. 
Supreme Court decision in Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida (517 U.S. 44, 
1996), which protected states from civil court action by tribes suing for good-faith 
negotiations, they were unsuccessful.8 Ultimately, Class III gaming became the 
                                                 
7
 Per capita payments, known as “per cap” in tribal circles, refers to the profit-sharing payments 
made by some gaming tribes to their members. This monthly allocation is a source of never-
ending curiosity for both non-Indians and Indians from non-gaming tribes. 
8
 The Seminole decision, citing states’ Eleventh Amendment protection against civil court action, 
deprived the tribes of any remedy when states refused to negotiate a compact in good faith, as 
prescribed by IGRA. As stated by Washburn (2001, in Clinton et al 2003:957), “Following 
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subject of a state-wide voter initiative, Proposition 5 – The Tribal Government 
and Economic Self-Sufficiency Act of 1998. Proposition 5 passed with 62% of the 
vote, forcing the state’s hand, and governor Gray Davis signed compacts with 
close to 60 tribes shortly thereafter. Collectively, these compacts are referred to 
as the 1999 compacts. Proposition 5 lost a court challenge to its constitutionality 
in 1999, leading to yet another voter initiative, Proposition 1A, which amended 
California’s constitution to allow Class III gaming by tribes and finally paved the 
way for casino-style gaming on reservations.9 
 The success of California’s gaming tribes has resulted in making 
California second only to Nevada in gaming revenue. It has also resulted in new 
pressures on tribes as the state continues its attempts to regulate Indian gaming. 
Former governor Arnold Schwarzenegger was particularly vocal about tribes 
paying more to the state, and engaged in numerous negotiations with tribes for 
new compacts that increased the amount of revenue flowing to the state 
treasury. Schwarzenegger negotiated new compacts with ten tribes, including 
Pala, that substantially increased the tribes’ financial obligations to the state in 
return for such concessions as being allowed to operate an unlimited number of 
slot machines.  
 The good will towards Indians exhibited by California voters who voted in 
favor of propositions 5 and 1A hinged largely upon assertions by tribes that 
                                                                                                                                                 
Seminole, tribes still have the legal obligation to enter compacts prior to engaging in Class III 
gaming. Indeed, it remains unlawful for tribes to operate Class III gaming without a compact. 
Tribes lack, however, any means of forcing a state to live up to its continuing responsibility to 
negotiate. Tribes have a right without a remedy.” 
9
 I will address the history of gaming in California in greater detail in chapter 4. 
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gaming was the best avenue for Indian people in California to gain economic 
self-reliance. However, as gaming has become a multi-billion dollar enterprise, 
public perceptions have shifted. Public comments on Schwarzenegger’s attempts 
to gain a larger share of gaming revenues took a turn towards questioning the 
legitimacy of tribal sovereignty insofar as it has allowed tribes to operate 
businesses that are illegal for non-tribal entities. Why, people are asking, do the 
Indians have the “special privilege” of gaming? If they are sovereign, why are 
they using resources (e.g. fire and police protection) that are paid for by other 
governments? Can’t they pay for these things themselves now? Why don’t they 
give more money to the state? These questions reveal a widespread lack of 
understanding of the nature of sovereignty and the relationship between tribes 
and state and federal governments. Furthermore, the essential nature of Indian 
belonging is being questioned, as people query why, for example, small tribes 
(some California tribes have fewer than 100 members) should be recognized as 
culturally viable; how degree of Indian blood figures in to tribal membership; and 
why Indians have not “just assimilated.” I have personally encountered each of 
these questions, and more, in discussing my research with family, friends, and 
acquaintances. Another of the goals of this dissertation is to interrogate the 
meaning of these questions and how they are implicated in the definition of Pala 
identity in the casino era. 
Research at Pala: Anthropology in Context 
 Although I was born and raised in San Diego County, I was only 
marginally aware of the presence of Indian reservations in the county – that is, 
13 
 
until the casinos began to open. Then, I learned about some of the reservations 
east of my hometown of La Mesa. Barona, Sycuan, and Viejas had only been 
obscure names on rural highway signs until they began running television 
commercials and erecting freeway billboards advertising their slot machines and 
card tables. I followed along with interest when the political battles began over 
first Proposition 5 in 1998, and Proposition 1A in 2000, both of which aimed to 
bring Las Vegas-style gaming to California’s Indian reservations and fully legalize 
the already-running gaming operations operated by several of the state’s tribes. 
Yet, I had never heard of the Pala reservation until Larry Leach, a professor of 
archaeology at San Diego State University, asked me to consider writing my 
master’s thesis on Cupeño ethnobotany. The Cupeño people, he told me, had 
been moved from their home in the mountains in northern San Diego County to 
the reservation at Pala in 1903. I happily accepted the ethnobotany project and 
began researching native plants in the summer of 2000 as part of the Cupeño 
Archaeological Research Project directed by Dr. Leach. It was during field work 
in Lost Valley, an area rich with Cupeño archaeological sites, that I first met 
Leroy H. Miranda, Jr., Pala tribal member, tribal vice chair, tribal cultural 
historian, and indigenous intellectual.10 
 That first introduction to Leroy has taken me on a continuing journey into 
the history, culture, politics, and daily life of the Pala people. I became a regular 
visitor to the Pala reservation and in particular to the Cupa Cultural Center, the 
small tribal museum and archive center that opened in 1974. Leroy has been the 
                                                 
10
 I am using this term as it is suggested by Field (1996), to mean a person who has identified him 
or herself as an intellectual or is seen that way by others (see below). 
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director of the center since the early 1990s, and continues in that position. As I 
spent summers volunteering at the culture center, I discussed my interest in 
exploring the impact of the new casino that was just under construction in 2000, 
when I first visited the reservation. Leroy was excited about the prospect of 
having me conduct research at Pala, and generously offered me a job at the 
cultural center when I was ready to begin field work. As he put it, Leroy was 
interested in showing the world that “Pala has not changed. We are the same 
people as before. We still remember our ancestors and our history; money has 
not changed that” (May 2003). Leroy was as good as his word, even as I moved 
to New Mexico in 2001 to begin work on my PhD. Every summer, when I 
returned to volunteer, he would ask me when I was coming back to start working 
at Pala. When I was ready to begin in January 2005, Leroy was ready for me. I 
immediately began working at the Cupa Cultural Center as the assistant director, 
and my field work was officially underway – and it has continued every day since. 
 Working as a white anthropologist at Pala has not come without conflict. 
Although my presence has become familiar and accepted, I am still encumbered 
to some degree by the baggage of anthropology’s uneasy historical relationship 
with indigenous peoples. Anthropological representations of indigenous peoples 
during the first half of the twentieth century were strongly influenced by both 
evolutionary and racial schemes and projects of salvage ethnology that assumed 
the inevitable destruction, disappearance, and assimilation of native cultures 
(Baker 1998: 40-41, Hinsley 1981). These representations not only affected 
academic and public perceptions of culture; they also had the power to 
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potentially “disappear” entire groups of people. In California, for example, several 
Indian groups are still struggling to gain federal recognition of their status as 
legitimate Indian nations and fighting to disprove the authority of anthropologists 
who wrote that these groups were, effectively, extinct (Field 1999). As Clifford 
(1988) observes, the preservation of American Indian cultures in the Annual 
Reports of the Bureau of American Ethnology was seen as evidence of their 
extinction by anthropologists in the mid-twentieth century; yet, subsequent 
changes in federal policy in the 1960s and 1970s were allowing these same 
allegedly extinct groups to begin “the process of reconstituting themselves 
culturally and politically” (Clifford 1988:245-246). Groups such as the Lumbee of 
North Carolina, and the Acjachemen (Juaneño) and Gabrieliño Tongva of 
southern California represent culturally and historically cohesive Indian groups 
who have yet to be favored with federal recognition and legitimation of their 
existence. 
 Although anthropology has contributed to academic and public 
misrepresentations and misperceptions of indigenous peoples, critiques from 
inside and outside the discipline have led to changes in the goals and methods of 
anthropological research (e.g.; Bretell 1993; Field and Fox 2007; Smith 1999; 
Minh-ha 1989). Anthropologists have become aware of the widespread impact 
that their work has – and is having – on indigenous populations, and have turned 
their attention to the discourses and processes that have created and shaped 
indigenous representations. Many researchers have recognized the discursive 
influence of state power in encumbering native peoples with identities that 
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subject them to dominance and oppression (e.g. Abrams 1988; Alonso 1994; 
Darian-Smith 2004; Escobar 1995; Nagengast 1994; Singer 2001). By 
unquestioningly working within a framework that views indigenous peoples as 
bounded and ahistorical, anthropology has (unwittingly, I suspect) contributed to 
the state’s project in defining and dominating subaltern populations (see 
Garroutte 2001; Jaimes 1992). Moreover, anthropologists have helped to create 
stereotypical representations of exotic “Otherness” that serve to strengthen 
Western tropes of customary social and cultural values (Garroutte 2003:39; see 
also Said 1978). The examples of unacknowledged California tribes is just one of 
many situations in which anthropological representations have legitimated the 
wielding of state power over defining “authentic” indigeneity (Field 1999; see also 
Clifford 1988; Garroutte 2001; Hinsley 1981; Sider 1993). 
 Other critiques from within anthropology have revolved around the ways in 
which researchers are influenced, consciously or unconsciously, by their own 
cultures and individual histories. The post-modern movement in particular 
interrogated the notion that “culture” can be studied as an objectively knowable 
reality. Famously encapsulated in Writing Culture (Clifford and Marcus 1986), 
post-modernism proposed that representations of culture, especially as they are 
presented in ethnographies, are shaped by historical constraints and limited by 
the textual strategies expected of “objective” research. These limitations result in 
ethnographies, and hence representations of culture (and indigenous peoples), 
that fail to account for the inherent biases that anthropologists bring to their work. 
Again, discourses of history, politics, and power intervene to render cultural 
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representations that are a reflection of Self vs. Other – the anthropologist’s 
interpretation of “exotic” people unconsciously presented in terms of difference 
(Abu-Lughod 1991:139). While the post-modern critique of ethnography and 
culture led to a different kind of weakness – i.e., a narrow focus on solipsistic 
representations that privilege the researcher over the subjects of research – 
ultimately it also allowed anthropologists to engage in new understandings of 
indigenous peoples that are more realistic and informed.  
Moving on from the post-modern moment, anthropologists have begun to 
appreciate the importance of collaboration and are giving the subjects of their 
research an active voice in their own representation. Although this approach is 
not without its own problems and potential limitations, the move to cooperate with 
the individuals with whom they work as “collaborators” as opposed to 
“informants” has led anthropologists to produce analyses that include multiple 
voices (Field 2008:6; see also Field and Fox 2007). As Field (2008:7) 
emphasizes, anthropologists must remain aware that “engaging in collaborative 
research and writing does not mean asserting the authority of a unified 
indigenous voice, since that entity has never existed.” Nevertheless, 
collaboration is key in making many voices heard, not just the voice of the 
anthropologist. In this dissertation, I continue the process of collaboration by 
working with the community at Pala and serving as a conduit through which their 
voice can be represented, both within anthropology and to the general public. 
Critiques of anthropological research and representations have also been 
leveled from outside the discipline. One of the most influential and vocal of these 
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critics is Vine Deloria, Jr. (Biolsi and Zimmerman 1997). In his famous 1969 book 
Custer Died for Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto, Deloria opened his chapter on 
anthropology with the observation that “Indians have been cursed above all other 
people in history. Indians have anthropologists” (1969:78). Deloria’s criticisms 
were and remain cutting and trenchant. He argued that anthropologists exploit 
Indians as a way of moving up the ladder of academic success. They claim that 
their observations and interpretations represent the ultimate truth about Native 
American people. Still looking for the “ethnographic present,” anthropologists are 
interested only in dredging up stereotypical conceptions of Indian authenticity. 
They ignore the real, modern-day problems of tribes, and instead dig up and 
carry away artifacts and skeletons. The reports, articles, and books that 
anthropologists publish are “useless and irrelevant to real life,” and the funding 
that anthropologists use to conduct their research is money that Indians could 
use to address real problems (Deloria 1969:78-100).  
Many other scholars from outside anthropology have leveled similar 
critiques (e.g. Berkhofer 1978; Bordewich 1996; P. Deloria 1995; Jaimes 1992). 
Nagel (1996), for example, recognizes the impact that anthropology has had on 
reinforcing stereotypes of indigenous peoples. However, she warns against 
anthropologists going too far in their deconstruction of work on Native American 
culture. She fears that rejection of past work runs the risk of undermining Indian 
identity and authenticity. Anthropologists need to recognize that identity is not 
static, but is constantly changing. Nagel suggests that anthropologists carefully 
examine their motives before deconstructing notions of culture and identity that 
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are important to the groups with whom they are working (Nagel 1996:62). Maori 
scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999:66) points out that anthropology has 
contributed to enduring definitions of native “primitivism.” She suggests that 
native scholars can reclaim the power of self-representation through “new ways 
of theorizing [that] are grounded in a real sense of, and sensitivity towards, what 
it means to be an indigenous person” (Smith 1999:38). Trinh T. Minh-ha echoes 
Smith’s criticism when she writes that anthropologists’ “conception of ‘pure’ 
anthropology induces them to concentrate on the study of ‘primitive’… societies,” 
inevitably strengthening the trope of indigenous “authenticity” (Minh-ha 1989:88). 
Garroutte (2003) proposes that scholarship and representation of Native 
Americans should be undertaken in new ways that involve participation by 
scholars and Indians together. This “Radical Indigenism” will create “a 
scholarship in which questions are allowed to unfold within values, goals, 
categories of thought, and models of inquiry that are embedded in the 
philosophies of knowledge generated by Indian people, rather than in ones 
imposed on them” (Garroutte 2003:144).11 
Many anthropologists have taken the criticisms from their colleagues and 
other scholars seriously, resulting in scholarship that presents a more informed 
and realistic understanding of indigenous peoples.12 Circe Sturm’s (2002) work 
                                                 
11
 Garroutte is careful to point out that her use of the term “radical” does “not imply a connection 
to Marxist theory… or an excessively confrontational stance. Instead, my choice reflects the Latin 
derivation of the word ‘radical’: radix, meaning ‘root.’ Radical Indigenism illuminates differences in 
assumptions about knowledge that are at the root of the dominant culture’s misunderstanding and 
subordination of indigenous knowledge” (2003:101). 
12
 I feel it is important to point out that not all scholarship on indigenous peoples has been guilty 
of the criticisms discussed here. Moreover, scholarship that presents a realistic picture of 
indigenous people’s lives has not been limited to just the past few years. In particular, indigenous 
scholars have themselves pioneered research that treats native cultures with sensitivity, 
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on race, blood, and ethnicity with the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma is an 
example of research that combines a sensitive exploration of ethnohistory with 
the experiences of contemporary Cherokee people. Sturm looks at how 
“Cherokee identity is socially and politically constructed and how that process is 
embedded in ideas of blood, color, and race that permeate discourses of social 
belonging in the United States” (Sturm 2002:2). By grounding her work in 
“specific historical and ethnographic case studies” (2002:26), Sturm is able to 
interrogate the hegemonic discourses of power that have created political 
representations of blood, race, and identity that have encumbered Cherokees 
from the outside and been socially constructed and navigated from the inside. 
Her interviews and experience with Cherokees allowed Sturm to craft a theory of 
Cherokee identity that is informed by the knowledge and understanding of 
“Cherokee discourses and practices regarding blood, race, and nation” 
(2002:206). 
Les Field’s work provides another example of how anthropologists and 
indigenous people can work together to illuminate native ways of knowing and 
interpreting their culture. Field observes that “the individuals with whom I worked 
[in Columbia and Ecuador] represented not simply ‘an indigenous point of view’ 
but a positioning reflecting their class interests within their communities and the 
possibilities offered by contemporary indigenous political ideology for articulating 
those interests” (Field 1996:143). He focuses on the potential of “indigenous 
intellectuals” – that is, those who have identified themselves as intellectuals or 
                                                                                                                                                 
understanding, and respect. See e.g. Ortiz 1969 and 1977; Churchill 1992; Tuhiwai-Smith 1999; 
Singer 2001. 
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are seen that way by others – to represent the ideas and interests of a people. 
However, Field is careful to warn against the assumption that “culturally marked 
Indianness naturally endows indigenous intellectuals with the capacity to 
represent the ideas and interests of indigenous peoples” (1996:141). In his work 
with the Muwekma Costanoan/Ohlone Indians of the San Francisco Bay area, 
Field recognizes the difficulty of obtaining federal acknowledgement for tribes 
who have been deemed “extinct” by anthropology (Field et al. 1992). In helping 
the Muwekma Ohlone in their bid for federal recognition, Field engages with both 
the “official” ethnographic and historico-political accounts of their culture and the 
Muwekma peoples’ indigenous knowledge and understanding of their history and 
position. Extending that knowledge, Field also produces collaborative works with 
the Muwekma and other northern California Indian tribes, providing an outlet for 
the polyphonic ethnographic voice as these peoples describe their relationship 
with abalone and its significance to contemporary struggles for sovereignty and 
identity (Field 2008). 
Research on Native American involvement with gaming enterprises has 
been steadily growing since the passage of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act in 
1988. As Indian gaming has become more visible, there has been a sharpening 
focus on public perceptions of Indian identity and tribal sovereignty. Jessica 
Cattelino addresses these issues in her doctoral dissertation, High Stakes: 
Seminole Sovereignty in the Casino Era (2004). Like Sturm and Field, Cattelino 
recognizes the power dynamics that are involved in political and cultural 
processes of identity formation and ethnic representation. Her work serves to 
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derail fears and stereotypes about the potential loss of Seminole “authenticity,” 
concluding that gaming is “reinforc[ing] Seminole assertions of tribal sovereignty 
and cultural distinctiveness” (Cattelino 2004:vi). Cattelino cites Smith’s (1999) 
focus on “decolonizing methodologies” as an impetus for embarking on a 
research program of “meaningful collaboration and mutual respect” (2004:31-32). 
Thus, by working as a volunteer in Seminole businesses and demonstrating her 
willingness to consider the Seminole point of view regarding the politics of 
gaming, sovereignty, and identity, Cattelino successfully achieves collaboration 
and mutual respect in her research. 
Similarly, in her work with the Chumash Indians of the Santa Ynez Valley 
near Santa Barbara, California, Eve Darian-Smith (2004) explodes stereotypes 
about “poor Indians” who are threatening dominant tropes of Indian authenticity 
through successful casino gaming enterprises. Darian-Smith notes that many 
non-Indians feel “it is somehow ‘wrong’ for indigenous peoples to make money, 
drive SUVs, wear business suits, send their children to expensive schools, and 
(in their opinion as opposed to reality) be granted legal exceptions to operate 
outside the law of the United States”; furthermore, “the underlying assumption of 
these attitudes is that Indian peoples are only truly Indian if they are poor, out of 
sight and out of mind on faraway reservations” (Darian-Smith 2004:xi,7). Tackling 
this attitude with a case study involving the Chumash Indians’ fight to expand 
their small reservation casino, Darian-Smith reveals the political processes of 
dominance and subordination that create stereotypical representations of Native 
Americans in the first place. Far from “watering down” Indian authenticity, Darian-
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Smith finds that successful gaming operations foster “a swelling sense of identity, 
pride, optimism in the future, and renewed nationalist spirit” for gaming tribes 
(2004:12). Her work serves to challenge dominant cultural understandings of 
what it means to be Indian. 
These few examples are only a small sample of the ways in which 
contemporary anthropological research with and representations of indigenous 
peoples is creating a more nuanced, balanced, complex, and sensitive 
understanding of how native peoples represent themselves. Moreover, this new 
research is engaging indigenous peoples in collaborative projects that partner 
with them to shape how they are represented in a world that has long saddled 
them with a politically constructed identity that legitimates ideologies of 
dominance and power.  
Geertz (1983:4) reminds us that “the shapes of knowledge are always 
ineluctably local, indivisible from their instruments and their encasements.” 
Furthermore, Cattelino (2004:8) notes that processes of indigenous social and 
cultural reproduction “are intimate, local, and historically contingent” and “rely on 
modes of knowledge production and cultural practice that are sometimes beyond 
the view of an outsider anthropologist.” Finally, Briggs (1986) stresses that 
researchers must be open to modes of knowledge transmission and 
communication that are locally specific and may not correspond with the 
preconceived categories that the researcher may bring to the field. I have been 
extraordinarily fortunate in being welcomed into a community that is under no 
obligation to accept my anthropological research study at a time when many 
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tribes are more cautious about their being represented by researchers. However, 
as Leroy Miranda has reminded me many times, the tribe is also benefitting from 
my work inasmuch as they have been able to put me to good use as a tribal  
employee. Having an anthropologist on staff, Leroy has explained to me,  
enhances Pala’s reputation to outsiders as a tribe that is actively working to  
preserve, protect, and teach traditional culture. Non-Indians, Leroy explained, 
invest the anthropologist with academic credibility, even though it is me who is  
learning from the tribe, and not the other way around. For my part, I have 
attempted to remain appropriately reflexive about my role at Pala and the biases 
I bring to my research. 
Pala in Ethnographic Context 
The Pala Indian reservation is located in the far north-central portion of San 
Diego County, approximately 60 miles from downtown San Diego. The 
reservation is big by San Diego standards - over 11,000 acres - but tiny by the 
standards of more “typical” reservations such as those found in South Dakota, 
whose sizes are measured in square miles. Pala is located on state highway 76, 
which winds east from the city of Oceanside at the Pacific coast, past Pala, and 
into the northeastern mountains of the San Diego Peninsular Range, near the 
Cupeño people’s historic home of Cupa in modern-day Warner Springs. Pala is 
located approximately halfway between the coast and the mountains along 76, 
six miles from where the highway intersects Interstate 15 (Figure 1.2). Traffic on 
76 east of I-15, which used to be infrequent, has increased dramatically as five 
different casinos have opened on or near its route. Highway 76 is the main point 
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of access into Pala; the only other road leads to Riverside County and the city of 
Temecula, approximately 8 miles to the north of the reservation. Pala-Temecula 
Road, the main road north to Temecula, has also become very busy. In the days 
before the casino, I have been told, children could play directly in the road 
without fear of cars. 
 The word Pala means “water” in Luiseño, and was the name of the small 
village that existed prior to the establishment of the reservation in 1875. Indeed,  
water was once a prominent feature of the Pala landscape, as the San Luis Rey 
River runs directly through the reservation. The river has not run year-around for 
decades, since most of its water was diverted in 1923 when the Lake Henshaw 
Figure 1.2 The location of the Pala Reservation within San Diego County, California. 
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Dam was built near the river’s headwaters. Additionally, agriculture is a 
prominent feature of the San Luis Rey River valley, and the water table has 
dropped significantly as farmers access underground reserves for irrigation. Still, 
the water ran often enough in recent years that I have been regaled by stories 
from Pala’s older residents, reminiscing happily about their childhood 
experiences jumping from Pala’s “swinging bridge” - the only access across the 
river in flood times - and into the deep, cool water below. The swinging bridge still 
stands, but no one jumps from it now to the dry riverbed 15 feet below. 
 Pala is still largely undeveloped, aside from the large casino and hotel 
complex. Most of the residents’ homes are in the village - the name for the area 
immediately surrounding the Pala Mission. Many of the houses stand on the 
same spots where the original 1903 government-issue houses were erected for 
the Cupeños. Other houses are clustered in neighborhoods that were built in the 
1960s and 1970s by federal housing authorities, mostly to the north of the village. 
A few people make their homes “across the river,” on the large agricultural 
allotments that were provided to Pala residents as a result of the Dawes Act. Of 
the approximately 1,000 adult and minor members of the Pala band, about 600 
live on the reservation. In addition, there are several non-member residents of 
the reservation, mostly living in ramshackle collections of trailers and old mobile 
homes on plots of land owned by individual tribal members. These residences 
are primarily rented to farm laborers who work in the local agriculture industry. 
 Housing on the reservation has begun to change dramatically in the years 
since the Pala casino opened. I have often been asked by people who visit the 
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reservation why the tribal members do not live in nicer homes, and indeed, by 
some people’s standards many of the existing homes do seem to be quite old 
and in a state of relative disrepair. The answer is that, in spite of the influx of per 
capita payments to individuals, tribal members are unable to secure home 
building loans on land that is held in federal trust because the land cannot be  
used as collateral. To address this problem, the tribe has established a home 
loan and building program in which they lend money to tribal members for a 
nominal interest rate - around 2% - and provide construction services for new 
homes. In addition, the tribe is purchasing and setting aside land for homes for 
tribal members who do not own their own parcels. Because of this program, the  
reservation has sprouted several large, modern, tastefully designed and 
landscaped houses. The waiting list for those who do not have access to their 
own plot of land is at least three years long. 
 In addition to the new houses, the reservation has a new administration 
building that opened in 2003 (Figure 1.3). This large, modern two-story office 
building is the location of the tribal executive committee offices, the housing 
office, the environmental department, the tribal financial department, senior 
services, and the business manager’s office. The administration also has a large 
meeting auditorium and adjacent kitchen that is used for a variety of events. 
Monthly tribal general council meetings are held there, and the space is available 
for weddings, parties, and conference meetings. The kitchen is open Monday 
through Friday, and is the headquarters of a senior lunch program that provides 
subsidized meals to local seniors both on and off the reservation. For those 
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elders who cannot come to the kitchen for their meals, a delivery service is 
available. 
 Surrounding the administration building is a modern sports complex 
featuring two baseball fields, tennis courts, basketball courts, a skateboarding 
park, and a gymnasium with a workout center and indoor basketball court. The 
complex is named for Jim Banks, a Luiseño from the La Jolla reservation who 
was a long-time baseball coach and children’s advocate at Pala. All of these 
amenities were built after 2003, with the skate park being the most recent 
addition in 2007. Tribal members can work out at the gym for a low monthly fee, 
and local non-tribal residents can also purchase memberships. The baseball 
fields, in particular, enjoy heavy use. Softball is a favorite pastime not just at 
Pala, but on all the southern California reservations. Tournaments are common, 
and Pala fields at least two teams each season. The trophy case at the 
administration building is overflowing with trophies won by Pala’s teams. The 
Figure 1.3 Water fountain at the entrance to the Pala administration building. Photo 
by author. 
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skate park is also very popular, and not just with tribal members. Skateboarders 
from all over San Diego have rated the Pala skate park as one of the top venues 
in the area, and the park is almost always full. 
 Another prominent feature of the Pala reservation is the Pala Mission. 
Started as an asistencia, or sub-mission of the San Luis Rey Mission in  
Oceanside, the Pala Mission was established in 1816. It is owned and operated 
by the Catholic Church, and ministers to the Catholic majority on the Pala 
reservation and the surrounding area. In spite of the dark history of the mission 
system in California, the Pala Mission is now seen as a key part of Pala’s daily 
life. In fact, the Pala Mission bell tower is featured as the main component of the 
tribe’s official logo (Figure 1.4). Most tribal members get married at the mission 
chapel, and funerals for tribal members and their families take place there as 
well. Adjacent to the chapel, the mission cemetery is still in use for those Pala 
tribal members whose ancestry traces to the “Old Pala” Luiseños who lived there 
before the Cupeños came in 1903. A sign in the cemetery explains that hundreds 
of “neophytes” - new Indian converts to Catholicism - are buried there. Most of 
them have no markers, but a ground penetrating radar study conducted by the 
Cupa Cultural Center in 2005 - one of my first projects for the tribe - indicates 
that the entire cemetery is thick with burials. A second cemetery, established 
in1903 after the arrival of the Cupeños, is located less than a quarter of a mile 
east of the Pala Mission. This is where most tribal members are buried today. 
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 Adjacent to the Pala Mission is a small elementary school - Vivian Banks 
Charter School. Vivian Banks, as it is known locally, teaches grades kindergarten 
through 5 and has an annual enrollment of about 120 students. The school is 
housed in mission buildings, and used to be a Catholic school run by the church. 
Most of the reservation’s adult residents attended the Catholic school, which 
closed in the mid-1980s. In the 1990s the school reopened as part of the Bonsall 
Union School District and was named for Jim Banks’ wife, Vivian Banks, a Pala 
tribal member who was actively involved in educating Pala’s children during the 
Catholic school era. Reservation children are joined by children from the 
surrounding area, most of whom are low-income and come from homes where 
Spanish is spoken as the first language. Upon graduation, most Pala children 
move on to Sullivan Middle School in nearby Bonsall, and from there to Fallbrook 
High School or Great Oak High School in Temecula. A few students attend 
Figure 1.4 The Pala Mission bell tower and the Pala tribe’s logo. Photo by 
author. Logo courtesy of Pala Band of Mission Indians. 
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Sherman Indian School, a federal boarding school for Native American students 
in Riverside, about 70 miles north of Pala. 
 The Pala Learning Center, the Pala Youth Center, and the Cupa Cultural 
Center are all located adjacent to the Pala Mission. A small grassy area with a 
children’s play area is known simply as “the park.” On any given day, you can 
find local children and teenagers in and around the park. The park has been a 
youth hang-out for generations, as many reservation residents have told me 
stories of their own childhoods in the park. The youth center and learning center 
are also popular areas for children to spend their time. The learning center, in 
particular, has a library of books and videos and a computer lab, as well as the 
Little Feathers preschool program, tutoring, and a small high school continuation 
program known as Pala Ivy. The center also offers parenting courses, health and 
nutrition education, and GED classes for adults. The youth center offers 
supervised games and activities for after school, and all day in the summer time. 
For children who are not yet school age, the Pala Day Care provides low-cost 
care for both tribal members and Pala administration employees. 
 Before the casino opened, the only retail operation on the reservation was 
the Pala store. The store offers a small grocery section, deli, household items, 
and a tiny gift counter. An empty concrete island in front of the store used to have 
gasoline pumps, but they have been gone for decades. The store is owned and 
operated by King Freeman, a tribal member who was chairman in the 1980s. The 
store is a very popular destination not just for shopping, but to hear local news 
and gossip. The wooden front wall of the store is filled with fliers advertising local 
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events, funerals, wakes, items for sale, and offers of various services such as 
housekeeping and gardening. The store now faces competition from the Pala 
Mini Mart, a combination convenience store, Subway sandwich shop, and gas 
station adjacent to the casino. Since early 2008, a few other retail establishments 
have opened on a piece of land owned by a tribal member. Her little parcel is 
now home to a taco shop, burger stand, produce stand, tattoo shop, and beauty 
parlor. 
 The Pala reservation has undergone some obvious and sometimes 
dramatic physical changes since the casino opened, yet overall the reservation 
maintains the feeling of a small, close-knit village where everybody knows 
everybody else’s name. This backdrop provides the context for my research. 
Plan of the Dissertation 
This introductory chapter lay the groundwork for the chapters to follow by 
introducing Pala and its people, as well as an overview of the theoretical, 
historical, and political context of Indian gaming and identity at Pala. The 
introduction also provides a background on the history and positioning of 
anthropological research on indigenous peoples. Chapter 2 examines the history 
of federal Indian policy and how these policies have influenced and shaped the 
creation of modern Indian nations. This chapter deliberately engages in a broad 
discussion of this process, because it is necessary to understand how individual 
Indian histories have been written, negotiated, and manipulated by those in 
power. Without this understanding, a discussion of Indian gaming and its 
influence on modern identity and ideology at Pala lacks a critical context. Chapter 
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3 addresses the detailed history of Pala and its people. The chapter focuses on 
Cupeño history in particular, because this is the group with whom most Pala 
tribal members maintain the greatest identification. The chapter illustrates the 
deep connection that Pala tribal members maintain with their history and their 
ancestral land, in spite of those federal policies and power structures that 
intended to strip Indians of their identities. Chapter 4 turns to a discussion of 
development theory and how development projects in Indian Country played on 
stereotypes and processes that simultaneously advocate development for 
Indians while obstructing their ability to be successful on their own terms. 
Chapter 5, drawing on the previous chapters and their description of the tribe’s 
historical processes with respect to politics and economic development, engages 
directly with modern Pala identity. The chapter describes the key components 
that comprise Pala identity today and discusses how those components have 
both changed and remained the same since before the Pala casino. Chapter 6 
addresses the interaction of Pala identity with the expectations of the general 
public. The chapter also explores how Pala has used its new-found economic 
success to create political relationships and to achieve particular economic and 
political goals. Finally, chapter 7 concludes the dissertation with a summary of 
my conclusions. 
Continuity and Change 
The temperature on November 2, 2008, was in the low 80s, but by the time the 
sun set around 5 pm, the chill of autumn was creeping into the evening air. At the 
larger of the Pala reservation’s two cemeteries, tribal members and their families 
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began slowly gathering with boxes of waxy white candles to place on the graves 
of their relatives. Every year on November 2, two days after Halloween, the 
people commemorate candle lighting, a syncretic blend of Hispanic Dia de los 
Muertos celebrations and tribal custom.  
 In the oldest part of the cemetery, on the southernmost edge of the 
roughly square border, an ancient and gnarled pepper tree guards the oldest 
graves. Candles gleamed as they leaned against weathered wooden crosses 
and cement headstones with eroded lines hinting at once-legible names and 
dates. People wandered here and there, tending to the candles or keeping vigil at 
particular graves. Moving north, the graves are more recent, and more candles 
outlined their edges. Children ran about, shouting, waving unlit  
candles or gathering to add more to the flaming, waxy pile that accumulated 
around the base of the large cement cross that serves as a general marker of the 
cemetery’s purpose.  
In the newest part of the cemetery, furthest north, the crowds were 
thickest. Candles lay close together around each grave, illuminating them almost 
as if it were daytime. These graves are marked by large and elaborate granite 
and marble headstones. The faces of the dead look out from portraits chiseled 
into the stone or printed on porcelain plaques. Poems, quotations, and eulogies 
surround each name. Each grave is decorated with vases full of artificial flowers, 
stuffed animals, toys, strings of beads, porcelain figurines, even coffee mugs and 
beer bottles. Some graves are adorned with faded scarves, jackets, or baseball 
hats owned by the deceased.  
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Standing in the oldest part of the cemetery, it is easy to imagine what 
candle lighting may have been like fifty or even one hundred years ago. Under 
the aged pepper tree, the air is dark and close, and only the lights of the candles 
can be seen. Moving north, however, even the abundance of candles set close 
around the graves cannot disguise a brighter glow to the south – the glow of the 
Pala casino and resort. To the east of the cemetery, just across a small, dry 
creekbed, tall floodlights illuminate the tribal administration complex and sports 
park. Outside the cemetery gates, the freshly paved parking area is packed with 
vehicles – mostly large SUVs and trucks. Cadillac SUVs are popular, as are large 
Chevrolet Suburbans, but Mercedes, Lexus, and BMW are also represented. 
Clearly, change has come to Pala, but like candle lighting, some things remain 
the same.
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CHAPTER 2 
CREATING “DOMESTIC DEPENDENT NATIONS”: THE HISTORY OF 
FEDERAL INDIAN POLICY 
 
Indian nations are often referred to in terms of their sovereignty – their 
ability to oversee their people and affairs as independent governments. Yet the 
very term is belied by the realities of the relationship between Indian “nations 
within” (Deloria and Lytle 1984) and the United States government. No one 
understands this better than Indian people themselves – particularly those who 
are responsible for governing. On a trip to Riverside in March 2005, with tapes of 
traditional southern California bird songs playing on the car stereo, Leroy 
Miranda explained to me the true nature of sovereignty for Indians. “We don’t 
have sovereignty. It’s a myth. True sovereignty is complete self-sufficiency, 
without relying on anybody. Pala has to rely on the federal government and the 
state of California. We have to work within the system to get anything done.” As 
vice chairman of Pala, Leroy understands better than most what working within 
the system entails. The relationship of tribes with local, state, and federal 
governments is based on ideological structures that date to the earliest days of 
European colonial exploration and settlement of the “new world.”  
Ideology, Hegemony, and Solving the Indian Problem 
 When European settlers arrived on North American shores, they were 
immediately confronted with the fact that the land was already occupied. 
Beginning with colonization, Indian policy had to adapt and evolve to confront the 
changing nature of this “Indian problem.” State power has been deployed since 
the beginning of the federal-Indian relationship to construct and support specific 
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definitions of Indians through the application of ideological and hegemonic 
structures. Ideology, per Raymond Williams (1977:55) can be broadly defined in 
three ways: 
1. “A system of beliefs characteristic of a particular class or group; 
2. a system of illusory beliefs - false ideas or false consciousness - which 
can be contrasted with true or scientific knowledge;  
 
3. the general process of the production of meanings and ideas.” 
Williams discusses these definitions in the context of Marxist analysis, noting that 
definitions (1) and (2) can be combined to mean that a class - such as Indians - 
can hold a system of beliefs about itself that is based on its position in society, 
but is also “in part or wholly false (illusory).” Alternatively, the combination can be 
defined as a contrast between beliefs based on class position and beliefs based 
on scientific, reality-based knowledge. Definition (3), then, remains as part of the 
universal process of “the production of meanings and ideas” in a general sense 
(Williams 1977:55). My use of ideology meshes primarily with the first 
combination of definitions (1) and (2), in that the beliefs a class has about itself 
are frequently underwritten by hidden power structures that perpetuate at least 
partly false and illusory beliefs in the service of creating and maintaining class 
divisions and their attendant inequalities. This is not the same thing as 
hegemony, although the two can be confused. Crehan (2002:172), for example, 
asserts that anthropologists in particular have frequently glossed hegemony as 
“referring not to the whole field of power, but only to the domain of beliefs and 
ideas.” In critiquing anthropologists’ use of the term, Crehan observes that they 
turn to Williams’ analysis of hegemony as a form of “hegemony lite,” and in so 
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doing miss the complexities and frank difficulties of the term as it is used by 
Gramsci (Crehan 2002:175-176). Anthropologists’ use of Williams’ analysis of 
hegemony risks blurring the distinction between hegemony as “a complex... 
interrogation of power and its mechanisms” as Gramsci proposes, and ideology 
as the realm of ideas created by power (Crehan 2002:171). Crehan suggests that 
anthropologists tend to “understand hegemony as a concept that describes a 
particular form of power, rather than... as a way of approaching the problem of 
how power is produced and reproduced” (2002:166). Despite this critique, 
Crehan recognizes that Williams posits hegemony as distinct from ideology. He 
references Gramsci in describing hegemony as the “wholeness” of the process 
by which systems of meaning, power, and influence are realized in the form of 
class difference and inequality (Williams 1977:108-109, emphasis in original). As 
Crehan points out, “Williams himself always stressed the importance of the 
material circumstances in which ideas and beliefs are embedded” and thus 
understood the complexities of Gramsci’s use of hegemony as constituting the 
materiality of power (2002:173). My use of Williams recognizes the distinctions 
between and relationships of meaning, ideas, and power, and deploys both 
ideology and hegemony as key concepts in analyzing the history of and 
relationships between Native Americans and the United States government.  
Ideologies are not created in a vacuum, nor are the identities ascribed to 
individuals or groups. Ideologies, and the identities they underwrite, are formed 
by structures of ideas and the power relations they support. Marx proposed that 
ideological systems – religious, political, economic, etc. – reinforce class 
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divisions, while at the same time making it appear as though those systems 
represent the best interests of all people in society. In reality, ideology instills a 
false consciousness in the working class as they struggle towards a real 
consciousness of their oppression. Marx stated that ideological categories are 
“as little eternal as the relations they express;” yet men “establish their social 
relations in conformity with their material productivity, [and] produce also 
principles, ideas, and categories in conformity with these social relations” (Marx 
1846[2000]:220). In other words, ideology is produced under specific material 
conditions and through the structure of class relations, and supports and 
reinforces the interests and power structures of the ruling class. Marx’s 
contention that ideological systems reinforce class divisions, while at the same 
time making it appear as though those systems represent the best interests of all 
society, is at the heart of theories that explore the ways in which state power 
creates and reproduces economic, political, and social inequality. 
In a similar fashion, Eric Wolf argued that power comes from ideas, and 
that ideas have provided the rational explanations behind activities ranging from 
imperialist domination to resistance to that domination. Ideas are not simply 
random neurological constructs, but context-dependent models of the way 
human beings see the world: ideas are “about something” (Wolf 1999:3, italics in 
original). Ideas form a bridge between reality and its depiction – they are the 
explanations for how the world is represented. Ideas and ideology, however, are 
not the same thing. Ideas are “the entire range of mental constructs rendered 
manifest in public representations,” while ideology “suggest[s] unified schemes or 
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configurations developed to underwrite or manifest power” (1999:4). Wolf built on 
Gramscian conceptions of hegemony to consider how power is deployed in the 
world system to shape ideology. Hegemony is based not merely on the overt 
political apparatuses of state dominance but is instead “spread beyond state and 
politics into the social and cultural arrangements of daily life” (Wolf 1999:44). The 
mobilization of social labor creates the base from which symbolic expression is 
produced, or as Crehan (2002:184, quoting Wolf 2001:375-76) puts it, “ideology 
is the outgrowth of ‘the social relations that govern a mode of production, a 
system of mobilizing and deploying social labor,’ with different modes of 
production producing different ‘symbolic expressions.’” Hegemony, far from 
“referring solely to the domain of ideas, beliefs, meanings and values,” is 
constituted by “the material circumstances in which ideas and beliefs are 
embedded” (Crehan 2002:173). Thus, ideas are the broad category of mental 
constructs within which ideology manifests itself as specifically related to power; 
that is, as constituted by hegemonic social and material relations. The ideas of 
the federal government in relation to Indian policy derive from the unification of 
power and ideology as carriers of particular social and political motivations. 
Indians were a problem to be solved; thus, ideas about Indians became 
ideologies that justified the deployment of state power in solving the problem. 
An additional component of my analysis comes from the work of John and 
Jean Comaroff, who consider the study of history to be of vital importance for 
constructing useful analyses of state power and systematic change. Historical 
anthropology must “show as cogently as possible how [essences and realities] 
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are constructed: how realities become real, how essences become essential, 
how materialities materialize” (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:20). The Comaroffs 
define ideology as the abstracted worldview of a social group – a worldview that 
is internally systematic and consistent and provides “an organizing scheme, a 
master narrative, for collective symbolic production” (1992:29). While ideology is 
seen as a realm over which individuals can assert some choice and control, 
hegemony is that which is taken for granted as natural and universal, and is 
generally beyond argument and independent of human agency. The Comaroffs 
state the basic difference between hegemony and ideology thus: 
“Hegemony consists of constructs and conventional practices that have 
come to permeate a political community; ideology originates in the 
assertions of a particular social group. Hegemony is beyond direct 
argument; ideology is more likely to be perceived as a matter of inimical 
opinion and interest and hence is more open to contestation. Hegemony, 
at its most effective, is mute; ideology invites argument” (1992:29). 
 
Despite hegemony’s axiomatic and naturalized status, the Comaroffs 
acknowledge that hegemony can be challenged. However, they stress, once 
hegemony is seen as negotiable, it becomes part of the realm of ideology and 
can be contested. Truly counter-hegemonic exchanges “frequently seek out 
alternative modes of expression,” whereas negotiations that take place in the 
rational terms of the state indicate that “the hegemony of the colonizing culture 
may well be on the way to instilling itself in its new subjects” (Comaroff and 
Comaroff 1992: 257).  Williams comments that “alternative and oppositional 
initiatives and contributions” that are made within a specific hegemony are “tied 
to the hegemonic”; that is, alternative hegemonies are still produced and limited 
by the dominant hegemony. Yet, alternative hegemonies can also represent 
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significant independent and original ideas even when they are “clearly affected 
by hegemonic limits and pressures” (Williams 1977:114). When the dominated 
state their response to domination in alternative terms, characterizing whether or 
not the exchange and conflict of ideas between the dominated and the 
dominators is truly counter-hegemonic or remains within the realm of ideological 
contestation is much more difficult (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:259).  
Exploring the history of the struggle between Native Americans and state 
power must underlie any attempt at an analysis of current conditions. From the 
moment the New World was “discovered,” Indians were defined in concert with 
the ideological imperatives of colonialism. As time went on, the different stages 
through which federal policy moved were shaped by changes in how the US 
government viewed its relationship with Indian peoples, and those views were 
shaped in turn by historically mediated motivations. These motivations shifted 
with changing times, and the changing goals of the state, beginning with the 
colonial project. Even now, centuries past the beginnings of American exploration 
and settlement, colonial ideologies are still deeply relevant to the experiences of 
indigenous groups. The experience of native peoples in the United States from 
colonial times to the present is embedded in a history of shifting and contingent 
ideological objectives. Territorial annexation, economic development, access to 
resources (including labor), religious and cultural conversion – all overt projects 
of colonization in North America – provided the initial impetus to manufacture 
definitions of “the natives” that justified colonial aims. Later, the goals of 
settlement and development continued the state project of creating legitimacy for 
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policies that forced Indian peoples out of their territories and/or made them 
subject to federal rule. Once the United States stretched from Atlantic to Pacific, 
the federal government continued to apply policies that were predicated on 
defining Native Americans in ways that justified those policies. Ultimately, the 
government settled into the uneasy trust relationship that exists today and which 
is based on the cumulative layers of history and ideology that inform current 
Indian identity. Moving from acknowledging Indian groups as sovereign nations 
that should be dealt with on a government-to-government basis through treaties 
and negotiations (however one-sided those negotiations might be) to various 
tropes that saw Indians as noble, savage, and ultimately doomed, federal Indian 
policy adapted itself to the times. As a result, the identities that were projected 
onto Indian people, along with the identities they formed for themselves, changed 
as well. 
Justification for policies that stripped Indian peoples of their lands and 
ways of life was accomplished through the application of state ideologies that 
were a reflection of their time. When conceived of as an abstraction, the state 
becomes a difficult concept to pin down for the purposes of analysis (Abrams 
1988). Yet, the state (in this case, the United States government) is responsible, 
among other things, for developing and perpetuating systematic structural 
inequalities through the deployment of power and the reproduction of ideology; 
and through the construction and legitimization of class and group identities. As 
such, it assumes reality through the material consequences of its actions. The 
state creates subtle consent for its projects by disguising political objectives as 
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the goals of civil society; that is, the struggle for the consent of the governed “is 
waged on an everyday basis at the level of civil society and the realm of 
apparently private institutions: churches, scientific endeavors, agricultural 
institutions, trade unions, and the media” (Nagengast 1991:21). When 
hegemonic relations are filtered through ideological projects, they can be 
interpreted by the classes they create as individual choices and not as the 
reproduction of state-level structures. 
State power has a hand in how those who attempt to study the state 
define what it is they are studying; that is, as Abrams (1988:63) puts it, “the 
difficulty of studying the state can be seen as in part a result of the nature of the 
state, but in an equally large part must be seen as a result of the predispositions 
of its students.” In other words, the state defines itself within particular 
sociocultural and political moments and contexts; students attempting to define 
the state may well come up with descriptions that are dictated by state power 
itself (Abrams 1988:62). Instead of struggling to define the state as such, Abrams 
suggests focusing on the “actualities of social subordination” that state power 
creates (1988:63). These actualities – in this dissertation, the lived experiences 
of North America’s indigenous peoples and the people of Pala in particular – are 
a part of the historical amalgam that both underscores the hegemonic nature of 
historical and modern Indian identity, and provides a target against which to 
resist as tribes such have asserted their (limited) rights to self-determination.  
State power, I argue, is directly implicated in the ways in which classes, 
communities, and identities are created and deployed. For Native American 
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groups, this reality underscores the struggle to resist the ideological categories of 
identity with which state policies and histories have labeled them. Alonso 
recognizes that the state is “crucial to the imagining of national and sub-national 
communities and identities and, hence, to the production of status hierarchies of 
ethnic inequality” (Alonso 1994:382). Everyday practice produces and 
reproduces the state and its attendant structural asymmetries, creating 
categories of Self and Other in the process (1994:391). Moreover, the past is 
appropriated and transformed by state discourses in ways that marginalize 
subordinated groups (1994:389). Nagengast (1991) also takes up the role of the 
state in constituting identities. Hegemony and consent balance against each 
other and are created by social knowledge and cultural practices which “result in 
the identification, naming, and imposition of social identities that also become 
enshrined as national identities – as culture.” Furthermore, the effective exercise 
of state power serves to legitimate the illegitimate – i.e., the domination and 
exploitation of subaltern populations - such as Native American communities - in 
the service of the state (Abrams 1988:68; Nagengast 1991:21-22).1 
In addition to the difficulties presented by defining what is meant by “the 
state” as suggested by Abrams, there are similar difficulties in discerning 
between analyses of the state vis-à-vis official policies towards Indians, and 
analysis of the ideological base that provides the support for political and 
                                                 
1
 I use the term subaltern to describe Native American communities as they existed in the 
aftermath of colonialism. While Native Americans were initially treated as independent sovereigns 
during the international self-determination era of U.S. Indian policy (see below), as time went on 
Indians were subordinated to the power structures exercised by the federal government and thus 
became subject to domination and exploitation (see Crehan  2002:123-127 for a discussion of 
colonialism and subalternity). 
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economic structures that perpetuate inequality. Federal Indian policy as a vehicle 
of state power is dependent upon that ideological base. Donald Donham (1999) 
suggests that historical explanations of the ideas and experiences that 
underwrite and support state power, such as that wielded by Indian policy, are 
best understood through exploring both structural determinants and human 
agency. Quoting Marx, Donham makes the important point that “men make their 
own history, but they do not make it just as they please; they do not make it 
under circumstances chosen by themselves, but under circumstances directly 
encountered, given and transmitted from the past” (Marx 1852 quoted in Donham 
1999:52). Donham suggests that epochal analyses – analyses of particular 
modes of production at particular points in time – can be used as a starting point 
for historical explanations of both the social reproduction of structure and of 
structural changes. Through epochal analysis, Donham suggests we can answer 
important questions about the ways in which productive inequalities – power over 
the production process and social products – are reproduced. The answer lies in 
the analysis of reproduction schemata, which are the superstructural discourses 
through which productive inequalities are constructed and reproduced (1999:70). 
Reproduction schemata require only three things:  
1. “The existence of systems of ideas in public discourse that culturally 
construct the power of superior groups by predominantly (but not totally) 
naturalizing public relations; 
 
2. The organization of institutions that will adjudicate social conflicts 
(including those arising out of economic contradictions) so as, by and 
large, to allow contradictions to be reproduced anew; 
 
3. The institutionalization of coercive force that can be used to protect the 
superior positions of dominant groups whenever (1) or (2) fail” (1999:68). 
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In other words, productive inequalities are reproduced through ideology, law, and 
political organization, or the coercive power of the state. Donham notes that 
people unconsciously reproduce modes of production through conscious action, 
generally with some understanding of the inequalities and contradictions that 
order their lives.  
Donham’s suggestion to study the perpetuation of inequalities by 
analyzing how those inequalities are reproduced throughout different historical 
epochs has much to offer the interpretation of federal Indian policy writ large, and 
the application of government policies for Pala in particular. Beginning with the 
first moments of colonization in eastern North America and up to the present 
moment, federal Indian policies – both official and unofficial – have worked to 
create structural inequality and perpetuate state power over Indian peoples. By 
the time California became a state in 1849, federal Indian policy had changed its 
focus from an early model of mutual recognition of national status, in which 
Indian nations were approached as independent sovereigns with the power to 
negotiate and consent to treaties and agreements with colonial powers on their 
own behalf, to one of colonial federalism, in which Indian peoples were 
subjected, without their consent, to the supervening power of the federal 
government. Ultimately, federal policy came to embrace a model of colonial 
domination, in which Indian nations were granted a severely limited sovereignty 
to govern their members while simultaneously being subjected to federal scrutiny 
and regulation. The evolution of federal Indian policy from one extreme to 
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another illustrates how the state has shaped, deployed, and reproduced 
ideologies of domination and inequality against Indian peoples.  
The History of Federal Indian Policy 
On September 17, 1778, the U.S. government signed its first treaty with 
an Indian tribe. The Treaty of Fort Pitt with the Delaware Nation guaranteed, 
among other things, that the Delawares would have representation in Congress 
and that they would eventually be granted their own state. In exchange, the 
Delawares agreed to provide the United States with warriors and to supply U.S. 
soldiers passing through Delaware territory with resources such as horses and 
food (Clinton et al. 2003:4). This treaty exemplifies the international self-
determination model of tribal-federal relations that characterized early 
government-to-government interactions between the United States and Indian 
peoples. The U.S. government benefited from this type of relationship with native 
polities in part because an alliance with Indians helped tip the balance of power 
towards the United States in ongoing conflicts with England. Furthermore, 
Indians were militarily powerful and retained control over much of the new 
nation’s western border (Robbins 1992:89). However, U.S. victory over England 
in the War of 1812 obviated the need for military alliances with Indians, and a 
new policy of Indian removal and displacement became the prominent theme of 
tribal-federal relations (Clinton et al. 2003:26). Initially, Congress attempted to 
oversee Indian affairs through its constitutional right to regulate commerce with 
Indian tribes (Deloria and Lytle 1984:2-3). A number of trade and intercourse acts 
were passed between 1790 and 1834 that were variously calculated to protect 
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and define the boundaries of Indian Country and restrict white access; control the 
disposition of Indian land; regulate trade; control traffic in liquor; provide the 
means to punish crimes; and promote Indian “civilization” and education 
programs (Churchill and Morris 1992:13; Prucha 1962:2). However, the election 
of famed “Indian fighter” Andrew Jackson to the presidency in 1828 ended the 
trade and intercourse era. Jackson advocated a policy of complete removal of 
Indians from lands desired by whites (Spicer 1962:345). 
Indian Removal and the Federal Trust Responsibility 
Indian removal had to be legitimated in some way in for it to be 
undertaken in a “legal” sense. This legitimization began with the Supreme Court 
decision in Johnson v. McIntosh in 1823 (21 U.S. 543), which considered the 
question of whether Indian peoples held legal title to their land. Chief Justice 
John Marshall opined that all title to Indian land was extinguished when the 
various nations of Europe “discovered” and occupied the Americas. This finding, 
based on the Doctrine of Discovery first articulated by the Catholic papacy, held 
that land title was vested in those who “discovered” new territories (Deloria and 
Lytle 1984:2).2 However, Marshall recognized that the Doctrine of Discovery did 
not negate Indians’ rights of occupancy (Clinton et al. 2003:57-59). In fact, Indian 
peoples had to consent to cession of their land – it could not simply be taken 
from them. Deloria and Lytle (1984:2) state that this principle is what has allowed 
American Indians to retain some form of self-government.  
                                                 
2 The Doctrine of Discovery was defined in the “Bull Inter caetera Divinae of Pope Alexander VI 
dividing the New Continents and granting America to Spain, May 4, 1493.” The bull allowed 
Spanish explorers to take possession of discovered lands for the Spanish Crown and “for the 
exaltation and spread of the Catholic faith,” as long as they were not already “possessed by some 
other Christian king or prince” (Getches, et al. 1998:46). 
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Although the right of occupancy seemed to confer some protection on 
native communities, individuals and states still sought to remove Indians from 
their land. The federal government, under Jackson, also backed the policy of 
Indian removal, and attempted to circumvent the McIntosh decision by passing 
the Indian Removal Act of 1830. By formalizing the removal policy, the act served 
as a precursor to the reservation system (Nies 1996:247). The purpose of the act 
was to clear all the land east of the Mississippi for the exclusive use of white 
settlers – an idea proposed as early as 1789 as the “only honorable policy” for 
the United States to deal with its “Indian problem” (Churchill and Morris 1992:13-
14; Getches et al. 1998:94). The displacement policy that was statutorily 
encoded by the Indian Removal Act stemmed from the notion that “Indians 
obstructed the progress of whites who could use land much more effectively, and 
thus it was the God-given right of the settlers… to obtain such ground” (Oswalt 
1988:38-39). The act provided for an “exchange” of lands with Indians, which in 
reality meant a forced relocation of Indian peoples to lands west of the 
Mississippi, into what are now the states of Oklahoma, Kansas, and Arkansas. 
This newly designated “Indian Territory” was thought to be unproductive desert 
that held little attraction for white settlers (O'Neill 2002:11). By 1831, the 
Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Creek had been removed from Alabama, Georgia, and 
Mississippi, and efforts were being made to displace the Mesquakie, Sauk, and 
Cherokee (Oswalt 1988:39).  
Although the Indian Removal Act did not explicitly require treaties for 
removal, they were seen as a technical legal requirement (Clinton et al. 2003:26). 
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Thus, treaties were used as a pretense to force native peoples from their land. 
Moreover, Indians were often at a distinct disadvantage during treaty 
negotiations. The treaties were written in English, with wording that reflected U.S. 
interpretations of the negotiations. Furthermore, Indians were commonly lied to 
about treaty provisions in order for U.S. negotiators to secure a successful 
outcome. Finally, treaty language was often changed by the Senate prior to 
ratification (Deloria and Lytle 1983:5).  
The Treaty of New Echota with the Cherokee Nation, signed in 1835, is an 
example of a treaty designed to force Indian relocation. The treaty legitimated the 
“agreement” of the Cherokee people to cede their land and move to Indian 
Territory (Oklahoma). Implementation of the Treaty of New Echota culminated in 
the famous Cherokee Trail of Tears (Clinton et al. 2003:27). The removal was the 
result of a long battle during which the Cherokee vigorously fought for their right 
to retain their land. Using the legal system of the conquering nation, the 
Cherokees took their case all the way to the Supreme Court. The resulting 
decisions in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia (30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1 (1831)) and 
Worcester v. Georgia (31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 515 (1832)) had a tremendous and 
ongoing influence on the relationship between tribes and the federal government 
(Canby 1998:13). The first case was brought in response to Georgia’s attempts 
to legally extinguish all Cherokee land title within state boundaries and to 
invalidate the Cherokees’ right to self government. At issue in the case was the 
Cherokees’ ability to bring suit against a state. Chief Justice Marshall established 
that the Cherokees represented “a distinct political society separated from others, 
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capable of managing its own affairs and governing itself” (quoted in Canby 
1998:15). However, Marshall further ruled that the tribes were not foreign states. 
Instead, they were “domestic dependent nations” that were “in a state of 
pupilage,” and their relation to the United States “resembled that of a ward to his 
guardian” (Clinton et al. 2003:67). This famous language lay the groundwork for 
the trust relationship in which the federal government became responsible for 
managing Indian affairs (Churchill and Morris 1992:18). It also contained the 
kernel of the idea of rounding Indian peoples into geographically bounded 
enclaves within the United States (Spicer 1962:344).  
Marshall expanded on his definition of “domestic dependent nations” in the 
Worcester decision. In this case, the court considered the question it had avoided 
in Cherokee Nation, namely, whether Georgia had authority to exercise legal 
jurisdiction over Cherokee territory. The court found that only the federal 
government could exercise jurisdiction over Indians; thus, Georgia’s laws had no 
authority over the Cherokee. Furthermore, Marshall’s opinion held that “a weak 
state, in order to provide for its safety, may place itself under the protection of 
one more powerful, without stripping itself of the right of government, and 
ceasing to be a state” (quoted in Deloria and Lytle 1984:17). Thus, Marshall 
strengthened the construction of Indian tribes as semi-sovereign nations that 
were “dependent” on the federal government for protection. U.S. colonial 
dominance and the Doctrine of Discovery had stripped native peoples of title to 
their land, but they were still entitled to U.S. protection. Moreover, Marshall 
stressed that “protection does not imply the destruction of the protected” (Clinton 
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et al. 2003:79), a statement that laid further ground for the federal government’s 
trust responsibility and Congressional plenary power to regulate Indian affairs 
that had been suggested in Cherokee Nation (Churchill and Morris 1992:18).3 
Furthermore, Worcester made clear that states are excluded from exercising any 
power over tribes – that power is expressly reserved to the federal government 
(Canby 1998:17). The Worcester decision flew in the face of President Jackson’s 
agenda to push Indian peoples to the west at any cost, famously leading him to 
make the (probably apocryphal) statement, “John Marshall has made his 
decision; now let him enforce it” (Canby 1998:17; Clinton et al. 2003:87; Oswalt 
1988:39). Georgia had been defeated in the courts, but the state (aided in some 
cases by troops provided by President Jackson) was still able to rid itself of much 
of its Cherokee population, including sixteen thousand people via the Trail of 
Tears in 1838 (O'Neill 2002:11). Furthermore, the Supreme Court had implicitly 
created the authority for instituting a formal system of removal and reservations 
under the auspices of the federal government’s trust responsibility to protect 
native peoples and regulate their affairs.  
 
 
 
                                                 
3
 Congressional power to regulate Indian affairs, known as plenary power, derives from the trust 
relationship between tribes and the federal government. Plenary power is supposed to be 
exercised with the best interests of the Indians in mind – whatever Congress may determine 
those interests to be. This doctrine was foreshadowed in the 1778 Treaty with the Delawares. 
According to Clinton (2002, in Clinton et al. 2003:421), the treaty “contemplated the continued 
permanent occupation of islands of Indian sovereignty and control within the territorial borders of 
the United States,” with the U.S. guaranteeing that they would protect those rights. Thus, the 
notion of reservations and federal trusteeship was contemplated as early as 1778. The plenary 
power implied by the trust relationship was encoded in case law in 1886 with United States v. 
Kagama (118 U.S. 375). 
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Removal and Relocation: The Beginning of the Reservation System 
Treaties that included provisions for Indian removal were often negotiated 
with tribes as a prelude to admitting a territory to statehood, and were a major 
theme of federal Indian policy until at least 1861 (Clinton et al. 2003:27). 
Although most Indian peoples negotiated these treaties from a position of little to 
no power, some were able to use treaties to maintain at least a portion of their 
original land base.4 As western expansion rapidly filled lands that had originally 
been designated Indian Territory, it became clear that a new policy was 
necessary to deal with Indians. The federal government soon realized that it was 
becomingly increasingly difficult to find land for Indians outside state – or 
potential state – boundaries. Settlement was progressing from both east and 
west, filling up what little unsettled land remained. Settlement in California, which 
was granted statehood on September 9, 1850, exploded in the wake of the Gold 
Rush. Thus, a new system – the federal reservation system – was attempted for 
the first time in California during the early 1850s (the specifics of which will be 
discussed below). However, the treaties that formed the basis of reserved Indian 
lands in California were not ratified by the Senate, partly because federal policy 
demanded that Indian enclaves be established outside state boundaries. 
Furthermore, political pressure from California’s senators all but guaranteed that 
                                                 
4
 For example, although the Treaty of Fort Sumner with the Navajo Nation in 1868 allowed the 
Navajos to return to their homelands in the Four Corners region, the treaty was negotiated while 
the Navajos were imprisoned at Bosque Redondo in New Mexico. The Navajo had to make many 
concessions in order to secure their release (Clinton et al 2003:29). The Treaty of Fort Laramie 
(1868) with the Lakota, on the other hand, came about because of the successful military 
resistance of the Lakota and their leader Red Cloud to white encroachment. Negotiating from a 
position of power, the Lakota were able to retain much of their territory in exchange for an end to 
the “Red Cloud War.” The Treaty of Fort Laramie marked the first time the U.S. sued for peace 
with an Indian nation (Churchill 1992:162). 
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the treaties would be rejected (Heizer 1974:101; Phillips 1997). Nevertheless, by 
the mid- to late-1850s, treaties were being used to establish permanent in-state 
Indian enclaves in Kansas and Wisconsin, with a clear understanding that the 
reserves were to remain under federal trusteeship and jurisdiction; that is, states 
would have no authority over Indian lands within their boundaries (Clinton et al. 
2003:28).  
By 1861, the policy of fencing Indians onto reservations was firmly 
entrenched, and remained the primary means by which the federal government 
removed tribes from desirable lands. Essentially, “reservation policy was a form 
of relocation by another name…. Thus, at core, the reservation policy simply 
continued the prior effort to geographically move Indians off valuable lands 
demanded by white settlers” (Clinton et al. 2003:29). Moreover, reservations 
were not only intended to create distance between Indians and whites; they were 
also seen as opportunities to “civilize” and assimilate the Indians through 
education and religious conversion (Canby 1998:18). Treaty-making continued to 
be the preferred method for establishing reservations until 1871, when Congress 
passed a statute declaring that Indian nations were no longer entitled to enter 
into treaty agreements with the United States. Thereafter, reservations were 
established by either Congressional statute or executive order (Canby 1998:18; 
Oswalt 1988:41). 
Assimilation, Allotment, and Extinction 
When the United States ceased to enter into treaties with Indian peoples, 
it launched a new policy era characterized by a massive increase in claims to 
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federal power over Indian affairs, with a concomitant push for strategies designed 
to speed the full assimilation of Indians into Euroamerican culture. This period 
ushered in a “second wave” of federal colonial domination over Indian peoples in 
which tribal powers of self-government were greatly diminished (Clinton et al. 
2003:30).  
By the mid-1880s, individuals and organizations throughout the country, 
as well as members of Congress, began to think that the reservation system was 
preventing the successful assimilation of native peoples into American ways of 
life. Congress showed its dissatisfaction with the reservation system by passing 
the General Allotment Act of 1887, commonly referred to as the Dawes Act. The 
Dawes Act turned out to be one of the most devastating pieces of legislation in 
the history of U.S.-Indian relations in that it “all but ended the collective nature of 
tribal land tenure on affected reservations and opened some, but not all, 
reservations to non-Indian settlement” (Clinton et al. 2003:31). The allotment 
policy was designed to break up communal Indian settlements and assimilate 
native peoples into white lifestyles once and for all. Each Indian family head, 
single adult, or orphaned child was allotted at least 40 acres of land within their 
respective reservations.5 The individual parcels were to be held in trust by the 
federal government for 25 years, at which point those Indians who had 
demonstrated success with farming or otherwise improving their land would be 
                                                 
5
 The Dawes Act represents the first time the federal government implemented blood quantum 
policies as a means by which to genetically legitimate Indian identity. To qualify for allotment, 
each individual was required to have one-half or more degree of Indian blood. As Sturm 
(2002:78) explains, “the federal government used this ideology mostly to control access to 
economic resources… those who did not met this standard were simply excluded.” The 
consequences of blood quantum policies will be explored in much greater detail in chapter 5. 
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granted title in fee simple6 and be granted U.S. citizenship (Deloria and Lytle 
1983:220). Alternatively, those who did not accept an allotment but instead cut 
ties with their tribe and voluntarily adopted “civilized ways” were granted 
immediate citizenship (Oswalt 1988:5).7 Any land that was not allotted was made 
available for purchase by non-Indians. Over time, the act was modified to 
decrease the amount of time parcels had to be held in trust, allow the disposal of 
allotments through wills, and allow parcels to be leased to non-Indians.8 As a 
result, Indian land holdings diminished from 138 million acres in 1887 to 48 
million by 1934 (Clinton et al. 2003:34-36). Twenty million of the remaining acres 
were desert or semi-desert (Canby 1998:22). Far from fulfilling the goal of 
assimilating Indian peoples and eliminating government responsibility for trust 
lands, allotment was instead robbing Indians of any chance for material self-
sufficiency. 
In addition to the Dawes Act, Congress attempted to legislate assimilation 
through more laws that allowed the federal government to assume responsibility 
over many aspects of Indian life. The Major Crimes Act of 1885, for example, 
                                                 
6
 Fee simple land ownership is absolute title to land which is free from other claims against the 
title. What this meant, for the purposes of allotment, was that the federal government was no 
longer responsible for the land or for its Indian occupants. While this may seem like a step 
towards independence for the allottee, in reality it was a way for the government to renege on its 
responsibility to Indian people as established by the Marshall trilogy. More importantly, fee simple 
meant that the land could be purchased by non-Indians from Indians.  
7
 An abiding irony of the citizenship-granting portions of the Dawes Act was that Indian peoples 
living within the former colonies of Spain and Mexico had been citizens of those respective 
governments. That citizenship was lost when the United States took over those lands. Ultimately, 
all Indians were granted full citizenship under the Indian Citizenship Act of 1924. 
8
 An 1891 amendment to the Dawes Act allowed land to be leased to non-Indians if the Indian 
agent felt that the allottee was not appropriately using the land. In 1906, the Burke Act allowed 
the Secretary of the Interior to ignore the 25-year waiting period and sell land that was held by 
allottees deemed incompetent to manage their land. 
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established federal jurisdiction over major crimes on Indian land, circumventing 
traditional native laws and methods of social control. Another act with devastating 
consequences was the establishment of federally sanctioned Indian boarding 
schools. The first of these schools, Carlisle Indian School, was established in 
1879 for the express purpose of “Christianization, education, and an introduction 
into the ideals of private property, in other words, white acculturation” (Stahl 
1979:29). With the Act of July 31, 1882, Congress established more boarding 
schools, with tribal appropriations given to missionaries and religious groups to 
establish schools on reservations. Indian children were often forcibly removed 
from their communities to attend these schools, which were generally located 
hundreds of miles from their homes. They were forbidden to speak their native 
tongues or practice their traditions, and were trained in the technical skills that 
were considered appropriate for their social standing: agriculture, mechanical 
arts, and industrial education.  
Although acculturation, and ultimate absorption and disappearance into 
US society were the ultimate goals of federal policy during the assimilation era, 
the ideologies behind these policies were in keeping with the perpetuation of 
systemic political and economic inequalities. Indian education, in particular, 
offered a way to keep Indians in their proper place in the field of power, while 
allotment provided a method for essentially robbing Indians of the material basis 
for maintaining any semblance of culture or claim to political independence. 
Assimilation policies were a show of structural power on the part of the U.S. 
government in their ability to “deploy and allocate social labor” (Wolf 1999:4). The 
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communication of ideas about power through allocations and distributions of 
land, labor, and education provided a way for the state to rid itself of a vexing 
subaltern political group without actually having to give anything away. 
Indian Reorganization and Restoration 
The allotment policy brought into being by the Dawes Act not only caused 
chaos, confusion, and ultimately radical losses of land for Indian peoples; it also 
failed to work as a vehicle for assimilation. These failures of federal Indian policy 
were detailed in a report commissioned by the Secretary of the Interior, The 
Problem of Indian Administration, authored by Dr. Lewis Meriam and a team of 
experts. Completed in 1928, the eight-hundred page Meriam Report, as it came 
to be known, included multiple policy recommendations for improving the 
conditions of Native Americans. While recognizing the failures of the Dawes Act 
and subsequent legislation, the Meriam Report did not back away from the 
overall goal of assimilation. Education, in particular, was proposed to help 
Indians “so that they may be absorbed into the prevailing civilization or be fitted 
to live in the presence of that civilization at least in accordance with a minimum 
standard of health and decency” (Meriam 1928, quoted in Berkhofer 1978:180-
181). The Meriam Report improved on earlier efforts at assimilation in that it 
allowed that “he who wants to remain an Indian and live according to his old 
culture should be aided in doing so”; however, far from advocating the restoration 
of Indian societies and cultures, the report merely suggested new ways for the 
federal government to approach the problem of administrating Indian affairs and 
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speeding acculturation to “modern corporate existence” (Deloria and Lytle 
1984:58-59). 
 In response to the Meriam Report and the subsequent crusading efforts 
of Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier,9 Congress in 1934 passed the 
Indian Reorganization Act (IRA), also known as the Wheeler-Howard Act. Among 
other things, the IRA ended the allotment policy and prevented further alienation 
of tribal lands. It also allowed tribes to adopt federally authorized constitutions 
and bylaws, restored governmental powers to tribes, and provided federal funds 
for education and economic development. However, overcoming the historical 
problems from the allotment and assimilation policies of the past was difficult, 
and the IRA was insufficient to redress the wrongs perpetrated on Indians by 
these policies. Among the difficulties presented by the IRA was the lack of 
cultural match between the governmental structures proposed by the act and 
traditional leadership paradigms. The proposal that tribes adopt boilerplate 
constitutions written by the federal government exacerbated existing conflicts 
between traditional and assimilated factions in tribes (Deloria and Lytle 
1984:169). Furthermore, the IRA was not written to allow Indians full control over 
their own destinies; instead it was a continued attempt to find a way for the 
federal government to manage Indians until they were fully absorbed into United 
States society and essentially ceased to exist as a political problem. This reality 
                                                 
9
 Collier was appointed to this position by FDR in 1933, and served until 1945. Collier’s 
perspective on Indian affairs is summed up by Berkhofer (1978:179): “For the sake of White as 
well as Red peoples, then, the Indians’ tribal life must be preserved, and this became [Collier’s] 
first aim as… Commissioner of Indian Affairs.” Collier’s proposed bill actually went much further 
than the IRA by including several sections promoting Indian self-determination and cultural 
perpetuation, as well as provisions for tribal courts and education. 
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was demonstrated by the fact that several provisions of the IRA required that 
Indians cede authority to the Secretary of the Interior, and/or the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs. As Berkhofer (1978:184) observes, “Congress at best preferred to 
stabilize Indian acculturation and assimilation as it was in 1934 without forcing 
change either forward or backward.” And, while John Collier’s original intent was 
to ultimately remove Indian tribes from federal authority and allow them full self-
government, “the idea of decentralizing power, even gradually, and placing 
authority in the hands of the local Indian communities was anathema” to 
Congress (Deloria and Lytle 1984:143). 
One of the most important provisions of the IRA was the requirement that 
each federally recognized tribe hold a vote, within one year of the act’s passage, 
to either accept or reject it. Ultimately, 181 tribes voted to accept the IRA, while 
77 – including Pala – voted to reject it.10 For those tribes that accepted the act, 
the BIA began policy implementation that included deploying a team of 
anthropologists and legal experts to reservations to help draft tribal constitutions. 
Given the lack of experience and expertise of tribal members in general, Deloria 
and Lytle (1984:173) ask rhetorically, “Is it any wonder that so many of the newly 
established constitutions had a distinct Anglo-American flavor? Or that they 
resembled one another so much?” For tribes such as Pala that rejected the IRA, 
other government policies and programs continued to provide benefits and 
                                                 
10
 Deloria and Lytle (1984) discuss the methods that were used to help ensure passage of the 
IRA, particularly highlighting the fact that any eligible tribal voter who did not participate in the 
election would be counted as approving adoption of the act. In this manner, some tribes whose 
participating voters actually rejected the act ended up coming under its auspices anyway, since 
many individuals did not vote. This was the case for the Santa Ysabel tribe, a San Diego County 
neighbor of Pala. 
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services to their reservations, but they were unable to capitalize on any of the 
programs the act authorized. Ultimately, both IRA and non-IRA tribes received 
little lasting benefit from the legislation; in spite of John Collier’s desire to provide 
avenues to tribal self-sufficiency and governance, the intractability of the federal 
bureaucracy and continued Congressional opposition to Indian programs 
doomed his efforts. Furthermore, as Berkhofer (1978:185) points out, “the Indian 
Reorganization Act, in the end, represented… [Collier’s] idea of what was best 
for Indians, and not always what Native Americans in their diverse circumstances 
thought best for themselves.” 
Termination 
 By 1945, the United States’ entry into World War II had reduced the funds 
available for Indian programs, and the government began to explore ways in 
which it could relinquish its responsibility to fund and operate Indian programs. A 
shift in power to a conservative Republican Congress eager to dismantle many of 
the reforms of the New Deal meant that renewed attention was focused on ways 
to eliminate services to reservations. Relocation of individual Indians to urban 
centers for employment or enlistment in the military became one way to reduce 
the populations of the reservations, and thus the expense of providing services. 
Not incidentally, urban relocation and the military were also ways to continue 
assimilationist policies (Clinton et al 2003:41). In 1947, Acting Indian 
Commissioner William Zimmerman was asked by Congress to compile a list of 
tribes that could be successful without federal help. Zimmerman’s list estimated 
that ten tribes were ready for immediate termination of federal responsibilities, 
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and the rest would be ready within five to twenty-five years. The goal, as it had 
been for previous policy iterations, was again to assimilate Native Americans into 
mainstream American life. Berkhofer (1978:187) notes that “once again the 
desire for assimilation provided grounds for the belief that all Indians could be 
completely incorporated into American society within a generation.” 
In 1948 the Hoover Commission recommended that as many tribes as 
possible should be terminated from federal oversight and be overseen by the 
states. While the administrative goal of the government was to reduce expenses 
and responsibility for Indians, its ideological purposes adhered to the view that 
“freeing” Indians from federal oversight would result in a “profound reawakening” 
(Deloria and Lytle 1983:17). Interestingly, termination was also supported by 
those of a more liberal ideological persuasion. The National Council of Churches, 
for one, recommended full citizenship for Indians as a way to free them from the 
“discriminating legislation that bound them to the federal government” (Deloria 
and Lytle 1983:16). This same point of view was reflected by civil rights 
advocates who felt that government oversight and the trust relationship was a 
way to impose racial restrictions on an oppressed minority. Deloria and Lytle 
(1983:17) note the irony of this position, observing that “if the Democratic liberals 
could not immediately assist the blacks in their struggle, they could at least assist 
the Indians, over whom they had more direct control.” 
 Termination policy was officially introduced in 1953 with the passage of 
House Concurrent Resolution (HCR) 108, which stated that “at the earliest 
possible time, all of the Indians tribes and the individual members thereof… 
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should be freed from Federal supervision and control” (Deloria and Lytle 
1983:17-18). HCR 108 was the precursor to eventual legislation that would 
actually terminate the federal trustee relationship with particular tribes. Ultimately, 
over 100 tribes and bands were terminated. The effects of termination included 
lost land holdings, the imposition of state legislative, judicial, and taxation 
authority, an end to federal programs for tribal governments and individuals, loss 
of sovereignty, and the imposition of federal taxes. The ultimate consequence of 
termination for tribes was that it removed any support for tribal governmental 
structures. Without a land base, without any legislative or judicial authority, 
without any avenue for the exercise of sovereignty, tribal governments collapsed. 
As Canby (1998:57) observes, “without territory and without government, tribal 
identity itself is severely threatened. While it is technically inaccurate to refer to 
‘terminated tribes’ because it is the federal-tribal relationship and not the tribe 
that is terminated by statute, that common shorthand term sometimes reflects the 
true state of affairs.” 
 The termination era came to an end in 1966 when the last of the official 
termination plans, for the Ponca tribe, went into effect. Four years later, President 
Nixon formally repudiated the termination policy and repealed HCR 108, and 
made clear his position that the new federal policy towards Indians would be in 
support of tribal self-determination. Still, the effects of the termination era linger, 
and only a handful of the tribes affected by termination have been able to restore 
their trust relationship with the federal government. 
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Self-Determination 
 Since the late 1960s and largely into the present, the federal approach to 
Indian affairs has revolved around policies that promote tribal self-determination. 
Support for Indian education and social programs, spelled out in legislation such 
as the Indian Education Act of 1972, the Indian Financing Act of 1974, and the 
Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975, is aimed at 
helping Indians gain self-sufficiency. Berkhofer (1978:189) points out that the 
focus upon self-determination has provided fertile ground for the proliferation of 
Native American political organizations that can bring pressure to bear on the 
federal government to achieve goals that are important as Indians see them, as 
opposed to how outsiders define them. Nevertheless, self-determination is still 
couched in terms that assume Indians remain a problem to be solved. The Indian 
Civil Rights Act of 1968 (ICRA), for example, required tribes to adhere to most of 
the requirements in the Bill of Rights - a constraint to which they had not been 
subjected by the U.S. Constitution. Requiring that tribes follow the Bill of Rights 
was not in itself the focus of objection; rather, the ICRA represented an incursion 
of the federal government into tribal governance and independence (Canby 
1998:29).  
Legislation and federal policies relating to Native America in the decades 
since termination continue to follow a strategy of strengthening tribal 
governments while concurrently reducing the federal government’s trust 
responsibility to tribes (Canby 1998:31). Canby avers that the self-determination 
era illustrates that the federal government may have finally recognized that 
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Indians are here to stay and will do nothing further to change the federal-Indian 
relationship; still, he cautions that “nothing in the history of federal Indian policy… 
justifies confidence in such a conclusion” (Canby 1983:32). And, in spite of 
ongoing support for self-determination and home rule, Congress still determines 
the limits of tribal self-sufficiency and sovereignty (Berkhofer 1978:192-193). 
Indian nations are still domestic dependent nations.  
Support for self-determination has not eliminated the political will to end 
the trust relationship that Native American nations have with the United States. In 
particular, Indian-friendly litigation and policies regarding such issues as land 
rights, water rights, and hunting and fishing rights have led to opposition by non-
Indians who resent these so-called “special privileges” (Clinton et al 2003:44). 
The advent of Indian gaming since the mid-1980s has met with similar 
resentment and backlash – an issue that I will address in detail in chapter 6. It is 
possible that gaming is ushering in a new epoch in the tribal-federal relationship, 
giving the federal government an excuse for limiting support of tribal sovereignty 
and federal programs in the mistaken view that gaming revenues are enough to 
replace federal aid, and potentially leading to a new era of termination.   
Federal Policy and California Indians 
The foregoing broad discussion of federal Indian policy is relevant to the 
experience of all Native Americans, including those in California. Although 
California was still a part of Spain when the United States first began formulating 
federal Indian policy, the decisions that were made had implications for the future 
of California's native people. From the late 1840s to the present, the Native 
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American peoples of California have been subjected to the same federal policies 
as native peoples throughout the United States. However, the native peoples of 
California had a very different experience of colonization, missionization, and 
Euroamerican settlement than many of the peoples of the eastern and middle 
territories of the United States.11 Spain, Russia, Mexico, and finally the United 
States were involved in exploring, colonizing, “civilizing,” and settling California, 
particularly along the coast (Lightfoot 2004). Regardless of the nation that was 
spearheading colonization of sections of North America, the ultimate goal was 
the same: development of the home economy through the exploitation of new 
lands and resources – including the labor resources provided by indigenous 
peoples (Littlefield and Knack 1996). With the establishment of the first Spanish 
Franciscan mission in San Diego in 1769, California’s Indians became caught up 
in the pattern of colonial domination that Indian peoples in the east had been 
experiencing for generations. However, unlike the Indians to the east, the people 
of California were subjected to a program of missionization under the 
Franciscans. The 21 missions and four military presidios that stretched north as 
far as Sonoma were designed to adapt the Indians to a civilized Christian life and 
eventually transform them into a compliant source of cheap peasant labor for the 
Spanish crown (Shipek 1978). The mission system in California distinguished 
itself from Indian policy in the eastern French and British colonies (and ultimately 
the United States) in this regard; rather than eliminating the natives from the 
                                                 
11
 An exception is the pueblos of New Mexico, which were also subjected to colonization and 
missionization by the Spanish. However, although their lands were in many cases greatly 
diminished, the pueblos were not subjected to removal by the U.S. The process by which the 
pueblos came under federal trusteeship is an interesting story of judicial and legislative 
maneuvering (see e.g. Clinton, et al. 2003:456-459). 
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land, the Spanish “resettled” them at the missions, baptized them into 
Catholicism, and offered them Spanish citizenship. A detailed history of the 
mission system is beyond the scope of this dissertation; however, aspects of 
mission history are relevant to the current legal status of many of California’s 
native peoples, which will be discussed further below (see e.g. Costo and Costo 
1987; Heizer 1974; Jackson 1885; Lightfoot 2004; Phillips 1974; Shipek 1978; 
Smith 1907).  
By the time California became a U.S. territory in 1848 with the signing of 
the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo with Mexico, California Indians had endured 79 
years of Spanish and Mexican rule. Moreover, Spanish and Mexican land grants 
had divided much of the state into a patchwork of enormous private land 
holdings, all of which were recognized under the treaty. The Indians, who had 
already endured massive population losses, famine, epidemics, conflicts with 
settlers, and social, political, and economic upheaval, were forced to eke out a 
marginal existence wherever they could (Carrico 1987:14; Cook 1976; Shipek 
1991).  
When gold was discovered in California in early 1848, the situation for 
Indians became much worse. However, Indian peoples were not powerless in the 
face of the white incursion. California’s native population had mounted strong 
resistance beginning with the mission period that continued into the era of U.S. 
occupation. Far from passively accepting the domination of the colonizers, Indian 
peoples formed alliances to fight for survival (Phillips 1975; Phillips 1997; Shipek 
1987). In particular, it was ongoing conflict between Indians and gold miners that 
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led the state and the federal government to the realization that something had to 
be done (Heizer 1978:702). According to Phillips (1997:xv-xvi) the federal 
government “intervened in California long before it was prepared to do so, hastily 
dispatching Indian agents to negotiate treaties of peace and friendship with the 
indigenous inhabitants.”  
California and the Reservation System 
California’s Anglo-American leadership struggled with the realization that, 
unlike Indian peoples in the east, there was no place to the west where 
California’s Indians could go. Bearing this in mind, Oliver M. Wozencraft, George 
W. Barbour, and Redick McKee, the three Indian commissioners dispatched to 
California in 1850, stated in bold terms that “the General Government and the 
people of California appear to have left but one alternative in relation to these 
remnants of once numerous and powerful tribes, viz: extermination or 
domestication” (Quote in San Francisco Alta California, Jan. 14, 1851, quoted in 
Rawls 1984:141). The commissioners arranged eighteen treaties with several 
Indian groups in 1851-1852 that established permanent reservations in 
California’s central valley. During the debate over ratification of the treaties in the 
Senate, resolutions were submitted to modify the treaties and strike out the 
provision for permanent Indian occupation (Phillips 1997:174). Although this 
change was accepted, the U.S. Senate was not ready to concede that the policy 
of Indian removal beyond state borders was a failure, and the treaties were not 
ratified. Yet, the tribes that had agreed to the treaties were living on land they 
believed had been permanently reserved to them. In this case, they suffered a 
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similar fate to other treaty-making tribes throughout the United States who had 
seen the promises made to them broken time and again. Moreover, as Phillips 
(1997:186) points out, the state of California took advantage of the federal 
government’s lack of preparedness to deal with the state’s Indian population. 
While the state shared the general sentiment that it was in the best interests of all 
concerned to segregate Indians into geographically defined enclaves away from 
white settlement, as well as to enact programs of education and “civilization,” 
California’s leaders had their own plans for Indian management. California’s 
opposition to and ultimate defeat of the treaties was a direct challenge to federal 
authority over Indian affairs (Phillips 1997:186). This attitude paralleled Georgia’s 
defiance of the prospect of Cherokees remaining within the state, and 
foreshadowed California’s ongoing attempts to assert jurisdiction over the state’s 
Indian nations. 
 In the wake of the Senate’s failure to ratify the reservation treaties, 
Congress appointed Edward Fitzgerald Beale to act as Indian superintendent in 
California in March 1852. Instead of establishing reservations via treaty, Beale 
proposed creating a system of small (approximately 75,000-acre) reservations 
that were modeled on the mission system. These military-run and occupied 
reservations would train Indians in self-supporting skills and also make them 
available as labor for the soldiers and agents assigned to each reservation. 
Beale’s scheme represented the first modern reservation system in the United 
States (Rawls 1984:148-149). The California system was unique in that it located 
reservations on government land. The reservations were composed of relatively 
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small parcels that concentrated the Indian population and made it easier for 
Indian agents and soldiers to control and train them. Without an adequate 
appropriation of money from Congress, Beale was only able to open one 
reservation, in the Tejon Pass area of the San Joaquin Valley. However, the 
success of the Tejon reservation led to the creation of more government-
established reservations in places such as Mendocino, Fresno, Round Valley, 
and Klamath (Rawls 1984:152). Ultimately, Beale’s system provided a model for 
new reservations throughout the west.  
 Unlike those reservations that had been established by treaty, the 
reservations in California did not invest the Indian residents with any specific 
rights. California Indians did not cede their lands (even under duress), as had 
treaty-making tribes. Instead, they were offered the opportunity to “voluntarily” 
take up residence on any one of several reservations created by the government 
on resource-poor lands that were often unsuitable for either farming or native 
subsistence practices, while their valuable traditional homelands were taken by 
gold miners or settlers. In addition, many native lands were lost through the legal 
recognition of land grants made by the Spanish and Mexican governments. The 
failure of the original attempt to create treaty-based reservations left many 
California Indians with no land and no rights (Clinton et al. 2003:28). 
Furthermore, when the Dawes Act was passed in 1877, many of California’s 
reservations were subjected to allotment, and some of what little land California 
Indians possessed was lost. However, some native peoples in California took 
advantage of the Dawes Act to secure “Indian homestead” allotments from the 
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public domain. These allotments were held for them in trust as individuals. In 
central and northern California, in a move unique to the state, a number of 
rancherias – usually small, even tiny, isolated plots of land intended for one or 
more extended families – were reserved for landless Indians (Field 1999:196; 
Shipek 1987:107, 110). 
The History of the Reservation at Pala 
Much of the history of reservations in California is reflected in the founding 
of the Pala Reservation in San Diego County. The Luiseño Indians who resided 
at Pala were subjects of Mission San Luis Rey, and were exposed to the same 
forced labor, conversion, and social upheaval as other mission Indians. However, 
the missions at San Diego and San Luis Rey deviated from the general pattern of 
mission colonization in that they were unable to support large populations of 
neophytes within the mission settlements. Thus, the Kumeyaay and Luiseño 
peoples who fell within the jurisdiction of these missions were allowed to reside in 
their native villages – a situation which may have helped them preserve their 
claim to some traditional territory when land was being reserved for Indians 
(Lightfoot 2004:216). In contrast, many native California peoples were unable to 
prove an ancestral connection to a traditional land base, and were not granted 
reservation land. This lack of land has been extremely harmful to California 
Indians who have sought, and failed, to receive federal acknowledgement of their 
tribal status (Field 1999, 2008; Lightfoot 2004). 
The first reservation at Pala was established in 1870, but it quickly stirred 
up the resistance of local Indians and white settlers and was rescinded in 1871 
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(Hyer 2001a:90; Lightfoot 2004:215). By 1875, ongoing conflict with settlers led 
to the creation of a new reservation at Pala, which was established by order of 
president Ulysses Grant (Bean and Shipek 1978:558). In the four years after the 
first reservation had closed, the Luiseños at Pala had realized that agreeing to 
the reservation was the only way they could preserve any of their dwindling 
homeland. The executive order reserved lands that included several Luiseño, 
Cupeño, and Kumeyaay villages (Hyer 2001a:90). Unlike many native peoples of 
California, the Luiseños of Pala were fortunate enough to be able to stay in their 
own village. By the time they were granted reservation land, it had become clear 
that Edward Beale’s system of military-style reservations was leaving Indians in a 
shameful state of poverty and neglect (see e.g. Jackson 1885; Smith 1907). 
Publicizing the plight of the so-called “Mission Indians” of southern California was 
pivotal in securing executive orders that reserved land for the neglected refugees 
of missionization, including those at Pala. 
 In 1893, Pala was marked for allotment under the Dawes Act. At that time, 
the reservation was composed of only 160 acres of land, 54 of which were 
deemed worthless by Francisco Estudillo, the agent in charge of allotment. 
Nevertheless, Estudillo proceeded with allotments among the 53 Luiseño 
residents of Pala, which resulted in fifteen small allotments that were well under 
the 40 acres the Dawes Act required; moreover, many of the allotments included 
some of the worthless acreage (Hyer 2001a:98-99). However, the Luiseño at 
Pala did not see allotment for what it was: an effort to “civilize” Indians and thus 
terminate federal responsibility to them. Instead, they viewed it as an opportunity 
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to solidify their claims to ancestral lands that they considered to be theirs in the 
first place (Hyer 2001a:100-101). 
 In 1903, the Pala Reservation was transformed from a small patchwork of 
allotted and trust lands into a much larger reservation that was to become the 
home of the Cupeño Indians, who were forced off their ancestral land 40 miles to 
the east and required to take up residence at Pala. In a court battle reminiscent 
of the Cherokees’ fight to retain land in Georgia, the Cupeño had gone to the 
Supreme Court in a valiant attempt to preserve their homeland. However, the 
1901 decision in Barker v. Harvey (181 U.S. 481) held that title to the Cupeños’ 
land was in private hands. Thus, the Cupeños were forcibly removed to Pala on 
May 3, 1903 (Hill and Nolasquez 1973; J.J. Hill 1927; Hyer 2001a).12 Congress 
had appointed a commission, headed by Charles Lummis, to find a suitable 
location for the Cupeños’ new home (see Lummis 1902). Lummis recommended 
that Congress purchase and reserve land to be annexed to the Pala reservation. 
In 1903, 3,438 acres were purchased and an additional 8,000 acres of public 
land were added to accommodate the new residents. Within a few years, this 
land was surveyed and allotted. Some land was also removed from the 
reservation when valuable tourmaline deposits were discovered (Shipek 
1987:45). Shipek (1987:53-54) observes that Pala was unique in that it contained 
a planned, centralized village, and allotments that included town lots and land for 
farming. Pala is also unique in the respect that it contains the last continuously 
active outpost of the Spanish Franciscan mission system. Mission San Antonio 
                                                 
12
 The story of how the Cupeños came to lose their ancestral land and be relocated to Pala will be 
taken up in much greater detail in chapter 3. 
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de Pala was originally established in 1816 as an asistencia to Mission San Luis 
Rey to the west. After mission secularization in 1834, the mission at Pala 
continued to minister to the religious needs of the reservation and surrounding 
communities, a charge it maintains today. 
 Overall, the founding and expansion of the reservation at Pala falls within 
the overall history of reservations in California, with a few exceptions that are 
unique to its history and circumstances. Undoubtedly, the same is true for any 
reservation in California or the nation. Ultimately, the principles on which the 
United States founded its Indian policy have led to the similar situations for native 
peoples throughout the country: they are all subject to federal jurisdiction, 
Congressional plenary power, and the trust relationship. They have all 
experienced some degree of extermination, removal, relocation, acculturation, 
assimilation, and termination at the hands of the U.S. and state governments. 
They are all struggling to survive and thrive as sovereign nations, and in some 
cases to even be acknowledged as Indian people by the federal government. 
The peculiarities, particularities, and similarities that characterize each Indian 
nation and each piece of Indian land indicate that the indigenous peoples of the 
United States have a history that is at once completely shared and wholly unique. 
Conclusion 
 Tracing the history of federal Indian policy from the first treaties in colonial 
times, to the policies of self-determination that characterize the modern era, 
provides the foundation for entering into a more specific discussion of how these 
policies and the ideologies they reflect have affected the people of Pala. The 
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work of Donham, the Comaroffs, and Wolf shows that ideology is a reflection of 
historical moments, therefore requiring an in-depth analysis of those moments. 
Thus, the history of the Pala tribe, and how that history has been shaped by both 
the externalized power of the state and the internal ideologies of the Pala people, 
should be discussed in depth. I turn to this topic in chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3 
WE ARE THE PEOPLE FROM CUPA: HISTORY AND IDENTITY AT PALA 
 
Tribal identity at Pala is a complex and multi-layered construct with roots 
in specific historical trajectories. And, as with any discussion of identity, there is 
danger in taking too broad an approach in discussing it. Anthropological 
representations of Native America have historically erred on the side of 
generalizing not just Indian cultures, but also the individuals whose lives form the 
sum of those cultures. Although anthropology has recognized the mistake of 
objectifying Native American cultural groups as “The (Plains, Pueblo, Northwest 
Coast, et al) Indian,” (with Benedict’s Patterns of Culture (1934) being the classic 
example of this approach) the danger still exists that anthropological analyses 
will be interpreted in ways that legitimize lumping Indian people into stereotypical 
pigeonholes. I want to avoid making this mistake here by acknowledging the 
various conceptions of tribal identity, and what it means to belong as a Pala tribal 
member, from several individual and temporal perspectives.  
A key finding of my fieldwork – although in retrospect, one that does not 
come as a surprise – is that there are as many definitions of tribal belonging and 
identity at Pala as there are tribal members. However, it is equally important to 
acknowledge the ways in which history has shaped those definitions. Particular 
historical moments have led to particular definitions of Indianness, and the 
history of Indians as a group has been marked by unequal power relations. The 
native peoples of the United States (not to mention indigenous populations 
around the world) have been subjected to dominance hierarchies and power 
structures against which they have struggled, resisted, and adapted. As Wolf 
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suggests, particular historical situations for specific cultures are “best interpreted 
when placed in the contexts of social and cultural life, situated within the 
parameters of a determinate political economy” (1999:18), as well as explored 
through the material processes influenced by ecology, economics, social 
organization, and political power. As a group, Pala has been defined in ways that 
must be understood within these interrelated contexts. But, as Wolf also rightly 
points out, those same contexts shape resistance among the dominated, and can 
be deployed to explain the indigenous ideologies that are shaped as a 
consequence of that resistance. Identity and ideology since the time of European 
contact in California have been formed at least partially in reaction to the 
emergence of new class relationships between indigenous peoples and the 
power structures brought to bear on them by the colonial enterprise. Class 
consciousness for native peoples was both a shared and an individual 
development, as the particularities of each group’s experience became a part of 
the overall subjugation of California’s indigenous cultures. In the case of Pala, 
the emergence of class consciousness was made manifest in the agentive 
choices made by the group in its attempts to adapt to new structures of power 
(Comaroff and Comaroff 1992). 
John and Jean Comaroff point out that it is impossible for ethnography to 
reach beneath the surface of everyday life without considering the historical 
imagination, or “the imagination… of both those who make history and those who 
write it” (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:xi). This perspective, the Comaroffs write, 
is important for the new directions anthropology has been taking since the 1990s 
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in studying topics such as national movements, state formation, ethnicity, 
colonialism, and other aspects of globalization. The people of Pala have their 
own historical imagination, one that is based on experiences reaching into the 
distant past and extending into an unknowable – but not entirely unpredictable – 
future. This history is not always consciously present in the minds of the people 
who are living it, and it is even less accessible to the ethnographer. Despite what 
we may think we can predict, history does not have a homogenizing influence on 
cultures, simply eroding difference and replacing local structures of meaning; 
instead “global forces [play] into local forms and conditions in unexpected ways, 
changing known structures into strange hybrids” (Comaroff and Comaroff 
1992:5). Pala’s history, and the contexts in which it has been written and 
understood, both by those in power and by the people of Pala themselves, 
begins in a time that has too often been dismissed as “pre” historic – yet how can 
this be when it was experienced by living people who passed that story through 
succeeding generations into the present? The basis of belonging as a Pala tribal 
member is the shared acknowledgement of the past, and how that past continues 
to shape choices in the present. Although the people of Pala may not describe it 
as such, they adhere to a consciousness of their position in economically 
stratified and racialized hierarchies that is at once unique to their individual 
history and representative of similar experiences shared by other indigenous 
peoples. Understanding contemporary identity at Pala requires an understanding 
of the genesis of that consciousness and the underlying history that gives it 
context and meaning. 
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Pala History 
 The people of Pala consider themselves to be a single group, with a 
shared history dating to the time when two different groups of people – the 
Luiseño of Pala and the Cupeño of Warner’s Hot Springs1 – were merged on a 
single reservation. Yet, despite over one hundred years of combined residence at 
Pala, the members of the Pala Band of Mission Indians still trace their ancestry to 
one of two origins: the “Old Pala” Luiseño who resided at Pala before 1903, and 
the Cupeño, who arrived in 1903. In fact, tribal membership formally traces to 
lineage from one of these two groups, using two different land allotment rolls – 
one from 1895, one from 1913 – to determine enrollment eligibility. And, even 
though the Pala reservation was established in 1875 for a small group of 
Luiseños residing in the shadow of the Pala mission, tribal identity is primarily 
based on Cupeño culture and heritage.2  
Cupeño Origins 
Archaeological investigation of Cupeño territory has been very limited. As 
a result, little is known about occupation previous to contact with European 
settlers. Archaeological sites within Cupeño territory are primarily associated with 
the Final Archaic Period into the Late Prehistoric Period and the San Luis Rey 
and Peninsular patterns, dating from approximately 2000 B.P. to the contact 
                                                 
1
 Warner’s Hot Springs is known today as Warner Springs, and is the modern-day site of the 
ancestral village of Cupa. The people of Pala refer to this location in one of several ways, 
depending on context. Generally, the site is referred to as Warner’s, but when speaking 
historically, the original name of Cupa is used. 
2
 I will address the ramifications of the separate historical and cultural origins of the Pala people 
today further on. The situation is in fact even more complex than the two-group origins imply, 
because a few individuals from other groups were also part of the 1903 removal, including people 
of Kumeyaay/Diegueno, Cahuilla, Yaqui, and Chumash descent. However, Cupeño and Luiseño 
remain the two most salient groups.  
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period beginning with the arrival of the Spanish in San Diego in 1769 (Sutton 
2011; Sutton and Gardner 2006; Warren et al 2008). Linguistically, the Cupeño 
belong to the northern branch of the Uto-Aztecan language family, as do their 
close neighbors the Cahuilla and Luiseño. The Kumeyaay, the Cupeños’ 
neighbors to the south, belong to the Yuman family, which some linguists have 
suggested may be part of a larger “Hokan” group of languages that may include 
a number of small families in aboriginal California (Golla 2007:79).  
Occupation of Cupeño territory by populations ancestral to present-day 
Cupeño people can be dated to approximately 800 to 1,000 years B.P. (Hill and 
Nolasquez 1973:i). Cupeño oral history maintains that the original members of 
the group came from a lineage of mountain Cahuilla who moved to the south. 
The Cupeños’ origin story relates the tale of how culture hero Kisily Pewish 
established Cupeño territory and lineages (Gifford 1918; Hill and Nolasquez 
1973).  
Language studies comparing Cupeño with Cahuilla and Luiseño indicate 
how closely the three are related. Indeed, Cupeño and Cahuilla are almost 
mutually intelligible (Jacobs 1975:5). Kroeber (1925) maintained that the 
distinctiveness of the Cupeño language from Luiseño and Cahuilla indicates an 
early detachment from an undifferentiated Luiseño-Cahuilla group at an unknown 
point in the past. In a comparison of Cupeño, Cahuilla, and Luiseño, Bright and 
Hill (1967) concluded that the Cahuilla and Cupeño were once part of the same 
group, and appear to have separated around 1,000 years ago, which 
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corresponds with the time suggested by Cupeño oral tradition. Thus, 
ethnographic and linguistic study both bear out the Cupeño version of events. 
The Cupeño maintained many of the same cultural traditions as the 
Cahuilla, while establishing traditions of their own as they settled in their new 
territory (Hill and Nolasquez 1973). Additionally, they interacted closely with their 
relatives and neighbors the Luiseño and Kumeyaay, and maintained ties with 
their Cahuilla relatives. This contact included intermarriage to the degree that, by 
the time of contact, only three lineages were said to be direct descendants of the 
original Cupeño, while the other lineages were of Luiseño, Kumeyaay and 
Cahuilla origin (Bright and Hill 1967). This resulted in a mix of different cultural 
traditions being unified as the distinct culture of the Cupeño, a culture uniquely 
adapted to their small, yet rich and varied, ancestral environment (Hill and 
Nolasquez 1973). 
History Since Contact 
In 1769, Spanish Franciscan missionaries established Mission San Diego 
de Alcalá, the first California mission to be founded in their statewide system 
(Phillips 1975:20). While the advent of the missions resulted in tremendous 
change and upheaval for their neighbors the Kumeyaay and Luiseño, the 
Cupeño were not subjected to the hardships of life in the mission system. In fact, 
the first documented contact between Europeans and Cupeños came in 1795, 
well after the first mission had been established. Hill (1927), in his history of 
Warner’s Ranch, details how Fray Juan Mariner and Captain Juan Pablo Grijalva 
came upon the valley they named Valle del San José during an expedition to find 
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an inland site for a new mission. Hill includes an excerpt of Fray Mariner’s diary 
in the appendix to his book, which describes the valley as being rich in both 
natural resources and beauty, and ideal not only for a mission but for a presidio 
as well (Hill 1927:187). However, Mission San Luis Rey, and later Mission San 
Diego, only established outposts at the permanent village of Cupa, where they 
maintained a presence until mission secularization in 1834 (Hill and Nolasquez 
1973:i). The missionaries also established small asistencias intended to cater to 
the religious needs of the local Indians at the Kumeyaay village of Santa Ysabel 
and the Luiseño village of Pala (Hyer 2001a). The asistencia at Pala is in 
operation to this day, and is the only remaining fragment of the mission system in 
California that is still actively ministering to its original Indian population. 
While many Cupeños converted to Catholicism during this time, they were 
able to maintain most of their traditional religion and way of life. The Spanish 
taught them agriculture, which they added to traditional hunting and gathering as 
a mode of subsistence production (Hill and Nolasquez 1973; Hyer 2001a). 
Although the Cupeños’ experience with the mission system may not have been 
as traumatic as that of other groups, they nevertheless were forced into a 
“serflike” relationship with the Spanish, and later with the Mexicans and 
Americans, in which they essentially worked and lived on what was now 
considered to be territory belonging to these respective governments (Bean and 
Smith 1978:589). This arrangement would prove to foreshadow the events that 
would result in the Cupeños’ eventual eviction from their land. 
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Except for the nominal presence of the missions, Cupeños had relatively 
little contact with outsiders until 1810, when the first mission outpost was 
established at Cupa (Bean and Smith 1978:589). Between 1810 and 1903, 
contact and tensions mounted between the Cupeño and the Spanish, Mexicans, 
and Americans who trekked through their territory (Hyer 2001a). There were two 
permanent main villages in Cupeño territory prior to 1903: kúpa (Cupa) and 
wilákalpa (Wilakal) (Bean and Smith 1978:588). The name Cupeño was derived 
from Spanish, with the Spanish suffix –eño being appended to the place-name of 
kúpa. However, the Cupeño called themselves Kuupangaxwicham.3 Kroeber 
(1925:689) reported the name as Kupa-ngakitom, or “Kupa-people.” The Cupeño 
were also known locally as Warner Springs Indians (Hill 1927), and as Agua 
Caliente Indians (Gifford 1918:192). 
In 1844, a few years before California became a state, an American cattle 
rancher named John Joseph Warner claimed 47,500 acres of what became 
known as Warner’s Ranch – a territory that encompassed the majority of Cupeño 
land. In 1851, a Cupeño leader or net named Antonio Garra attempted to unite 
southern California Indians in a revolt against the outsiders. The Garra uprising, 
as it became known, came in response to years of conflict between the Indians 
and Warner. The catalyst for revolt was an attempt to impose a tax on the 
                                                 
3
 The Pala website, until recently, gave the name as kuupiaxchem, and translated it as “people 
who slept here.” Jane Hill analyzed the name and determined that, linguistically, this translation is 
incorrect. She corrects the name to kuupangaxwicham, which is the form that now appears on the 
Pala website, and translates it as “people from Kupa.” However, the website, while correcting the 
word form, still maintains that the name translates as “people who slept here.” Hill notes that 
“linguists, like archaeologists, need to engage with [tribal] members on historical interpretation,” 
and she acknowledges that the historical interpretation made by tribal members may disagree 
with her linguistic analysis (personal communication, May 2011).  
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Indians. The Cupeño and their allies killed several Americans in raids and sacked 
Warner’s house (Evans 1966). However, the revolt was ultimately unsuccessful. 
Garra was executed, and several villages, including Cupa, were burned in 
retaliation (Carrico 1987).  
Losing Their Land 
The growing popularity of the hot sulfur springs found on Cupeño land 
gave settlers another strong incentive to push Cupeños onto a reservation. In 
fact, by the 1870s, Cupeños had begun capitalizing on the hot springs by turning 
them into a small business. Hyer (2001:105) reports that the Cupeños had 
constructed small bathhouses for the use of visitors who came to take advantage 
of the natural healing properties of the springs, and charged a small fee for the 
use of these facilities. They also sold food to the visitors, and Cupeño women 
peddled such wares as fine baskets and blankets. In 1875, the presidential 
executive order that had established the reservation at Pala also created the 
Agua Caliente reserve, which included Cupa. This arrangement marked the 
beginning of formal relations between the Cupeños and the United States 
government, and seemed to mark federal acknowledgement of the rights of the 
Cupeños to the land (Hyer 2001a:94). 
John J. Warner eventually left Warner’s Ranch after clearing his title to it 
in the courts, and the property came under the ownership of John G. Downey, a 
former governor of California. Trouble started for the Cupeños in 1880, when 
President Rutherford B. Hayes canceled the Agua Caliente reservation in 
response to Downey’s claim that the reserve lay on his property (Hyer 2001a:94). 
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In 1893, the Downey family sued for the removal of the Cupeño from the 
property. All the Cupeños wanted was to stay at Cupa, where they had always 
lived. However, when their case reached the U.S. Supreme Court in 1901, the 
court affirmed an earlier ruling of the California Supreme Court that the Cupeños 
had no right to permanent occupancy of the village (Barker v. Harvey, 181 U.S. 
481 [1901]). In examining the documents pertinent to the case, the Court found 
that according to Mexican land grant papers, the Indians had “abandoned” the 
valley, leaving title in the hands of the mission of San Diego, who was then free 
to grant that title to John J. Warner and subsequently, the Downey family. 
Interestingly, the original Mexican land grant was specifically subject to the 
condition that the title holder should “not molest the Indians that thereon may be 
established,” which indicates that the Mexican government was well aware of the 
presence of Cupeño settlements in the valley. Nevertheless, the Court held to the 
original decision in the case, and indicated that a new home on a reservation 
should be procured for the Cupeño people. 
In spite of this loss in the court system, the Cupeños were not without 
allies. In November 1901, California Indian agent Charles F. Lummis formed the 
Sequoya League with the express purpose of ensuring that the Warner Springs 
Indians, if they had to be evicted from their lands, would at least be treated fairly 
(Smith 1907). Lummis, along with other members of the Sequoya League, 
formed a commission that worked with the United States government to find a 
suitable spot for relocation of the Cupeños. While Lummis and his colleagues 
appeared resigned to the fact of the Cupeños’ eviction, in a series of articles 
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Lummis made it clear that he believed the removal to be cruel and unnecessary, 
as Cupeños were “not scalping savages who are being driven out from their 
immemorial home, but quiet, gentle, hard-working farmers” (Lummis 1902:465). 
He also noted the importance of the hot springs to the Cupeños’ way of life, 
likening their loss to taking the gas range, hot water, and washing machine from 
an American woman (Lummis 1902:478). While Lummis was an ally to the 
Cupeños, and was supportive of their desire to remain at Cupa, he was still a 
product of his time, and as such, regarded the Indians as somewhat child-like 
and in need of protection. His efforts on the Cupeños’ behalf were met with some 
suspicion by the Cupeños themselves, as he dismissed their efforts to remain at 
Cupa in favor of securing them a favorable reservation. Indeed, the thrust of 
Lummis’ aid to the Cupeños was aimed at convincing them that the land they 
would be moving to at Pala was superior to their home at Cupa. Of course, 
Lummis knew that there was no appeal of the Supreme Court’s decision, but his 
approach to the village leaders led them to suspect that he had been in league 
with the “White Father” in Washington all along. 
 On March 17, 1902, the Cupeños were informed of the Supreme Court’s 
decision, and warned that they must begin preparations to leave Cupa for Pala. 
Cecilio Blacktooth, a Cupeño leader, responded by saying: 
You see that graveyard out there? There are our fathers and 
grandfathers. You see that Eagle-nest mountain and that Rabbit-
hole mountain? When God made them, He gave us this place. We 
have always been here. We do not care for any other place…. We 
do not want any other home. There is no other place for us…. If you 
will not buy this place we will go into the mountains like quail, and 
die there…. We do not want any other home (Hyer 2001a:111). 
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On May 12, 1903, California Indian agent James E. Jenkins and a group 
of armed teamsters arrived at Cupa to begin the removal to Pala, 40 miles to the 
west. Cupeños had resisted leaving up to the last possible moment, but there 
was nothing more they could do. Juan María Cibimoat, chief of the Cupeños at 
Cupa, had stated that they would not move unless “put out by superior force” 
(Hyer 2001a:118). Fearing that the Indians would resist, the teamsters who were 
hired to load and drive the wagons were armed with pistols. They loaded the 
wagons in a disorganized, haphazard fashion, and seemed in a hurry to start the 
long journey. Roscinda Nolasquez, who was eleven years old at the time, 
described to Jane Hill what happened:  
From there they moved us, from our homes, from Cupa. Many carts 
stood there by the door. People came from La Mesa, from Santa 
Ysabel, from Wilakal, from San Ignacio they came to see their 
relatives. They cried a lot. And they just threw our belongings, our 
clothes, in to the carts, chairs, cups, plates. They piled everything 
on the carts. First they said to them, “Go and see your relatives for 
the last time now. You’re never going to see them again.” They 
went out to the cemetery, there they wept. Then it was time to 
move out. Still they did not move. They could not move outside, 
Figure 3.1 The Cupeños on their way from Cupa to Pala in May 1903.  
Photo courtesy of the Cupa Cultural Center. 
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they still stayed there by the gate. And my great-grandmother went 
running away into the mountains. And she said, “Here I will stay, 
even if I die, even if coyotes eat me,” she said. “Now I am going 
away,” she said. She kept on going climbing away, and then from 
there the people moved out from the cemetery, they were weeping. 
And then from there they moved us…. And they said to them, 
“Now, look behind you, see your homes for the last time.” But no 
one turned around. Still they said not one word to them. And from 
there they left then…. They did not look back again. They were very 
angry. And they said, “Tomorrow up there some time that water will 
dry up, and then you’ll learn your lesson,” they said. They did not 
want to leave. The people gathered. And they said, “Let us write to 
our father, the white American in Washington,” they said. “I do not 
want to. We do not want to lose our land. We want the government 
to buy land nearby, for us to stay close to our homes. We do not 
want to go away to some other land,” they said. They wrote…. “No, 
we do not want. Telephone,” they said, “there to Washington, we do 
not want them to throw us out, no.” And they went to San Diego to 
the court three times. And they went. And they lost. No one spoke 
English. They did not keep their homes. They fought hard. But no 
one paid any attention to them. And they said, “Now go tomorrow to 
your homes at Pala. You are going to build nice homes there, we 
will give you money, we will give you horses, jobs. All your homes 
will be just nice, they will be shining,” the government said. “Don’t 
feel bad,” they said, “you will live well, clean,” they said. “There’s a 
lot of water,” they told the people. And the government didn’t do a 
thing. They did not help us. Still there are no houses, our houses 
stand there, they are as tiny as beehives, they said. They did not 
help us. And now, having lost our beautiful homes, our water, 
today, however, we are going to pay for water (Hill and Nolasquez 
1973:23-24). 
 
The three-day journey from Cupa to Pala took the Cupeños and the few 
belongings they managed to bring with them through the stagecoach stop of Oak 
Grove, where they spent their first night, on to the Pauba cattle ranch, and finally 
to Pala around noon on the third day, May 14, 1903 (Figure 3.1). While the 
journey has been called the Cupeños’ personal Trail of Tears, in a nod to the 
well-known saga of the Cherokee, today, the Cupeño generally refer to the event, 
simply, as the removal. 
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In every way, the prospect of being removed from the village of Cupa 
presented a crisis of unprecedented magnitude for the Cupeños. Up until that 
time, Cupeños had managed to adapt their way of life to the changes that had 
been occurring all around them since their first contact with Europeans in 1795. 
They chose to respond to the new crisis of potential eviction by turning to the 
ideas and ideology underlying the power structures of those who were trying to 
force them out. As Wolf (1999) notes, power is an aspect of relations among 
people, and by this point the Cupeño recognized that the power of the United 
States legal system was the structure they would have to deal with. If anything, 
the Garra uprising had taught the Cupeño that they could not win through an 
attempt to deploy individual power. Instead, they would have to work within the 
power system that had been imposing itself on them for over one hundred years. 
Wolf (1999:7) also stresses that in order for ideas to be communicated, those 
who are sharing them must share the same codes for their transmission. 
Although it was a system with which they were not intimately familiar, by this time 
the Cupeño recognized that their ideas would have to be communicated through 
the legal codes of the U.S. justice system.  
 Despite their understanding that they would have to fight their eviction 
from Cupa using the system of the dominant U.S. power structure, Cupeños had 
not yet arrived at a full understanding of how completely they were imbedded 
within this system. While they had figures such as Charles Lummis to help them 
navigate, Cupeño life was still organized around their own ideas and ideologies, 
and until they were actually forced to leave, many Cupeños did not appear to 
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understand what was going to happen to them. Even Lummis’ actions on their 
behalf were misunderstood. Lummis knew that the Cupeños would have to leave 
Pala, and it was his mission to secure them good land for their new reservation. 
Nevertheless, many Cupeños did not like or particularly trust Lummis, and they 
did not understand why he would not hear their insistent statement that they 
would not leave Cupa. Lummis, for his part, seemed not to understand why the 
Cupeños were so insistent in resisting what he knew to be an inevitable outcome. 
In this case, the communicative strategies of the Cupeños and the U.S. 
authorities were at cross-purposes and were based on conflicting ideologies. 
Communicative acts entail propositions about the world that reveal the cultural 
role of ideas (Briggs 1986). Wolf charges ethnographers with the task of 
“bring[ing] together the different pronouncements thus made, to note their 
congruence or disjunction, to test them against other things said and done, and 
to guess at what they might be about” (1999:8). Trying for a last-minute reprieve 
from the removal, the Cupeño chief even wrote a letter to President Theodore 
Roosevelt, who was visiting California, begging him to allow them to stay at Cupa 
(Hyer 2001a). This poignant last attempt demonstrates again that Cupeños did 
not really understand the complex codes of power that were at work against 
them: they did not know, and no one thought to advise them, that not even the 
president can overturn a decision of the Supreme Court. Ultimately, the Cupeños 
and the U.S. were speaking a different language. 
 Placing this episode in Cupeño history within a specific political economic 
context, as Wolf advises, leads to the conclusion that the removal from Cupa was 
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the ultimate demonstration that Cupeños had lost any structural power that may 
have remained from their own ideological system. By this time, whether they 
were aware of it or not, Cupeños and other Native Americans occupied a position 
on one of the lowest rungs of the ladder in U.S. society, and they were powerless 
in fighting the dominant ideological structures that now surrounded and controlled 
their lives. I could argue that the Cupeños’ material position played a key role in 
the removal, simply by the fact that they occupied desirable land. Had they 
inhabited a barren landscape bereft of commercial opportunities, it could well be 
that they would be there to this day. However that may be, the removal to Pala 
was an all but foregone conclusion for a people who were caught up in a political 
economic system not of their own making, and in which they had no real power. 
Yet, this experience would prove to be crucial in the Cupeños’ new life at Pala 
and in their continued adaptation to structural inequality. The strong geographical 
identity that the Cupeños maintained with their ancestral land at Cupa would 
prove to be an integral aspect of their continued resistance to total assimilation 
and the loss of their traditional identity. 
It did not take long for Cupeños to begin losing aspects of their former way 
of life as they assimilated to life on the reservation. On a journey to gather 
linguistic data from the Cupeño in 1919, Faye observed that “native traits in the 
culture of the Cupeño are disappearing very fast” (1928:651). He estimated that 
their population at that time numbered no more than 200 people. Faye partly 
attributed the particularly rapid loss of native traits among the Cupeño to the 
traumatic way in which they were forced to leave their ancestral home 
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(1928:658). However, Hyer (2001) proposes that Cupeños were making 
informed, logical decisions based on their circumstances as to which aspects of 
American culture they should adopt, and what they should reject. In fact, 
beginning with Spanish occupation of San Diego in 1769, Cupeño culture had 
changed to accommodate new circumstances, ideas, and even technologies 
such as Spanish agricultural practices. Faye’s observation about the loss of 
“native traits” in Cupeño culture failed to take into account that, at the time of the 
removal in 1903, their culture had long been a dynamic, adaptive, syncretic blend 
of new and traditional practices. Nevertheless, some aspects of Cupeño culture 
remained unchanged, particularly their strong tie to their ancestral land. Hyer 
(2001:37) notes that in spite of such adaptations as the acquisition of horses, the 
use of European tools and agricultural techniques, and the incorporation of some 
Catholic teachings into traditional rituals and beliefs, Cupeños never relinquished 
their strong native identity or their connection to Cupa. To this day, to be Cupeño 
is to be an exile from Cupa, even though no one who lived there in 1903 is alive 
today. The strength of the Pala people’s attachment to their ancestral land is 
based not on physical occupancy, but instead on a rich blend of history, memory, 
and commemoration that serves to continually re-make Cupa in the minds and 
identities of its exiled people. Remembering and acknowledging their origins at 
Cupa is part of the lived experience of being Cupeño and of being Pala. 
Remembering History and Culture 
In the years since 1903, the people of Pala have maintained an unbroken 
connection with their past at Cupa. Although history and culture was maintained 
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through both practice and memory, the tribe’s older generations became 
concerned that, without direct intervention, some traditions might be lost. For that 
reason, the Cupa Cultural Center was established in 1974 with the express 
purpose of preserving and maintaining Cupeño history and culture. During that 
same year, Pala held the first Cupa Days celebration. Cupa Days takes place 
annually on the first weekend in May. This date was chosen to correspond with 
the original date of the removal from Cupa on May 12, 1903. Cupa Days is also 
accompanied by an annual trip to the ancestral cemetery at Cupa to visit with 
departed ancestors. The people form a circle and offer prayers to the four 
directions, north, south, east, and west and give thanks for the survival of their 
people. The Cupa Days celebration and attendant cemetery visit is an example 
of what Casey calls “remembering-on-the-occasion-of.” It is an act of 
commemoration that brings to mind what happened at a certain place in another 
time (Casey 1987:62). Commemorating the removal allows the people of Pala to 
“overcome the effects of anonymity and spatio-temporal distance and pay 
homage to people and events [they] have never known and will never know face-
to-face” (Casey 1987:218). It also serves to privilege conceptions of Cupa as an 
enduring place that is changed in time but not in memory, and to reinforce the 
connection of Pala identity to their origins at Cupa. 
 Cupa Days and the activities that comprise it are an example of a 
consciously invented tradition in that they were established for the express 
purpose of creating continuity with the past (Hobsbawm 1983:1). Since the first 
Cupa Days in 1974, the celebration has assumed formalized characteristics and 
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rituals that are repeated year after year. Cupa Days symbolizes social cohesion 
and group identity for Pala’s people by reinforcing the link between the people 
and their connection to Cupa (Hobsbawm 1983:9). The event serves as a vehicle 
for commemoration and remembrance. It reinforces social relations, both among 
the actual participants in the commemoration and between the living Cupeños 
and the departed ancestors they commemorate. This reinforcement is a type of 
the normative communitas proposed by Turner (1974:169) in that it “mobilize[s] 
and organize[s] resources to keep the members of a group alive and thriving.” In 
the face of over one hundred years of upheaval, change, and adaptation, and in 
the face of rapid social change, the pilgrimage to Cupa establishes new 
traditions, renews old ones, and emphasizes the historical basis of modern Pala 
identity (Turner 1974:172). 
In the time since 1903 the people of Cupa have managed to keep alive the 
strong tie they have to their original land and village. This tie is a key component 
of tribal identity. It is reflected in the tribe’s motto: Chemesh Ataaxem 
Kuupangax: We are the People From Kupa.4 It is reflected in many other ways 
throughout the reservation: the word Cupa/Kupa appears on personalized 
automobile license plates and plate frames; on window stickers; embroidered 
onto hats and t-shirts; tattooed on calves, ankles, backs, and arms; and on graffiti 
throughout the reservation.  
                                                 
4
 Kupa, with a K, is an alternate spelling of Cupa. When I asked for explanations for the K vs. the 
C, I was given several reasons. One is that, since there is no K in Spanish, using the K is a way 
of reclaiming the Cupa name from the Spanish who first wrote it down. However, most of the 
tribal members I asked referred to the K spelling as more “traditional” without offering any more 
detailed explanation. Interestingly, I have had several tribal members ask me why there are two 
spellings. 
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In 1994, Pala was able to purchase 240 acres of land in Warner Springs 
that encompassed many sacred sites, including the ancestral Cupa cemetery. As 
Hyer (2001:185) notes, “These Native Americans continue to bury family 
members in the lands of their ancestors. Indeed, Cupeño ties to their precious 
homeland are as strong as ever.” Cupeños’ veneration of their traditional land is 
also intimately linked to the fact that they believe their creator meant it for them, 
and that they had lived there forever. As Hyer (2001:108) puts it: “It was their 
native homeland. It was the land of their ancestors and their oral traditions. The 
graves of their parents, grandparents, and other forebears lay there. Cupeños, 
therefore, shared a unique and special bond to this land.” That bond is 
strengthened through the process of keeping memories of Cupa alive. Memories 
of Cupa persist even for those who were not present for the removal. They were 
instilled through the stories of those who experienced life at Cupa and strove to 
make their memories persist through making sure those stories were told. Even 
as Cupeños adapted to new circumstances and ways of life at Pala, their stories 
reinforced memories of Cupa, and those stories in turn reinforced the group 
identity of succeeding generations. Cupa may have changed as a physical place, 
but it is an enduring place in memory that provides the very basis for Pala tribal 
identity. 
That the survivors of the removal had strong ties to the land they were 
forced to leave comes as no surprise. The fact that, a century later, the 
connection remains just as strong indicates how important Cupa is to Cupeños 
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today. In preparation for the Cupa Days that marked the 100-year anniversary of 
the removal, Leroy Miranda wrote the following: 
In 1903 as a child my great-grandmother5 was removed from her 
home. Not knowing where she was going, tears in her eyes and her 
ears filled with the cries of her people. She did not know what to do 
but she did know it is time to go. As I remember listening to my 
great-grandmother’s stories of Cupa, my heart hurts with pain of 
sorrow, knowing that one hundred years ago we were forced to 
leave our homeland. But I know our old ones would be happy to 
know that we have survived and their voices would echo through 
our words, songs, and tradition to our future generations (Miranda 
2003: personal communication). 
 
The land where Cupa once stood is now occupied by Warner Springs 
Ranch, a large, privately-owned resort centered on the natural hot springs that 
Cupeños once used for bathing, washing, and rituals. Because the land is 
privately owned, the Cupeño have not been able to gain access to the hot 
springs unless they pay to stay at the resort – a luxury most Cupeños have been 
unable to afford. However, in 2003, using money from their new casino, the 
Cupeño were able to reserve more than half of the Warner’s Ranch resort so that 
they could stay there overnight and use the hot springs.6  
Among the resort’s many guest cabins are seventeen adobe cottages – all 
that is left of the original village of Cupa. The cottages have been maintained by 
the resort and are available for use by visitors (Figure 3.2). For the first time in 
100 years, the people of Cupa were able to stay in the homes of their ancestors. 
As I arrived at Warner Springs Ranch on May 2, 2003, almost one hundred years 
to the day since the removal, many of the Cupeño were wandering the grounds 
                                                 
5
 Jane Hill’s linguistic consultant Roscinda Nolasquez is Leroy’s great-grandmother. 
6
 I will be discussing how the tribe’s casino wealth is affecting their ability to visit their homeland in 
more detail in chapter 7. 
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and exploring the old cottages. The staff at the Cupa Cultural Center had done 
extensive research to determine which families had resided in which cottages, 
and arranged to have the lineal descendants of those families occupy each 
cottage for their two-night stay. As the Cupeño families arrived at their assigned 
cottages, they were greeted with framed photographs of the original owners – 
grandparents, great-grandparents, aunts and uncles – all of whom were forced to 
make the three-day trip to Pala in May 1903, leaving the only home they and 
their people had ever known. Speaking with a reporter in the cottage that 
belonged to his great-great-grandfather, tribal chairman Robert Smith noted that 
being able to stay at the resort was “a major event for the tribe,” continuing that 
“it’s a good feeling to come back here. Words can’t explain it” (Barfield 2003). 
Upon arriving at the resort and being shown to what was once her grandmother’s 
house, Angela Ortega remarked to the reporter, “To be honest with you, I’ve got 
goose bumps. I don’t feel like I’m just visiting. I feel like I’m home” (Barfield 
2003). Cupeño elder Nadeane Nelson, who has worked as a tribal historian, told 
me how moved she was to be greeted by a photograph of her grandmother and 
Figure 3.2 A Cupa cottage around 1900, left, and one of the remaining Cupa cottages 
at Warner Springs Ranch in 2005, right. Left photo courtesy of the Cupa Cultural 
Center. Right photo by author. 
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great-grandmother when she arrived at her cottage. “They never came back to 
Cupa,” she told me. Bernice Ponchetti, who is the oldest living Cupeño, told me “I 
am glad to be here, but it feels strange being in my grandmother’s old house.” 
Leroy was pleased at the reactions of the people as they arrived at Cupa, telling 
me, “This is my chance to show our elders and our young people that this is our 
place. Our history is here.” 
 While they were at the resort, the Cupeños were able to soak in the 
springs, which are now contained in an enormous swimming pool, and participate 
in the traditional activities that mark every Cupa Days. Singing, dancing, and the 
traditional gambling game peon took place around a large bonfire.7 Before the 
festivities began, Leroy spoke to the crowd: “We came from here. This is our 
place. Our ancestors’ spirits are here. It is good to be here.” The singing and 
dancing commenced as teams assembled to play peon, and the festivities went 
on far into the night. Men and women, boys and girls, participated in activities 
that had not been seen at this place for 100 long years. 
 
                                                 
7
 I discuss peon in more detail in chapter 5. 
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Sunday’s visit to the cemetery was especially important at the 2003 Cupa 
Days. Through the efforts of the group E Clampus Vitus, Squibob Chapter 
#1853,8 a plaque that detailed the story of the removal was being unveiled at the 
cemetery (Figure 3.3). The plaque reads: 
CUPEÑOS TRAIL OF TEARS 
 
Long before Spaniard Fray Juan Mariner settled in this valley in 
1795, it was occupied by the Cupeños. The village was called 
Jacopin and the surrounding area was known as Kupa. 
 
Shortly after California became a state in 1850 Jonathan Trumball 
Warner claimed 47,500 acres of the Kupa territories including the 
hot springs. The U.S. Supreme Court in a decision regarding the 
ownership of the land on May 13, 1901, declared the Cupeños had 
no rights and must leave this valley. 
 
On May 12, 1903 federal troops, along with 44 armed teamsters 
arrived at Warner Hot Springs to forcibly relocate 200 Cupeños to 
property along side the San Luis Rey River at Pala, an area of 
3,438 acres. A family was allowed one wagon to carry all their 
                                                 
8
 E Clampus Vitus is a volunteer group that dedicates itself to researching and memorializing 
historic sites in the United States. 
Figure 3.3 Historic marker at the Cupa cemetery. Photo by author. 
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possessions. The 40 mile journey took three days from Kupa to 
Pala. The Cupeños called their journey the Trail of Tears. 
 
Plaque placed in cooperation with the Pala Band of Mission 
Indians, Warner Springs Ranch, the County of San Diego and the 
ancient and honorable order of E Clampus Vitus, Squibob Chapter, 
May 3, 2003. 
 
The dedication of the plaque was attended by several “Clampers,” as the 
members of E Clampus Vitus call themselves, as well as most of the Cupeños 
who had stayed at Warner’s Ranch over the past two days.  
 As I arrived, the leader of the E Clampus Vitus chapter (whose name I did 
not know at the time) was standing under a large spreading oak tree adjacent to 
the fence surrounding the tiny Cupeño cemetery, talking about the importance of 
memorializing Cupeño history. Leroy was standing a little behind him, looking 
uncomfortable. As the man was speaking, it began to rain in torrents. The E 
Clampus Vitus man suddenly cut himself off mid-speech and turned to Leroy, 
asking him to say a few words. Leroy stepped up, dripping from the rain, and 
addressed the crowd in a voice hoarse from two nights of singing. His voice was 
full of emotion as he described the circumstances of the removal: 
This rain is not by chance. It is the sad tears of the ancestors. They 
cry for losing their home. Cupa was beautiful. Living there was easy 
and peaceful. It was great. It was warm and the sun shined. Today, 
everybody is packing to leave, just like the ancestors 100 years 
ago. One hundred years ago, the people were sad and afraid. They 
cried. When they got to Pala, they had nothing. They slept on the 
ground, in tents and willow huts. The men cried because they didn’t 
know how they would take care of their wives and children. They 
didn’t have what the people have today. They were sad. 
 
As Leroy finished his impromptu remarks, the crowd began to disperse, 
with the Clampers talking amongst themselves, and several of the Cupeños 
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entering the cemetery to lay flower wreaths on the graves of family members. 
The rain tapered off, and the sun began to break through the clouds.  
When I spoke with Leroy a few weeks after Cupa Days 2003, he told me 
how he felt during the speech by Wayne, the leader of the Clampers.9 The crowd 
had already gathered at the cemetery when he arrived, so Leroy walked up to 
stand beside Wayne. He told me, “I stood there, and that guy’s talking, Wayne, I 
was listening to him, and the guy behind was like, ‘oh, hum,’ you know, you could 
see they were irritated, and it’s getting kind of boring, and, so I’m like okay, and I 
looked at him and I’m like, ‘God, what a jerk.’ You know, and so, he kinda fueled 
me. In other words, he kinda threw gasoline on the fire, because he didn’t realize 
the importance to us.” When Leroy had his opportunity to speak, it was to redress 
the gaps left by the Clamper’s words – not to mention the lack of emotional 
description in the text on the plaque.10 Leroy felt it was his role was to make 
people feel the importance of what happened at this place in 1903. Continuing to 
talk to me, he said,  
What I wanted everybody to know, and feel, what the people went 
through. I wanted them to know that it wasn’t just an easy thing. It’s 
just not a one day get up and we’re leaving. You know, I want them 
to know that hey, you know, we’re being removed. And I wanted 
those men, ‘cause they were all men there, and I wanted them to 
know and feel, as a man, as a father, as an uncle, as grandfathers, 
the feeling of helplessness, not to be able to do anything for your 
                                                 
9
 As I discovered years later, Wayne turned out to be Milford Wayne Donaldson, the California 
State Historic Preservation Officer. As SHPO, Donaldson is responsible for the protection and 
preservation of historical, cultural, and archaeological resources throughout the state. In 2010, he 
was appointed to the position of chair of the American Council on Historic Preservation by 
President Barack Obama. 
10
 Interestingly, when I returned to the cemetery a few weeks after Cupa Days to photograph the 
plaque, it was not there. Leroy told me later that he had asked E Clampus Vitus to recast it in 
order to correct some spelling mistakes in the text. The original plaque spelled Cupa “Qupa.” 
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child, for your wife, your mother, your grandmother, and have 
nothing for them when they came down here, you know? 
 
Leroy’s response to the words of the Clamper projected his irritation at Wayne’s 
inability to convey the importance of this place and the events that happened 
there for Cupeños. He took it upon himself to make sure that the audience – 
particularly, the descendants of the removal – were able to feel and experience 
what happened at Cupa. 
New Pala and Old Pala 
 Although tribal identity at Pala is largely associated with the history of the 
Cupa removal in 1903, Pala’s history as a reservation began in 1875, when it 
was established by executive order under Ulysses S. Grant (as detailed in 
Chapter 2). At that time, the reservation comprised a few hundred acres on the 
south side of the San Luis Rey River. A few Luiseño families had homes and 
farms there, and were the remnants of the thriving pre-contact villages that had 
disappeared in the face of the Spanish mission system. Now referred to as “Old 
Pala,” these families persist today as Pala tribal members. Although there has 
been a significant amount of intermarriage amongst the Cupeños and Luiseños, 
both within Pala and between Pala and neighboring reservations, some Pala 
tribal members still identify themselves as Luiseño. These individuals are not 
always happy with the common identification of Pala as a largely Cupeño 
reservation. Some of these people have told me that they resent the fact that the 
reservation’s cultural center is named after Cupa, instead of Pala. One individual 
told me that she felt forgotten about, and that she wanted to teach her children 
the Luiseño language because “we are Luiseño, too. People seem to forget that.” 
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Although the reservation is presented publicly as being a harmonious union of 
the two cultures, the legacy of the forced blending of two separate peoples has 
had an enduring impact on tribal identity that dates back to the Cupeños’ arrival 
in 1903. 
 When the Cupeños arrived at Pala, they were disoriented, fearful, and 
tired from their three day journey. The resident Luiseños had not been warned to 
prepare for the newcomers’ arrival, and so were caught by surprise when the 
wagons full of people and belongings made camp next to the river. Although 
accounts of the arrival by Roscinda Nolasquez describe the Luiseños as 
sympathetic, they also were not overly welcoming (Nolasquez and Hill 1973). 
The differences between the two groups were made apparent within a few days, 
when a young Cupeño boy became ill and died. The Cupeños asked the 
Luiseños for permission to bury the child in their cemetery adjacent to the Pala 
mission church. When the Luiseños denied them permission, the Cupeños buried 
the boy in a field about a quarter mile to the northeast of the existing cemetery, 
and established the burial ground that is used for most interments at Pala today. 
However, for those families who are still identified as Old Pala Luiseños, burials 
continue to take place in the old mission cemetery.  
 Although the cemetery incident was a less than auspicious beginning for 
relations between the two groups, it did not take long for the Cupeños to settle in 
to Pala and become the dominant group, both numerically and politically. The 
reservation had been expanded from its initial few hundred acres to 
approximately 8,000 to accommodate the newcomers. The Cupeños spent their 
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first few months in Pala living in canvas tents provided by the United States 
government while they waited for new pre-fabricated wood frame houses to 
arrive from New York. Once the houses arrived, they were erected in a village 
formation that reflected the layout of the old village in Cupa. The tiny two-room 
frame houses formed the hub of the new village community right alongside the 
old mission. Soon enough, gardens were planted, crops were sown, livestock 
were pastured, a store was built, and Pala became an established Indian 
community. The Old Pala Luiseño still lived across the river, but they were just as 
much a part of the life of the village as any of the Cupeño families. Even though 
old resentments may have festered, over time tribal identification between the 
two groups merged and became less based on past origins, either Cupeño or 
Luiseño, and more based on modern life at Pala and the struggle for survival in a 
world that was indifferent to Indians at best, and hostile to them at worst.  
Conclusion 
The struggle for group survival has taken the people of Pala on a journey 
that emphasizes the tribe’s strong embrace of its history and its strength of will 
and purpose. The people of Pala want to not just survive, but thrive within the 
hegemonic power structures that perpetuate ideologies of inequality. In spite of 
tropes that position Indians as incapable of being independently successful, Pala 
has continuously sought to strengthen its economic and political independence 
as much as it can within the federal-Indian relationship. Casino gaming has, for 
the first time, provided Pala with an economic development strategy that is 
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allowing them to explore new avenues towards survival. The basis of gaming as 
a development strategy is the focus of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4 
INDIAN GAMING AT PALA: DEVELOPMENT, POLITICS, AND POWER 
 
The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) was passed into law by 
Congress in 1988, immediately ushering in a new era of economic development 
in Indian Country. IGRA is commonly interpreted as the legislation that legalized 
gambling on Indian reservations and trust lands, but the reality is quite different. 
In keeping with previous policy that sought to legitimize the exercise of federal 
power over Indian affairs while simultaneously attempting to lessen federal trust 
responsibility to Indians, IGRA has come to represent new avenues of economic 
possibility for tribes while raising the specter of a reinvigorated push towards 
termination. In fact, the political and economic realities of attempts at 
development on tribal lands resonate with the theory and practice of 
development in post-colonial nations and lands outside the United States. 
Indeed, Native American communities and governments are themselves post-
colonial, and in many ways the “post” cannot yet be fully asserted.1  
The goals of development in Indian Country are concomitant with state-
level manipulation, production, and reproduction of economic, social, and political 
inequality, as can be demonstrated by an exploration of development in general. 
Certainly development policies were not designed with the explicit goal of 
creating inequality; in fact one of the stated goals of economic development in 
Indian Country specifically is increased self-sufficiency. But when the overall 
historical trajectory of the United States government’s involvement in Indian 
                                                 
1
 As long as Indian governments and lands remain in the trust relationship with the federal 
government, the colonial relationship remains intact. Further, in spite of the push towards self-
sufficiency for tribes, the federal government continues to follow a colonial-style development 
model that promotes assimilation and “modernity” for tribes. 
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affairs implicates ideological discourses and hegemonic structures that naturalize 
the position of tribes as wards and trustees at best, and as an inferior race slated 
for extinction at worst, then development policy cannot help but be viewed as an 
integral part of maintaining that structure. For the Pala band, working within the 
structure of federal dominance over Indian affairs meant adhering to ideological 
principles that guided the tribe even before the 1903 Cupeño removal to Pala. As 
I will demonstrate in this chapter, in spite of development tropes painting Indians 
as lacking in the modern attributes of self-reliance, independence, and political 
and economic will, Pala has advocated for its interests in ways that demonstrate 
a tribal ideology that is well-versed in all of those attributes. Pala’s resistance to 
full cultural assimilation has resulted from a well-developed awareness of the 
tribe’s status within the overall social and political hierarchy within the United 
States and California and of their subaltern position. The tribe’s responses to this 
position of domination demonstrate continuous attempts to “gain conceptual 
mastery over a changing world” (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:259). Thus, even 
as Pala has developed a strong guiding ideology that asserts the tribe’s 
modernity, that ideology continues to embrace a strong sense of cultural identity 
that maintains an unbroken link to the past. 
When the Pala band began negotiating with California’s Republican 
Governor Pete Wilson in 1996 for an agreement that would allow the band to 
conduct casino gambling operations on its reservation, it became the first group 
of California Indians to officially open a dialogue with the state for the right to 
assert control over its own economic development through Indian gaming. In a 
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series of moves that led to California’s first Indian gaming compact and 
eventually culminated in a political initiative in 2000 that amended the state’s 
constitution to allow Las Vegas-style gaming for all of the state’s 107 federally 
recognized Indian tribes, the Pala band helped open the door to an avenue of 
economic development – and prospective political, social, and cultural change – 
that had the potential to give California’s Indian nations a level of financial 
independence that they had never enjoyed. Indeed, Indian gaming operations in 
California have led to spectacular financial success for some of the state’s tribes. 
Furthermore, this economic success has translated to an unprecedented level of 
political capital at the state, and to some extent, the federal level. However, all of 
this success can be misleading. While gaming has certainly been a financial 
boon for those tribes lucky enough to have been successful -- and by all means 
not all Indian casinos in the state – or the nation – have been profitable -- the 
economic and political triumphs enjoyed by gaming tribes mask the true nature of 
the control that continues to be asserted over Indian nations by the federal 
government. Moreover, gaming has challenged, if not threatened, dominant 
notions of what constitutes “Indianness” in the United States. 
Indian Gaming, Development, and the State 
The dichotomy between successful reservation economic development 
through gaming and continued federal control of Native American destinies can, 
to some extent, be explained through social scientific theories of development 
that take into account the role state-mediated hegemonic discourses and 
ideologies have played in shaping Indian communities and identities, as 
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discussed in chapter 2. Development, generally defined, is a central concept in 
the constitution of anthropology as a discipline. As part of the early project of 
social evolution in anthropology, as characterized by the work of Lewis Henry 
Morgan, development meant the growth of societies through particular stages, 
eventually culminating in Western-style “civilized” society (Ferguson 2005 
[1997]).2 Since this early, general-purpose treatment of development as 
progress, a variety of more specific definitions of development have arisen from 
particular contexts and motives. Edelman and Haugerud (2005:1) note that 
development  
“is an unstable term.... Conventionally, ‘development’ may 
connote improvements in well-being, living standards, and 
opportunities. It may also refer to historical processes of 
commodification, industrialization, modernization, or 
globalization. It can be a legitimating strategy for states, and its 
ambiguity lends itself to discourses of citizen entitlement as well 
as state control.” 
 
Edelman and Haugerud further point out the conflicts that exist over the value of 
development, noting that while some see it as an ideal to strive for, others 
(notably Arturo Escobar [1995]) harshly critique development as a “destructive 
myth, an insidious, failed chapter in the history of Western modernity.” Whatever 
the case, development has been and continues to be a critical focus within 
anthropology, both practical and theoretical, and is directly relevant to the history 
and context of Indian gaming. 
 Marx’s conception of economic formations and modes of production, each 
characterized by class development, his critique of capitalism, and the 
                                                 
2
 The role that anthropology and anthropologists have played in shaping and deploying particular 
ideas of how to define Indians will be explored in detail in chapter 5. 
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hypothetical resolution of structural conflicts through revolution, all reflect an 
understanding of development as an evolutionary process. While the trajectory of 
development proposed by classical Marxism has not come to pass, the concepts 
of class, class consciousness, social relations, ideology, and modes of 
production have proven to be fertile ground for modern theories of development 
that have rejected, redefined, or expanded on Marx to explain contemporary 
relations and consequences of production and development. During the 1950s 
and 1960s, theories of development subsumed Marx’s teleological conception of 
progress into a newly constituted stage theory wherein “modernization” could be 
achieved in Third World countries through the application of specific development 
projects. Escobar (1995:24-25) discusses the example of Colombia, where the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development embarked upon an 
economic mission in 1949 that was meant to completely reform the nation’s 
economy and social structure. Escobar quotes the report of the International 
Bank, which asserts that “a great deal can be done to improve the economic 
environment by shaping economic policies to meet scientifically ascertained 
social requirements” and that Colombia can “accomplish its own salvation” and at 
the same time “furnish an inspiring example to all other underdeveloped areas of 
the world” (1995:25). As Escobar rightly observes, the promotion of development 
based on Western definitions of what constitutes success and progress meant 
that so-called “underdeveloped” nations such as Colombia could be benevolently 
guided towards economic salvation and ultimately full assimilation into the 
“civilized” modern world (Escobar 1995:26).   During the mid-20th century, 
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development theorists could not directly reference Marx due to the political 
climate; thus, social evolutionary stages akin to those proposed by Lewis Henry 
Morgan (1985 [1877]) provided the cover for what were basically Marxist theories 
of development. Development was conceived of as “the driving motive force in 
human history” by which both individuals and cultures could continue to evolve 
towards “new and higher stages of human society,” an ideology that was key to 
underwriting the motives of colonialism and the desire to “advance” native 
cultures from “primitive” to “civilized” (Ferguson 2005 [1997]:142). Rostow’s 
(1960) The Stages of Growth, for example, proposed five stages through which 
civilizations transitioned, beginning with “traditional society” and ending with “the 
age of high mass-consumption” (Edelman and Haugerud 2005:16).The project 
for development specialists became discovering how “traditional” societies could 
be helped to make the transition to “modern.” Impoverished nations became the 
centerpiece of Western development ideologies designed to alleviate hunger, 
disease, and social unrest; but the rhetoric about ending global poverty also 
served to disguise larger Western - and particularly U.S. - ambitions to dominate 
the rapidly globalizing international economy (Escobar 1995:21). Thus, 
development projects in Latin America, Africa, and Asia served to position these 
populations as subjects in the periphery and semi-periphery of the world system 
(Wallerstein 1974).  
 In the United States, Indians appeared to lack the ability to make the 
transition to modernity. Thus, tribes became an area of particular focus by 
government agencies. Particularly, the application of educational policies that 
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removed Indian children from their communities was intended to teach Indian 
children how to be modern and how to function as part of the laboring class.3 
Prucha (1984:814) notes that the Indian education system was specifically 
designed to “fit Indian youth for the world into which they were to be absorbed,” 
that is, to educate them to become workers. Quoting a 1900 report of the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Prucha finds that Indian education efforts were 
focused on educating Indians “to become self-supporting producers instead of 
idle consumers and mischief-makers” (1984:815). Berkhofer observes that Indian 
boarding schools, such as the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, established in 
Pennsylvania in 1879, worked actively to extinguish the Indian “race” in favor of 
the “man.” This utter expungement of any trace of Indianness in native children 
was meant to prepare them for total assimilation into civilized America - but not 
educate them so much that they would overcome their subordinate status as 
laborers (Berkhofer 1978:171). Littlefield observes that there was a disconnect 
between the vocational training that was provided to Indian students at BIA 
boarding schools and the economic opportunities that were actually available to 
them once they left school; in fact, the schools seemed more interested in 
instilling “punctuality, industriousness, honesty, obedience, and orderly habits.  In 
doing so, what they achieved was not so much assimilation as proletarianization” 
(Littlefield 1996:102).  
 The same ideology applied to early development projects in Indian 
communities, particularly as exemplified by the Dawes Act, as discussed in 
                                                 
3
 See Knack and Littlefield 1996 on the importance of Native American wage labor to the 
development of the North American economy. 
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chapter 2. Indian allotments were supposed to speed the transition of Indian 
communities from “traditional” collectives to “modern” individual farms and 
businesses. Deloria and Lytle (1983:9) point out that, as individual landowners, 
Indians were “expected to learn proper businesses methods.” Federal officials 
had “the rather naive expectation [that] they could solve the problems of the 
Indians in one generation,” and that “private property... had mystical magical 
qualities about it that led people directly to a ‘civilized’ state” (Deloria and Lytle 
1983:9). At Pala, these expectations manifested themselves in the form of 
classes that taught Indian women to be domestics, with classes in mandolin 
playing and lace-making being offered as ways to train Indian girls to both 
entertain and decorate the upper classes. Men were expected to successfully 
farm their tiny allotments, or alternatively find work as ranch hands or laborers for 
nearby white landowners. Children were either sent to boarding schools, such as 
Sherman Indian School in Riverside, or educated at the Catholic school at the 
Pala mission. 
 Concern with modernization gave rise to a host of development theories 
that sought to explain how and why “traditional” societies were not making the 
transition to modernity on their own. The concern with modernization was partly 
motivated by a practical desire to assist the peoples of former colonial territories4 
achieve economic independence; however, as Leys (2005[1996]:110) points out, 
development theorists “rarely acknowledged the extent to which their thinking 
reflected their own political commitments.” In other words, “‘development theory’ 
                                                 
4
 The theory and practice of development was generally focused on former colonial lands outside 
the United States; however, Indian tribes certainly were – and are – affected by the legacies of 
colonialism. 
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was originally just theory about the best way for colonial, and then ex-colonial, 
states to accelerate national economic growth… the goal of development was 
growth; the agent of development was the state.” It was in the best interests of 
the modern state to transform the people of the “small, isolated, nonliterate, and 
homogeneous” folk societies into “modern urbanized society” (Redfield 1947). 
However, rural folk society and culture itself was theorized as the main obstacle 
to modernization. Through the actions of “benevolent states endowed with 
sufficient supplies of capital and armed with good economic analysis,” education 
and technology would ultimately break down folk culture and prod ex-colonial 
societies into the next stage of development (Leys 2005 [1996]:111). Again, in 
the case of Indian nations, the breakdown of folk culture was part and parcel of 
federal policies designed to speed assimilation and acculturation. At Pala, 
assimilation policies focusing on education and labor were supplemented by 
attempts to supplant native remedies for sickness and injury - practices that were 
seen as ineffective folk medicine at best, or as potentially dangerous tribal 
animism at worst. Traditional healers were paternalistically dismissed as ignorant 
and ineffective in spite of their years of accumulated knowledge and experience, 
and were prohibited from treating the sick. Hyer (2001b:68) observes that “Indian 
agents... wanted Native Americans to be healed of their ailments and afflictions, 
but it had to be on the government’s terms.” 
The first development theories were motivated by a faith in an 
eschatological progress narrative wherein “primitive” societies would inevitably 
shift from “kinship to contract, agriculture to industry, personalized to rational or 
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bureaucratic rule, subsistence to capital accumulation and mass consumption, 
tradition to modernity, and poverty to wealth” (Edelman and Haugerud 2005:2). 
While modern states certainly played a direct role in development as 
modernization theory, the state itself as the prime mover and creator of power 
relations and their concomitant ideologies and political commitments was not 
explicitly explored. In Indian Country, however, by the end of the 1960s, it 
became apparent that the modernization that development projects were 
designed to bring about was not occurring. At this point, federal Indian policy 
began its shift towards allowing greater self-determination for Indian nations and 
began providing more resources for assisting them in achieving more successful 
development projects. 
The post-development critique that appeared in the late 1960s and 1970s 
(and which continues in various forms into the present) gave rise to several new 
strands of thought about development, including dependency theory and world-
systems theory (Amin 1976; Frank 1969; Wallerstein 1974; Wolf 1982). These 
new approaches rightly critiqued earlier, “dualistic” models of society (like that 
proposed by Redfield’s folk society vs. modern urbanized society) and took into 
account the historical interdependence of all societies within the capitalist world-
system. Moreover, these critiques of development took into account the role of 
the state in creating and perpetuating classes (or ethnic, social, and/or political 
categories, including nations) and class inequality. Wolf, for example, saw the 
historical trajectory of capitalism as encompassing the experiences of both the 
state and the peripheral or “traditional” societies from whom history has been 
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denied (1982:23). The concepts of ideology and hegemony as developed in 
chapter 2 are key to understanding how the world-system (and particularly, the 
“state machineries” that comprise the core) works to perpetuate itself and 
reinforce historically formed relations of inequality through the reproduction of 
ideology. Hegemony is comprised of “the social relations that produce inequality, 
as well as the ideas by which that inequality is justified, explained, and 
normalized” (Crehan 2002:174). Ideology is a key component of hegemony; that 
is, it is an essential part of “practical activity” and the social relations that 
reinforce systems of class inequality. Classes are formed out of the dynamic 
tension that exists between the working class and the ruling class (Gramsci 
1978).  However, while world systems theory added a key component to 
development theory by recognizing the global, historical intertwining of all 
societies, as well as by theorizing the state as the producer and reproducer of 
both class and systematic inequality, it failed to allow for the movements of 
individuals (or groups of individuals) within the system. This failure has been 
taken up in development critiques from the late 1980s into the present. These 
critiques place the state and its role front and center in the analysis of continuing 
class formation and inequality while also allowing for individual practice and 
agency (Bourdieu 1977). 
The history of development in Indian Country reflects a struggle by native 
peoples to survive within power structures that have been imposed upon them 
while maintaining some ability to guide their own destinies. Native communities 
have been portrayed as either unable or unwilling to “modernize,” and therefore 
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the failures of development strategies on reservations become the responsibility 
of the people and not the government. Interestingly, the seeming success of 
gaming has not been portrayed in the same way. In spite of the fact that gaming 
has, overall, not changed the economic fortunes of most Indian communities or 
individuals, it is widely seen as too successful. This idea reflects the role that 
power plays in shaping social and cultural structures. Power determines “why 
some signs are dominant, others not; why some practices seem to be 
consensual, others disputed” (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:28). Power, in its 
ability to shape the social and cultural, comes in two forms: agentive and 
nonagentive. Agentive power informs “the (relative) ability of human beings to 
shape the lives of others by exerting control over the production, circulation, and 
consumption of signs and objects, over the making of both subjectivities and 
realities.” Nonagentive power, on the other hand, is the realm of everyday life, 
and saturates those aspects of culture – such as aesthetics, ethics, and material 
production, among others – that appear to exist outside the realm of human 
agency (1992:28). This distinction between two types of power underlies the 
difference between ideology – which is agentive – and hegemony – which is 
nonagentive. Agentive versus non-agentive power - ideology versus hegemony - 
come together in portraying Indian gaming success as at odds with hegemonic 
notions of what Native Americans are supposed to be. In other words, Indians 
are not supposed to have the agentive power to shape their own lives and 
fortunes, except as they are led by the paternalistic policies of the state. Gaming 
challenges that idea by demonstrating that, when given the opportunity, Indian 
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governments can work quite well within the dominant ideological system: they 
can be modern, while at the same time still laying claim to their ability to exert 
control over their own cultures, identities, and ideologies. 
 Native Americans have been dominated by political and economic policies 
in the United States for centuries. Furthermore, they have been subjected to 
discourses that encumber them with stereotypes of changeless, exotic cultural 
“authenticity.” As Escobar cogently points out, Western discursive dominance 
allows the powerful to create identities for the powerless; Western dominance 
also affects economics, politics, and culture (Escobar 1995:9-10). Following 
Foucault, Escobar argues that practices must be studied in terms of the power 
relations that historically structure the discourses of thinking and action 
(1992:411). Development transforms the world through economic and material 
progress; thus the Third World was created by the hegemonic power of state-
level development discourse (Escobar 1995:4). Native American political and 
economic practices have been constrained by the same power discourses that 
have inhibited – or controlled – development in the Third World. Foucauldian 
analyses of dominance show how development has shaped reality for the 
subaltern classes (Foucault 1978); yet the dominated have some agency within 
those discourses, as demonstrated by action Native Americans are taking to 
reclaim their economic, political, and cultural self-sufficiency. Escobar’s work on 
social movements, for example, shows how political struggles in pursuit of socio-
economic goals can be characterized as cultural practice that seeks to bring 
about political change (Escobar 1992:396, 404). Yet, what agency the subaltern 
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classes do possess takes place within a relatively narrow range of choices that 
are continuously defined through ideological discourses shaped by hegemonic 
state power. 
 The introduction of Indian gaming has rendered what was a largely 
hegemonic worldview of Indian peoples by the federal government and non-
Indians into an ideologically contested realm. Gaming development in Indian 
Country has resulted in a backlash from a public accustomed to viewing 
reservation Indians as impoverished and dependent (Berkhofer 1978; Darian-
Smith 2004; Garroutte 2001; Jaimes 1992; Lane 1995; Spilde 2000; see also 
Benedict 2000, Eisler 2001). The political struggle by tribes to achieve socio-
economic self-determination is embedded in cultural practices that have adapted 
to historically constituted and constitutive structures of state dominance 
(Cattelino 2004). This is particularly apparent at Pala, which was the first 
California reservation to sign a gaming compact with the state. In addition, Pala 
negotiated a new compact in 2004 that significantly increased the economic 
potential of the reservation casino. The political and economic discourses that 
are resulting from casino gaming may be giving rise to alternative sets of values 
within (and possibly, without) Indian Country; or alternatively, allowing pre-
existing values to be recognized and practiced within the dominant hegemonic 
structure for the first time (Nagengast 1994:213).  
These modern strands of development theory and the post-development 
critique are the most powerful for studying the relationship between Native 
American nations and the state, both as a theoretical abstraction and as 
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embodied by the United States government. Indian people in the United States 
are in a unique position, in that they are both internal colonies and putative semi-
sovereign states. Indian people have been visited by modernization projects 
reflecting international development models, and at the same time have been 
subjected to state discourses that have variously delegitimated their identities 
and existence, destroyed their ways of life, denied them their histories, deprived 
them of their autonomy, dispossessed them of their lands, and disallowed them 
of the right to self-representation. Post-development theory provides a useful 
framework for both explaining how hegemonic state discourses have shaped and 
are shaping Native American representation and identity and concurrently, Indian 
economic and political development, and for discussing how Indians are 
recognizing and reacting to those discourses.  
Interestingly, in spite of the progress that has been made in analyzing the 
goals and outcomes of development in academia, the ideology of modernization 
continues to hold sway in international development organizations and in the 
public consciousness (Ferguson 2005 [1997]). Despite its spectacular lack of 
success, mid-20th century modernization theory still informs development 
projects throughout the world. Those societies who fail to thrive under policies of 
neoliberalism and modernization are blamed for their impregnable “traditionalism” 
in the dualistic society sense; that is, their failure is “linked to a psychological or 
cultural disposition that is in some sense backward and prevents people from 
embracing modernity” (Crewe and Harrison 2005 [1998]:232). Native Americans 
are blamed in much the same way for their supposed inability to achieve 
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economic independence through means other than gaming; this popular 
supposition fails to take into account Indian history as part of a larger United 
States government project of economic and cultural domination. 
Economic development in the United States first demanded that Indians 
be categorized in ways that legitimated moving them off their land, and then 
justified the appropriation of Indian land and resources (including labor) to 
support and reproduce the system. This legitimation manifested itself as a state 
project that represented Indians as primitive, static, and ultimately doomed to 
extinction (Berkhofer 1978; Garroutte 2003). The power of the U.S. to manipulate 
Native American identity served - and serves - to marginalize Indian peoples and 
specify their role within the overall organization of social labor (Amin 1976; Wolf 
1999). In addition, Bourdieu’s concept of symbolic capital - those relations and 
obligations between groups or individuals that can be exchanged for economic 
capital - as a source of power contributes to explanations of how the state 
commits symbolic violence that enforces its hegemony and maintains relations of 
inequality, such as those suffered by marginalized indigenous peoples (Barnard 
2000:143; Bourdieu 1977:179; Nagengast 1994:111). For Native Americans, the 
relationship between symbolic capital and the violence implicit - and sometimes 
explicit - in the efforts of the state to implement specific projects of development 
also meant that any efforts to maintain economic and cultural autonomy 
represented a threat to the goals of the state (Nagengast 1994:110). State 
domination of Indians depends on the subtle application of political and economic 
power to reproduce and maintain subalternity, while at the same time appearing 
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to embrace policies that “co-opt resistance by appearing partially to accede to it” 
(Field 1994:91). Native American development projects sponsored by the federal 
government serve to seemingly promote tribal sovereignty and self-sufficiency, 
yet they also promote replacing traditional tribal social and cultural values with 
the values of total economic, political, and cultural assimilation.   
Successful economic development in Indian Country in general has 
received short shrift from a public that has accepted the stereotype that Indian 
governments are unable to be self-sufficient. Attempts by the federal government 
to promote economic self-sufficiency in Indian Country have historically been 
largely unsuccessful (Coulter and Tullberg 1984; Deloria and Lytle 1984; Legters 
and Lyman 1994; Vinje 1996). Vinje (1996) finds that while federal programs 
during the 1970s initially increased employment, income, and education on 
reservations, decreases in funding during the Reagan era left many reservations 
worse off than before by the 1990s. Structural disadvantages such as limited 
access to capital, the remoteness of many reservations, impaired title to land and 
resources, and the power of Congress to veto tribal decisions have contributed to 
the widespread failure of Indian economic development (Jorgensen 2000; Ortiz 
1979). Nevertheless, while it is true that many, if not most, Indian nations are 
poor, many tribes have developed and maintained economic sustainability and 
political independence through their own - in many cases, non-gaming -  
development projects.  
Cornell and Kalt (2007:2) argue that economic development on 
reservations is only successful when it deviates from the “standard” approach 
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characterized by federal policy. The standard approach “is short term and non-
strategic; it lets persons or organizations other than the Indian nation set the 
development agenda; it views development as primarily an economic problem; it 
views indigenous culture an obstacle to development; and it encourages narrowly 
defined and often self-serving leadership” (Cornell and Kalt 2007:3).5 In other 
words, the federal approach to Indian development is characterized by the 
standard tropes that theorize indigenous peoples as incapable of success so 
long as they are unwilling to abandon their “primitive” and “traditional” social and 
cultural values. However, as Cornell and Kalt demonstrate, when tribal 
development is undertaken in concert with what they call the nation building 
approach, projects are much more likely to be successful. The nation-building 
approach “involves comprehensive assertions of sovereignty or self-rule; it 
involves backing up sovereignty with effective governing institutions; it matches 
those institutions to indigenous political culture; it has strategic orientation; and it 
involves a leadership dedicated to nation building” (Cornell and Kalt 2007:11).  
Cornell and Kalt cite several cases in which the nation building approach 
has had positive results, such as the tremendously successful array of 
                                                 
5
 It is well beyond the scope of this dissertation to undertake an analysis of the federal 
government’s many failed attempts to promote development in Indian Country. However, I do feel 
I should point out that the United States government has actively participated in and condoned 
the misuse of Indian lands for the benefit of non-Indian development enterprises. Private industry 
activities such as coal extraction were approved by federal government agencies, and tribal 
governments were compensated at levels well below what these resources would have earned 
on the open market; and in fact, until 1962, the Department of Interior held that it was not legal for 
tribes to develop their own mineral resources (Adamson 2003:28). The best example of this sort 
of mismanagement and abuse of the federal trust relationship is exemplified by the Cobell cases, 
a series of class-action lawsuits brought on behalf of Native Americans against the BIA. The 
plaintiffs claim that the BIA has mismanaged Indian trust assets throughout its history. The case 
was ultimately settled for $3.4 billion in 2009, and as of December 2010, the BIA is working to 
divide the settlement amongst the several hundred thousand potential members of the class 
(Johansen 2004). 
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businesses operated by the Mississippi Choctaw.6 Similarly, the White Mountain 
Apache have taken the nation-building approach by maintaining control of 
economic activities on the reservation such as community livestock associations; 
recreational facilities for fishing, boating, and skiing; and logging and milling 
timber from the reservation’s forests (O’Hara 1995:120). The White Mountain 
Apache have achieved this success in spite of roadblocks thrown up by both the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs and the state of Arizona. These examples make clear 
that gaming is not the only path to successful economic development for tribes; 
but they also demonstrate how difficult that development can be in the face of 
misguided and paternalistic federal policies. However, there is also danger in 
assuming that the same economic development strategies will work in the same 
way for all tribes, even when they are based on the nation-building approach. 
While she acknowledges the importance of self determination in developing tribal 
economies, Sioux Harvey (1996:149) cautions that “the role of culture is complex 
and cannot easily be reduced to simple ‘if this, then that’ statements that apply 
universally to all tribes.” She argues that leadership, cultural reproduction, and 
mode of production are interconnected in ways that underwrite the economic 
policies that are necessary to develop and strengthen tribal sovereignty. Harvey’s 
work with the Mashantucket Pequot and the Navajo Nation shows that different 
tribes hold culturally specific ideas of what constitutes tribal sovereignty, and 
                                                 
6
 Describing the tribe’s success, Cornell and Kalt state that “the Mississippi Choctaw have 
virtually eliminated unemployment on their lands and must turn to non-Indians by the thousands 
to work in Choctaw-owned factories, enterprises, schools, and government agencies. A great 
resurgence in well-being and cultural pride is well underway” (1992:1). 
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those ideas determine the path they take towards achieving economic 
independence.  
With Indian gaming, Native Americans have found themselves confronted 
with new opportunities for exercising their right to economic self-sufficiency and 
self-determination. The dichotomy between what Indians are “supposed” to be - 
that is, impoverished and dependent upon federal intervention and support - and 
what they actually are has increased since the passage of IGRA and has been 
magnified by the growing political power of (some) Indian governments. Pala, in 
particular, has deftly navigated the possibilities provided by Indian gaming as an 
outlet for economic development and political clout. Even before gaming, Pala 
had demonstrated an ideological commitment to financial and political 
independence through economic development. However, in spite of having a 
more solid economic base than most of its neighboring southern California tribes 
in the pre-gaming era and thus a higher level of political capital, Pala’s early 
success was little noticed outside the reservation. Nevertheless, the tribe has 
continued to develop and deploy economic strategies that are in keeping with its 
particular history, and which reflect ideologies that are specific to its experiences. 
The History of Development at Pala 
Development theories over the last several decades demonstrate how 
states have created and manipulated ideological discourses regarding 
“traditional” societies to achieve their own economic and political ends. The effect 
this has had on gaming tribes is to place them in an uneasy dialogue with non-
Indians who simultaneously applaud Indian economic success while wringing 
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their hands over how gaming is eroding traditional culture (Cattelino 2004; 
Darian-Smith 2004). In fact, tropes of Indian stasis and traditionalism are 
commonly referenced in public dialogues about gaming. In the course of my 
work, I have been asked if the Pala band is using casino profits to aid tribal 
members in the process of assimilation to modern life - the assumption, of 
course, being that the people of Pala are encountering “modern life” for the first 
time. In reality, the people of Pala have a long history of working within the 
dominant political power structure to achieve their own ends. As discussed in 
chapter 3, beginning with the first incursions of European colonists into their 
territory, the ancestors of the modern-day Pala people engaged in a pattern of 
syncretism in which they picked and chose among the new ideas to which they 
were exposed during the mission era. This is not to say that many aspects of 
assimilation for California Indians was not forced; on the contrary, more was lost 
than gained. Nevertheless, it is important to note that while assimilation was 
pursued by Europeans from their first appearance on California shores, Indians 
were not powerless against these policies. In Pala’s case, from adopting farming, 
ranching, and building technologies, to proving themselves to be savvy 
businesspeople capitalizing on demand for the use of their ancestral hot springs, 
a foundation was built that continues today with the tribe’s approach to economic 
development and politics. 
Beginning with the removal from Cupa to Pala in 1903, Pala’s tribal 
leadership asserted itself towards those in power to achieve particular ends. As 
they had in their ten-year fight to remain at Cupa, so the people persisted in their 
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resistance to powerlessness at Pala. Some of the contested issues were overt, 
as in the Cupeños’ successful fight to build a new village at Pala that reflected 
the arrangement of the village they had lost at Cupa. The Cupeños’ insistence on 
a centralized village was granted by the BIA, resulting in the unusual 
arrangement of lands being allotted in 1913 to Pala’s Indian heads of household 
and individual adults in two parcels: one for farming, and a smaller one for a 
village house. More covert was the persistence of cultural practices such as the 
burning of clothes and possessions upon a person’s death, continued speaking 
of the Cupeño language, and the transmission of native creation myths and 
stories.7 The long exposure to Catholicism had by this time rendered most of the 
Indian inhabitants of southern California practitioners of the religion, but as with 
other aspects of the mission experience, Indian Catholicism was - and continues 
to be - syncretized with local indigenous traditions. 
The people of Pala deployed their right to self-governance in multiple 
ways in the early and middle decades of the 20th century. Tribal leaders insisted 
upon exercising their right to participation in non-Indian civic life, and as such, 
Pala’s chairmen - and women - established a pattern of meeting with important 
local and national groups and their leaders and lobbying on behalf of the tribe. In 
particular, participation in the Mission Indian Federation during the early 1930s, 
which fought for the right of “home rule” on the reservations, showcased the fact 
that the people of Pala had no intention of giving up their sovereignty through 
assimilation or termination. Further, the tribe chose to reject participation in the 
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 These practices are discussed in depth in chapter 5. 
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Indian Reorganization Act in 1934, eschewing a federally authorized constitution. 
In the 1960s, Pala developed and ratified articles of association that determined 
how tribal leadership, development, and organization would be structured. A 
tribal constitution was also developed in the 1980s that provides the operating 
framework for the tribal government today, and which continues to be amended 
to account for new and changing circumstances.8 While this document is 
authorized by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, its form and content are a direct 
reflection of the tribe’s needs and desires. 
Pala and Indian Gaming Development in California  
 Tribes still must contend with state power structures that strive to maintain 
Indian identities as static and traditional while simultaneously taking advantage of 
the financial opportunities offered by gaming. The unique political status of 
American Indians has allowed them to develop economic enterprises that are not 
available to other groups (Gordon 2000; Smith 2000; Snipp 1992). Gaming 
revenues have allowed some tribes to become self-supporting and have helped 
strengthen tribal sovereignty (McCulloch 1994). Moreover, gaming has allowed 
some Native American groups to take control of their economic development and 
to deploy political power in local and statewide arenas (Cattelino 2004; Cornell 
and Kalt 1998; Darian-Smith 2004, de la Torre 2002; Washburn 2001). 
Nevertheless, tribes find themselves battling structural obstacles to maintaining 
                                                 
8
 Pala’s tribal government is divided into two parts: the General Council, which comprises all tribal 
members age 18 and over; and the Executive Committee, comprised of a chairman, vice-
chairman, secretary, treasurer, and two committee members. The Executive Committee members 
are selected for two-year terms in staggered annual elections, usually in October or November of 
each year. The elections alternate for chairman, treasurer, and one committee member one year, 
and vice-chairman, secretary, and the other committee member the following year. 
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their sovereignty in the face of state and federal restrictions on gaming 
development (Vinje 1996). While IGRA is often interpreted by scholars and the 
public as authorizing Indian gaming, it actually imposes restrictions and 
regulations on an already legal economic enterprise, thereby eroding tribal 
sovereignty (Cattelino 2004; Harvey 2000; Mason 2000). Nevertheless, the 
paradoxical chance to truly exercise political and cultural self-determination 
motivates many tribes to seek incorporation within the larger U.S. political 
economy through gaming (Cornell 1988). As Cornell and Kalt (1998:187) state, 
gaming is allowing tribes “to engage in genuine self-governance” and to become 
“effective decision makers in their own affairs,” in spite of structural constraints.  
 Pala’s economic development strategies before gaming were quite 
successful and afforded the tribe an operating budget that was significantly larger 
than that of most neighboring tribes. Even in the first decades after the 1903 
removal of the Cupeño to Pala, local entrepreneurs took advantage of the market 
for Indian-made baskets and other arts and crafts, as well as the opportunities 
offered by marketing farm goods. By the 1960s, the tribal government owned and 
operated a tile factory, and in the 1970s, the tribe leased land to a sand and 
gravel operation. The 1980s saw the development of a successful avocado farm 
that continues to operate today. While the tribe still benefited from federal 
programs and financial assistance, Pala’s traditional self-reliance and ability to 
fend for itself were well established in the decades leading up to gaming. Unlike 
other tribes in the area, who had begun opening bingo halls and card parlors, 
Pala waited until the time was right for the tribe to move in on the gaming market. 
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 The U.S. Supreme Court decision in Cabazon in 1987 paved the way for 
an explosion of gaming development on reservations across the nation,9 leading 
the federal government to enact IGRA as a way to exert some control and 
influence over the Indian gaming industry, as discussed in chapter 1. IGRA 
created an avenue by which the federal government and individual states could 
exercise a significant amount of control over tribal gaming enterprises (Baron 
1998; Darian-Smith 2002; Davis and Hudman 1998; Fetzer 2002; Harvey 2000; 
McCulloch 1994; Washburn 2001). As de la Torre (2000:52) notes, IGRA 
“established a means by which the state could involve itself in matters previously 
set aside for tribes. The compact process allows the state to raise its concerns, 
and ultimately permits the states a role in the decision-making process of tribal 
economic development.” De la Torre goes on to describe how states continually 
challenge IGRA in attempts to establish more regulatory control and gain larger 
shares of gaming revenues.  
The passage of IGRA authorized California tribes to take part in Class I 
and II gaming and to negotiate for a limited array of Class III games.10 However, 
then-Governor Pete Wilson was extremely reluctant to enter into negotiations 
with tribes for Class III gaming compacts. According to Mason (2000), Wilson’s 
position was that IGRA did not require states to negotiate with tribes, and further, 
the games that tribes wanted to offer were in violation of state law. For the first 
                                                 
9
 The Cabazon decision and IGRA were of particular significance to California, which is home to 
107 federally recognized tribes and 95 Indian reservations, as well as several groups petitioning 
for recognition. San Diego County alone has 18 reservations, more than any other county in the 
nation. 
10
 See chapter 1 for a discussion of the different classes of gaming. 
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six years of his two terms in office, Wilson continued to refuse negotiations. 
Then, in October 1996, Wilson finally began serious compact negotiations with 
one California tribe – the Pala Band of Mission Indians. In March 1998, after 18 
months of negotiations, the state and the tribe agreed on what became known as 
the “Pala Compact,” which the state intended to use as a template for all future 
compacts with California tribes (de la Torre 2000:57; Gordon 2000:6). The 
compact included provisions that set a cap on the number of video gambling 
machines allowed each tribe, as well as guidelines for employee unionization, 
mitigation of off-reservation environmental impacts, and rules for arbitration 
(Mason 2000:250). 
The Pala Compact was met with massive resistance from most California 
Indian tribes. Many tribes objected to what they saw as erosions of their 
sovereignty under the agreement negotiated by Pala. They characterized the 
new compact as a “back-room agreement” that was being forced on the rest of 
California’s tribes (de la Torre 2000:58). Gordon (2000:6) argues that Wilson’s 
insistence on a single model compact for all California tribes exposed his 
fundamental denial of tribes as truly sovereign, independent governments. In 
response to the furor regarding his tribe’s compact, Pala chairman Robert Smith 
declared that Pala’s negotiations with Governor Wilson were undertaken “in good 
faith,” and resulted in a gaming agreement that was fair for the state, Pala, and 
the rest of California’s Indians. Moreover, Smith stated that “Pala feels the 
compact is a model to be built on, not a ceiling or the best that Tribes can or will 
get, but a floor for improvement” (testimony before the National Gambling Impact 
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Study Commission, July 29, 1998). The authority to recognize the compact 
rested with the Department of the Interior and then-Assistant Secretary Kevin 
Gover. Gover told me that while he sympathized with the objections of other 
California tribes, he concurred with Smith’s assertion that the Pala Compact was 
a “foot in the door” for negotiating better agreements in the future, and granted 
federal approval to the compact (personal communication, September 2010). 
Ultimately, a suit challenging the constitutionality of the Pala Compact was heard 
in California Superior Court, and on June 25, 1998, the court held that the 
agreement violated the state’s constitution. The court’s holding rested on the 
finding that any compact negotiated by the governor required approval by the 
state legislature. 
After the defeat of the Pala Compact in the courts, California’s gaming 
tribes turned to the political initiative process as a means to secure legal gaming 
compacts with the state. Proposition 5 was designed to allow tribes with existing 
gaming operations to keep and expand those enterprises to include Class III 
games, as well as allow non-gaming tribes to negotiate their own compacts. The 
initiative also provided for revenue-sharing with non-gaming tribes, and a 
strengthened regulatory role for the state. Pala did not join in the push for 
Proposition 5, and instead supported pursuing legislative action that would 
legalize their original compact. In the November 1998 election, Proposition 5 
passed with nearly 63% of the vote, effectively ending any chance for legislative 
approval of the Pala Compact. However, Proposition 5 was also challenged on 
its constitutionality in the courts. By this time, Republican Governor Wilson had 
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been replaced by Democratic Governor Gray Davis. In the wake of Proposition 
5’s successful passage, Davis had begun negotiating with several tribes for new 
compacts. In spite of these successful negotiations, which resulted in the so-
called 1999 compacts with nearly 60 tribes, including Pala, the California 
Supreme Court ruled that Proposition 5 was unconstitutional in International 
Union (HERE) v. Davis (21 Cal.4th 585 1999). This obstacle was overcome with 
the passage of Proposition 1A in March 2000, which amended the California 
Constitution to allow new compact agreements for Class III gaming. and 
Champagne (2002) described the details of Proposition 1A as follows: 
Passage of Proposition 1A created terms for agreements between 
the Indian tribes of California and the State of California. The 
proposition allowed casino-style gaming on reservations, but the 
state enforced several compromises on tribal governments. Apart 
from the provisions relating to labor, licensing, and customer suits, 
tribes were restricted to 2000 slot machines per tribe and a limit of 
two casinos per tribe. Banking and percentage card games such as 
blackjack were allowed, tribes were to share $1.1 million per year 
with nongaming tribes, a joint state-tribal oversight agency was 
created with two representatives from each gaming tribe, tribal 
funding was provided for compulsive gaming treatment, and the 
tribes were required to adopt ordinances for environmental 
protection, worker safety, building codes, and were required to 
waive limited sovereign immunity for injuries to patrons (Goldberg 
and Champagne 2002, in Clinton et al 2003:972). 
 
As this description indicates, Proposition 1A took advantage of the initiative 
process to amend California’s constitution in favor of tribes, but not without 
simultaneously imposing strict regulations on gaming development and 
concentrating the power to control Indian gaming in the hands of the state 
(Darian-Smith 2004; de la Torre 2002; Goldberg and Champagne 2002; see also 
Gede 2000).   
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 The actions the Pala band took to secure the right to conduct Class III 
gaming on their reservation is representative of a desire to advance the band’s 
goals of economic self-sufficiency and political, social, and cultural self-
determination. As Darian-Smith (2002:119) notes, “for those few tribes involved 
in successful casino operations their strengthening economic position is 
translating into a new found cultural confidence and pride.” Further, Darian-Smith 
states that “from the Native American perspective, economic profits from tribal 
gambling is opening up political opportunities and allowing them to begin 
imagining official law in positive ways that complement their own cultural 
identities and internal legal and social system” (2002:121). The decision to 
negotiate with Governor Wilson for a compact was a conscious choice for Pala to 
gain what it could from an administration that was opposed to almost any kind of 
Indian gaming. This meant working within the dominant systems of the federal 
government and the state of California to secure an economic development 
strategy that would not only ensure the economic survival of the band, but 
provide the means to preserve and enhance social and cultural practices. 
Ultimately, the Pala band’s actions paved the way for the statutory and 
constitutional provision of Class III gaming for all of California’s tribes. 
 With the success of gaming for Pala, as well as for several other tribes in 
southern California, the trope of Indians as perpetually bound to poverty and 
marginalization has given way to a new stereotype: that of the “rich casino 
Indian.”11 However, state ideologies of development, which asserted a goal of 
                                                 
11
 I will deconstruct this stereotype in chapter 6. 
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self-sufficiency for tribes while refusing to grant them the ability to be truly self-
determining, are now giving way to anxieties about what economic success 
means for the federal-Indian relationship. This is ironic, given that most federally 
recognized tribes do not have casinos, and many that do are only marginally 
successful. Nevertheless, the economic impact of Indian gaming has been quite 
dramatic as a whole, and the Indian gaming industry is now well-represented by 
a number of organizations such as the National Indian Gaming Association 
(NIGA), of which Pala is an active member. NIGA’s mission, as quoted on its 
website (www.indiangaming.org) states: 
The mission of NIGA is to protect and preserve the general welfare 
of tribes striving for self-sufficiency through gaming enterprises in 
Indian Country. To fulfill its mission, NIGA works with the Federal 
government and Congress to develop sound policies and practices 
and to provide technical assistance and advocacy on gaming-
related issues. In addition, NIGA seeks to maintain and protect 
Indian sovereign governmental authority in Indian Country. 
 
In its 2009 economic impact report, NIGA stated that 237 Indian tribes in 28 
states generated $26.2 billion in gross revenues from gaming-related enterprises 
(NIGA 2009). NIGA also strongly asserts the basis of tribal sovereignty, stating 
that tribes conduct gaming on the basis of their original sovereign authority.  
 In embracing the mission of organizations such as NIGA, Pala has 
immersed itself in the economic and political opportunities afforded by gaming 
and is continuing to assert its historic ideology of self-determination. At the same 
time, the tribe has no intention of turning its back on its history, identity, or 
culture. As Pala enters the second decade of the 21st century, it faces the 
challenge of maintaining a cultural identity that is not just a relic of history, but is 
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a reflection of its modern existence and ideologies (Champagne 2007:329). 
Development policies, politics, and power have not eroded the original basis of 
what makes the people of Pala who they are. This enduring culture and identity 
has been strengthened by the opportunities brought to the tribe by gaming. As for 
all indigenous peoples, modern Pala identity has been shaped by structural 
forces and hegemonic discourses at the state level, but it has also been 
maintained by the tribe’s own ideological underpinnings. I turn to an exploration 
of modern Pala identity in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5 
BLOOD, CULTURE, AND IDEOLOGY: IDENTITY AT PALA 
 
Early in my fieldwork at Pala, I learned not to make any assumptions 
about who was and was not an enrolled tribal member. Many of my early 
experiences showed me clearly what my own assumptions were about who 
qualified as Indian. The first time I was shocked out of my assumptions was 
when a visitor to the Cupa Cultural Center, in March 2005, asked me if I was a 
tribal member. Surprised, I answered that I am just as white as I look, but the 
question made me take a more focused look around at the people of the 
reservation and start questioning what I had been taking for granted. 
Phenotypically - physically - I saw a wide variety of characteristics amongst 
Pala’s members. Blonde hair, blue eyes, and fair skin, while not common, are 
certainly not unknown. Dark hair and eyes, ranging from light to dark browns and 
black, are much more common, but skin tones run the range from pale to dark. I 
realized very quickly that the question that had been directed to me about my 
own potential Indian background was perfectly legitimate, and later was 
unsurprised to encounter the same question again and again as people got to 
know me. More importantly, the experience made me think about the many 
different aspects of identity that are relevant at Pala, including blood, family, 
participation, and culture. 
Identity is not a constant. At Pala, this means that at any given moment, 
for any given person, what it means to be a tribal member is fluid and contingent. 
From the ethnographer’s perspective, this is a difficult puzzle, because reaching 
a conclusion means being able to see the patterns in the Pala community and 
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being able to translate those patterns into an analysis of tribal identity. Moreover, 
identity must be analyzed from multiple perspectives that take into account 
different historical perspectives (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:xi). Identity at Pala 
in particular is contingent upon the tribe’s history, but as the Comaroffs point out, 
the tribe is not the only author of its past. The people of Pala – both as a group 
and as individuals – have claimed definitions of themselves that are an amalgam 
of personal experience, group belonging, and historical context. In particular, the 
state projects that have been brought to bear on Indian people in the United 
States have had a tremendous impact on how non-Indians perceive Indians. But 
just as important is the impact that these same state ideologies have had on how 
Indians perceive themselves.  
Anthropology and the (a)History of Indians  
As an anthropologist, I have tried very hard to recognize and account for 
my own assumptions. As Geertz reminds us, recognizing the signifiers of “local 
knowledge” involves “the reshaping of categories so that they can reach beyond 
the contexts in which they originally arose” and be translated (Geertz 2000 
[1983]:12). Bearing in mind that anthropology was born of colonialism and has 
been shaped by discourses of power and history, an examination of how 
anthropology has contributed to the construction of Indians is vital. It is 
impossible for me, or any researcher, to completely divorce myself from my own 
history or that of anthropology, but understanding that history is one step to 
recognizing my own assumptions. 
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One of the enduring legacies of the assimilation era of Indian policy is the 
establishment of tropes regarding the inevitability of Indian extinction. 
Assimilation was extinction by another name: as Indians accepted the dominant 
culture and were absorbed into surrounding non-Indian communities, Indians as 
peoples would disappear and only exist as historical artifacts. Reacting with 
alarm to the potential disappearance of these cultures, anthropologists fanned 
out across the United States to capture the essence of these communities before 
they disappeared entirely. Anthropological research has long been characterized 
by attempts to analyze the origins and traits of culturally defined groups all over 
the world. Various models of cultural evolution proposed that all societies move 
through the same stages, and could be categorized according to particular traits 
or by historical and ecological determinants (Barnard 2000:29, 38-42; see also 
Steward 1955; White 1959). Beginning in the late 1800s, the nascent discipline 
promulgated models of physical and social human evolution that led to enduring 
tropes of racial and cultural difference between groups of people that were 
defined as politically, geographically, socially, and/or biologically bounded 
(Hinsley 1981; Stocking 1982 [1968]). As Friedman (1992:846) puts it, 
“anthropological practice, in its ethnographic format, consisted in the 
classification of the ‘peoples’ of the world, the attribution of specificity to bounded 
populations.” In the wake of the global colonial enterprise emanating from 
Europe, anthropologists focused their gaze on indigenous peoples the world over 
in an attempt to record what they could about these “primitive cultures” (Tylor 
1871) and “ancient societies” (Morgan 1877) before they vanished forever. In the 
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United States, this project manifested itself as a program of “salvage ethnology” 
that was designed to collect and preserve whatever remained of the pre-contact, 
“authentic” culture of the nation’s indigenous inhabitants (Hinsley 1981:22-23). 
The development of the “ethnographic present” as a tool for reconstructing 
“genuine” Indian culture by factoring out those changes that were the result of 
Euroamerican contact led to approaches that rendered Native Americans as 
discrete, static peoples who lacked both history and agency. The ethnographic 
present “established Indian people as somehow both alive and archaic” (Thomas 
2000:46). Anthropologists were treating Native Americans as a group that had 
lost their “true” culture, and as such as people without an identity, past, or future.  
Anthropological essentialism, as manifested in the salvage ethnology 
project, focused on sorting groups of people based on vital traits into discrete 
groups bounded by behavioral and physical characteristics (Stocking 1968 
[1982]). This practice has had an enduring – and still present – influence on 
anthropological research and on the ways in which non-Indians perceive Indians 
as “others” (Field 1999:194; Field 2002:1,6). The work of the Bureau of American 
Ethnography (BAE), under the direction of Major John Wesley Powell and 
strongly influenced by Lewis Henry Morgan, contributed to ideas about Indians 
that persist to this day - and against which modern tribes such as Pala find 
themselves struggling as they identify themselves as both native people and as 
participants in the broader United States culture (Hinsley 1981). Powell and 
Morgan both believed that Indians were disappearing and would soon be 
completely gone (Berkhofer 1978:54). Hinsley (1981:23) characterizes the work 
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of the BAE and other anthropologists involved in salvage ethnology as a blend of 
scientific interest, wistfulness, and guilt. American anthropologists knew that the 
apparently inevitable disappearance of Native Americans was due to the impact 
of colonialism. Salvage ethnology was a way to assuage that guilt, and at the 
same time build up a corpus of scientific data that could be used to study the 
“disappearing Indian.” Despite the guilt, however, anthropologists still conceived 
of Indians as an exotic Other to be studied and preserved in museums (Stocking 
1968[1982]:155-156; see also West 2000 on the history of museum 
presentations of Indians). Morgan’s classification traded on the perception of 
Native Americans as “noble savages” who had been stopped short of realizing 
true civilization.1 However, through the lens of the ethnographic present, 
“authentic” Indian culture was being recorded. Again, as noted above, this 
approach characterized living Native Americans as a people whose true identity 
existed only in the past – a past that could only be preserved, reconstructed, and 
represented by anthropologists. The work of the BAE thus contributed to the 
construction of tropes of “authentic Indianness” that widely persist in the public 
imagination and to varying degrees in academia. As Singer (2001:1) notes, “the 
enduring perception of Indians as an enemy pending extinction cleared the way 
for anyone to create stereotypes of Indians and to exclude any serious treatment 
or study of us.” 
The appearance of Franz Boas on the anthropological scene did much to 
correct the deficiencies of earlier ethnography by proposing that anthropologists 
                                                 
1
 See Berkhofer (1978:73-80) for a discussion of the origins of the “noble savage” idea. 
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should view cultures objectively and relativistically (Thomas 2000:98). Yet, even 
without the taint of social evolutionary schemes that denied “civilization” to 
Indians, anthropological work among Native Americans continued to deny these 
groups the right, or even the capacity, to construct their own identities. This 
problem was exacerbated by the fact that the general public was taking an 
interest in anthropology in general and “primitive” peoples in particular. 
Exhibitions and fairs produced displays on Indians, often featuring living Native 
Americans (Baker 1998:62-66; Hinsley 1981:109). Popular magazines published 
articles about Native Americans written by ethnographers, and anthropologists 
wrote books intended for the general public. In Patterns of Culture, for example, 
Ruth Benedict characterized the Zuñi of New Mexico as “Apollonian” and valuing 
“sobriety and inoffensiveness above all other virtues” (Benedict 1934:59). The 
Kwakiutl of the northwest coast, on the other hand, were “Dionysian,” in that their 
lives were spent on the passionate pursuit of material goods and spiritual and 
physical ecstasy (Benedict 1934). Benedict also included a personality portrait of 
the Dobu of New Guinea, who were “lawless and treacherous” and therefore 
labeled “Paranoid” (Benedict 1934:131). Benedict intended these generalizations 
to empirically demonstrate that all cultures adhere to particular, observable 
patterns that manifest themselves in personality traits. In doing so, however, she 
popularized stereotypic notions of Zuñi, Kwakiutl, and Dobu people. Interestingly, 
Benedict (1934:248) argued that “categories become a liability when they are 
taken as inevitable and applicable alike to all civilizations and events,” a position 
that echoed the teachings of her mentor Franz Boas. Yet neither Benedict nor 
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Boas recognized the long-term implications of assigning essentialized lists of 
discrete, “empirically determined” cultural traits to particular peoples, which 
condemned them to a strait-jacketed existence as “The Zuñi,” “The Kwakiutl,” 
and “The Dobu.”  
Anthropological representations of native peoples not only affected 
academic and public perceptions of culture; they also had the power to 
potentially “disappear” entire groups of people. Alfred Kroeber’s work on salvage 
ethnology in California (see e.g. Kroeber 1925), for example, had far-reaching 
repercussions for California Indians who have been unable to obtain federal 
acknowledgement of their indigenous heritage (Buckley 1996; Field 1999; 
Lightfoot 2004). Field (1999:197) illustrates that Kroeber’s work had great 
influence on at least one of the agents assigned to purchase land for Indians in 
California. Because Kroeber had designated peoples such as the Ohlone, 
Esselen, Salinan, Chumash, and Gabrieliño2 as essentially extinct, they were not 
assigned reservation land (Lightfoot 2004:231). As a result, many of these 
peoples are still fighting for federal recognition.  
Kroeber also played a major role in representing Native Americans, and 
California Indians in particular, as doomed to oblivion through his involvement 
with the Indian Ishi. Ishi was found crouched in a rural slaughterhouse in 1911, 
                                                 
2
 The Gabrieliño Tongva have been fighting for federal recognition since the 1980s. The group is 
factionalized into two major segments, each of which has its own application for recognition - and 
each of which was denied in March 2011. Both factions intend to appeal the decision. It will be 
interesting to see how the federal government handles the assignment of trust land to the 
Gabrieliño Tongva if either application is ultimately approved, given that the band’s ancestral 
territory falls within affluent Orange County, California, as well as Los Angeles County, as 
evidenced by multiple well-documented village sites. Currently, there are no federally recognized 
tribes in either county. I would like to point out, without cynicism, that a casino in this region would 
be very successful indeed. 
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and was taken to San Francisco by Kroeber. Kroeber determined that Ishi 
belonged to a previously unknown subdivision of the Yana tribe, which he 
dubbed Yahi. The furor and delight which Ishi provoked in the general public 
showed that by this time, Americans had written “authentic” Indians off as extinct. 
Ishi was both celebrated and exploited as the “last wild Indian.” Although 
historical accounts indicate that Kroeber and Ishi became friends, and that Ishi 
participated willingly in Kroeber’s plans for him, the fact that he was displayed as 
a wildly popular museum exhibit illustrates the general public’s conception of 
“Indianness” at this time – a conception that anthropologists had helped shape. 
When Ishi died in 1916, the American public mourned the passing of the man 
considered to be the “last ‘free’ Indian” (Kroeber 1964; Thomas 2000:90).  
Despite its emphasis on cultural relativity and its rejection of biological 
determinism, the Boasian tradition of studying cultures from an empirical, 
objective, outsider’s perspective led anthropologists to embrace the position that 
they alone were scientifically qualified to identify and define what it meant to 
belong to a particular group of people. Moreover, anthropologists based their 
research on the essential traits these groups were supposed to possess, creating 
“the entrenched anthropological predilection… for describing the ethnic 
identification of a particular group of people in terms of a set of essences” (Field 
1999:194). The general public also accepted this notion, embracing 
anthropologists as experts who knew more about indigenous peoples than the 
people themselves. This concept proved fatal to the aspirations of the Mashpee 
Indians of Cape Cod, Massachusetts in 1976, when they were forced to defend 
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their tribal identity in court. While the court case formally revolved around the 
Mashpee’s claim to tribal lands that had illegally been sold generations before 
without Congressional approval, the trial itself focused on the legitimacy of the 
Mashpee’s claim to Indian identity (Clifford 1988; Garroutte 2003:61-64). 
Ultimately, the Mashpee were unable to prove their “Indianness” to the 
satisfaction of the all-white jury, and their land claim was rejected. As Field 
(1999:194) notes, “the loss or lack of the essences that [anthropologists] assign 
constitutive significance in effect strips [a] group of its identity,” which is clearly 
what befell the Mashpee. 
Although anthropology has contributed to academic and public 
misrepresentations and misperceptions of indigenous peoples, critiques from 
inside and outside the discipline have led to changes in the goals and methods of 
anthropological research. Anthropologists have become aware of the widespread 
impact that their work has – and is having – on indigenous populations, and have 
turned their attention to the discourses and processes that have created and 
shaped indigenous representations. Many researchers have recognized the 
discursive influence of state power in encumbering native peoples with identities 
that subject them to dominance and oppression (e.g. Abrams 1988; Alonso 1994; 
Darian-Smith 2004; Escobar 1995; Field 2003; Nagengast 1994; Singer 2001). 
By unquestioningly working within a hegemonic framework that views indigenous 
peoples as bounded and ahistorical, anthropology has (unwittingly, I suspect) 
contributed to the state’s project in defining and dominating subaltern populations 
(see Garroutte 2001; Jaimes 1992). As Field (2003:80) argues, “official 
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anthropology” served to validate federal policies towards Native Americans and 
supported the U.S. government’s accepted narratives of Indian history and 
identity. Moreover, anthropologists have helped to create stereotypical 
representations of exotic “Otherness” that serve to strengthen Western tropes of 
customary social and cultural values (Garroutte 2003:39; see also Said 1978). 
The examples of unacknowledged California tribes and the Mashpee are only 
two of many situations in which anthropological representations have legitimated 
the wielding of state power over defining “authentic” indigeneity. In my work at 
Pala, I have kept my focus on how the people themselves define authenticity and 
belonging, through the various avenues of blood, culture, representation, and 
history. But I have also found that Pala identity has been influenced by the 
discursive influence of state power and history in much the same way as it has 
influenced the perceptions of non-Indian people, albeit not always with the same 
result. The hegemony of blood quantum, in particular, underpins Pala identity 
and belonging in ways that were unknown in the time before government 
codification of blood quantum as an avenue to assimilation, and certainly 
unknown before European contact. 
Blood and Culture 
The notion of ethnicity is hegemonic in the United States. The Comaroffs argue 
that ethnicity is a concept that has been naturalized through its function in 
structuring culture. Ethnicity is a product of power relations: “For the subordinate, 
ethnic affiliation may originate in an attribution of collective identity to them on the 
part of others” (1992:53). This process describes in microcosm what U.S. 
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government blood quantum policies have done to structure notions of ethnicity 
and identity for Native Americans. These policies have been internalized and 
reified to the degree that blood quantum and concomitant tribal affiliation are one 
of the most salient aspects of identity in Native America (Field 2002; Sturm 
2002). By interpreting cultural expression as a physical attribute of a person’s 
identity, blood quantum has served as the material referent to a hegemonic 
structure. None of this is to say that ethnicity does not have ideological 
underpinnings; clearly notions of ethnicity are argued and contested on a daily 
basis. What I am saying is that it is the overall concept of the very existence of 
ethnicity that is hegemonic, and the Comaroffs’ insight is that ethnicity is just as 
constructed as any other ideological system.  
 The ideology of blood at Pala began with the application of government 
blood criteria for Indian membership in the days of the Dawes Act, and continued 
with the passage of the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) in 1934. The original 
purpose of blood quantum was to determine which individuals were eligible for 
government benefits designed to aid Indian people. The Dawes Act limited 
allotments of reservation land to those who were able to document at least 50 
percent Indian blood. Any less than that, or an inability to prove it, meant 
exclusion from the program (Sturm 2002:78). The blood quantum requirement of 
the act was part and parcel of its other goal: to break up Native American 
communities and speed assimilation. The IRA continued the implementation of 
blood as a membership criterion, with many tribes codifying specific blood quanta 
in their new IRA constitutions as minimum qualifications for membership. 
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Although Pala did not adopt an IRA constitution, the tribe did codify a specific 
blood quantum standard in the Articles of Association in the 1960s and the tribal 
constitution in the 1980s, and additionally linked membership requirements to 
Dawes Act allotments. Interestingly, not every Indian at Pala who received an 
allotment was Luiseño or Cupeño. The residents at Cupa, and at the smaller 
surrounding villages of Wilakal and Puerta la Cruz who were also removed to 
Pala in 1903, included some people of Kumeyaay and Yaqui descent. When the 
time came for allotment, these individuals received parcels at Pala, and thus their 
descendants qualified for Pala membership. Additionally, some Cupa Indians had 
intermarried with non-Indians, including whites and Hispanics. Nonetheless, all of 
these individuals were accepted as members of the larger Cupa band when the 
removal took place, and were allotted their share of land at Pala if they could 
prove their minimum 50 percent of Indian blood. Today, to be an enrolled tribal 
member at Pala, you must have at least 1/16 Pala blood, traced from a lineal 
descendant who received an allotment either in 1895 (Old Pala) or 1913. Further, 
the enrollment line must be unbroken: if a person desiring enrollment is basing 
their application on a lineal ancestor who was not enrolled, even if they had 
enough blood, then the person requesting membership cannot enroll.  
 All that is formally required for enrollment as a Pala tribal member is the 
1/16 blood degree and unbroken enrollment. However, cultural acceptance and 
belonging within the tribe is a different story. Blood quantum is alternately 
heralded as a marker of authenticity or dismissed as the only thing that is 
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allowing an otherwise “white Indian” to claim tribal enrollment.3 Additionally, 
physical appearance is sometimes linked to authenticity, even if an individual’s 
blood quantum is more than sufficient. This dichotomy became apparent to me in 
the lament of a tribal member who related how her cousins would tease her when 
she was a child about not looking Indian enough to really be tribal.4 This woman 
has exceptionally fair skin and light brown hair, and has become accustomed to 
the assumption, off the reservation, that she is white. Her cousins, she told me, 
would tease her about her appearance to the point that she began to believe she 
wasn’t really Indian, in spite of her 1/8 blood degree. She was shocked when, as 
a teenager, she discovered that these same cousins - in spite of their black hair, 
dark eyes and skin - have the same 1/8 blood quantum that she does. “They 
make it sound like they have so much more culture than everybody else, but they 
are exactly like me,” she explained.   
 Different applications of blood and belonging are also made apparent 
through the example of a family that is known to have some African American 
                                                 
3
 This term is used as a catch-all category for tribal members who grew up outside the 
reservation or who have returned to the reservation after an extended time - at least ten years - 
living far from Pala or at least failing to return for visits. As Phillip Deloria (1998:144) points out, 
“the reservation signifie[s] the racialized authenticity of Indian people,” and living off the 
reservation implicitly reduces authenticity. White Indian is also used as a term for people who fail 
to participate in tribal life, even if they live on the reservation. Most commonly, a person is 
referenced as a white Indian when they come back to Pala and “try to change things” or come to 
“watch over their money” since the casino opened. They are seen as not having any real culture, 
and they are only tribal by virtue of their blood quantum. Of course, this marker is only given by 
some; a person who is seen as a white Indian by one tribal member may be fully accepted by 
another tribal member. Still, the division is relevant to the creation of tribal factions, which I will 
discuss later in the chapter. 
4
 I have struggled with how to represent the views of individual tribal members in this dissertation 
while also respecting their privacy. Many of the people with whom I have spoken have granted 
me permission to use their names, but even in those cases, sometimes the details I wish to relate 
could be damaging to them. When I do use a person’s actual name, it is with their knowledge and 
permission; in other cases, instead of using pseudonyms I will simply use pronouns. In the few 
cases where the information I reveal is particularly sensitive, I may change identifying details 
about the person. 
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ancestry. Phenotypically, there is very little that would lead an observer to expect 
any Black blood in this family’s background. Nevertheless, I have heard some 
tribal members refer to individuals from this family as Black, and in one 
particularly charged incident, an individual from this family was referred to as a 
nigger. The labeling of this family as Black as well as Indian is interesting for 
what it reveals about blood and identity at Pala. Although most members of this 
family possess well over the 1/16 Pala blood degree requirement, and also have 
considerable white and Hispanic blood in their family history, the Black blood 
seems to be the most salient aspect of their ancestry for some tribal members at 
Pala. This salience reflects the state-mediated differences in definition for both 
Indians and people of Black ancestry in the United States. The people of Pala 
accept as the norm the hegemonic biological notion of Blackness as reflected in 
the rule of hypodescent, or the “one-drop” rule; that is, if an individual has even 
one drop of Black blood in their ancestry, then they are Black (Garroutte 
2003:43). This notion contrasts dramatically with the presumption that Indian 
people must prove they have enough blood to be considered authentically 
Indian.5 Nor is the expectation that an Indian person must prove their Indian 
ancestry restricted to non-Indian people; Indian people themselves often expect 
it, especially of those who do not possess the phenotypic characteristics 
expected of “genuine” Indians. This notion was made apparent by a tribal 
                                                 
5
 Garroutte (2003) details the 1982-1983 court case of Susie Guillory Phipps, who sued to be 
able to change the racial classification listed on her Louisiana birth certificate from Colored to 
White. The Division of Vital Records in New Orleans researched Phipps’ ancestry back to the 
1700s and proved that she had enough Black ancestry - 1/32 blood, to be exact - to be legally 
considered Black. Phipps lost her case and a subsequent appeal in 1985, and “for legal purposes 
would forever be a black woman” (Garroutte 2003: 46-47).  
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member who expressed relief to me that a recent grandchild, with one tribal 
parent and one white parent, was dark enough to look Indian. “I’m so glad the 
baby turned out dark,” this person told me. “I wouldn’t want (the baby) to grow up 
having to prove that (they are) Indian.” 
 Concern about tribal identification is not manifested to the same degree in 
all tribal members. Some people I have spoken with have expressed to me that 
they don’t know anything about tribal culture and have no particular desire to 
learn. In contrast, many tribal descendants 6 I know - young people, in particular - 
are very active in the cultural life of the community. These people know the 
songs and history, participate in events such as Cupa Days and candle lighting, 
are present for community functions such as weddings and funerals, express an 
abiding interest in their Indian ancestry, and identify strongly with Pala as their 
home. Culture transcends blood when it comes to the ability to learn and practice 
local customs. Nevertheless, while blood without culture is acceptable for full 
tribal belonging, culture without blood is not enough. 
Culture, Continuity, and Change at Pala 
Just a few days after my arrival at Pala to begin my fieldwork, a reporter from the 
local paper, the San Diego Union-Tribune, came by the Cupa Cultural Center to 
conduct interviews for an article he was writing about how the Pala casino was 
changing life on the reservation. The reporter had been talking to tribal members 
and asking them about their impressions of life since the casino had opened just 
under four years earlier. When the article, titled “Payback for Pala,” ran on 
                                                 
6
 A tribal descendant is a person who is descended from a tribal member but who does not 
possess the 1/16 Pala blood required to enroll. 
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February 27, 2005, it opened with a quote from tribal member Steve Eagleton, 
who remembered his reaction to the May 2001 opening of the casino: “This place 
will never be the same.” He was right, but Eagleton’s observation and the change 
that was rightly highlighted in the article could also aptly apply to several 
moments in Pala’s past. I can imagine the native people of San Diego’s coastal 
regions saying the same thing as they watched Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo’s men 
landing in 1542. They said it again when Junipero Serra and a company of 
Spanish soldiers landed in San Diego and began the California mission system in 
1769. The people of the village of Cupa probably said it as they cautiously 
watched Spanish soldiers and missionaries passing through their territory in 
1795, and continued saying it as a mission outpost was established at their 
village and in nearby territories. Their Luiseño neighbors lamented the same 
thing as they were pressed into service at the San Luis Rey mission, at the 
mouth of the San Luis Rey river in today’s city of Oceanside, and at the mission 
asistencia in Pala. The peoples of Cupa and Pala said it yet again as they 
respectively moved from Cupa, or witnessed the arrival of the newcomers to 
Pala.  
 Change has been a keyword of Native American life since the arrival of 
colonists to the Americas. The mistake that we make today is assuming that the 
most recent change is the most significant, or even the only change that has 
occurred. The problem that this creates for Indian peoples is that they still must 
struggle against a frozen, ahistorical image of Indian culture. In this view, any 
change is a step away from authenticity and the right to claim an Indian identity. 
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Interestingly, similar notions of authenticity have affected what allows a person to 
legitimately claim cultural knowledge and belonging within the Pala tribe. The 
casino has changed things at Pala, without a doubt - but compared to what? How 
the tribe and individuals within it define culture and belonging, past, present, and 
future, is just as historically contingent as any of the changes that have been 
brought to bear against them from the outside (Friedman 1992). Like other Indian 
groups, Pala has developed strategies for adapting to the same “non-Indian 
social, economic, and political forces, yielding new organizational and symbolic 
complexity” that have affected all indigenous groups in the United States to 
varying degrees (Goldberg-Ambrose 1994:1123). Yet, although the pressures 
and tensions applied by federal government policies have treated Indians as 
monolithic groups, the adaptive strategies adopted by each group reflect their 
individual experiences, histories, and cultures. 
 Since the removal from Cupa in 1903, Pala tribal members have 
measured cultural knowledge and practices in comparison to the time just before 
and after the removal. As discussed in Chapter 3, tribal identity at Pala revolves 
temporally and geographically around Cupa. But life at Cupa at the time of the 
removal was not very much like life before the arrival of the Spanish. By 1903, 
the residents of Cupa, and their Luiseño neighbors already living at Pala, were 
engaged in farming and ranching; participated in the local economy through 
buying, selling and trading of agricultural products and other goods; spoke 
Spanish and sometimes English as well as their native tongue; practiced the 
Catholic religion; lived in adobe homes or wood farmhouses; sent their children 
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to school; and wore Western-style clothing (Hyer 2001b). However, many 
traditional practices endured: hunting and gathering supplemented ranching and 
farming for subsistence, with acorn gathering and processing remaining a 
particularly vital aspect of daily life. Catholic practices were neatly syncretized 
with traditional rituals for burying the dead, arranging and performing marriages, 
naming children, and celebrating holidays. Local plants provided a full 
pharmacopoeia of treatments and remedies for all manner of ills. Cupeño was 
still spoken as the primary language. Traditional stories were still passed down to 
children from their elders: the stories of the twin creators Mukat and Temayawit, 
the Cupeño culture hero Kisily Pewik, and the adventures of coyote and other 
animals were still alive. Songs of all kinds, from tunes for children to the solemn 
chants of the nakwanish, or death songs, were heard in the villages.7  
 The fact that many of these practices have endured in some form to the 
present is a testament to the strength of the Pala people’s cultural identity; yet, in 
the face of enduring ideologically-based tropes of what constitutes cultural 
authenticity for Indian peoples, the fact that there has been significant loss and 
change of traditional practices serves to strengthen perceptions that the people 
of Pala - as well as many other Native American groups - are losing their 
                                                 
7
 Many of these songs and stories are recorded in the book Mulu’wetam: The First People, edited 
by Jane H. Hill and Roscinda Nolasquez (1973). This remarkable work includes first-person 
accounts by Cupeños at Pala, including Carolina Nolasquez, Salvadora Valenzuela, James 
Brittain, Frances Bosley, and Carolina Welmas. James Brittain, in particular, is highlighted as one 
of the last men alive who knew and could sing the traditional ritual songs, including the 
nakwanish. The accounts were recorded by the linguist P.L. Faye from 1919-1921 and by Jane 
Hill in the 1960s. Working with her consultant, Cupeño elder Roscinda Nolasquez, Hill transcribed 
the stories in both Cupeño and English, and provided a grammatical sketch and dictionary of the 
Cupeño language. The book is a cultural bible to the people of Pala and can fairly be described 
as a bulwark protecting against the total loss of Cupeño stories, songs, and language. 
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“essential” Indian identity.8 This perception holds both outside Pala and within the 
tribe, as individuals boast of their own cultural knowledge while lamenting the 
loss of that knowledge in the tribe as a whole.  
 The majority of Pala tribal members can trace their ancestry to not just 
Cupeño and Luiseño ancestors, but to other Indian groups and non-Indian 
ethnicities as well. The blending of these ancestries into a Pala place-based 
identity serves to solidify disparate ancestries into a shared cultural belonging on 
the reservation. The people of Pala have imagined their community as born of a 
shared history contingent upon the circumstances which forced two different 
communities together with the arrival of the displaced Cupeños. Tribal members 
remember, acknowledge, and respect the primacy of both Cupeño and Luiseño 
ancestry as the formal requirement for tribal membership, yet share a definition 
of Pala as their nation (Anderson1983[1991]). Still, for some tribal members, 
cultural belonging revolves primarily around identification with Cupa. One woman 
expressed to me her feeling that people who identify themselves as Pala in 
public representations of identity - with tattoos, stickers on their cars, or on 
clothing - have “forgotten where they come from. My car has a sticker that says 
Kupa, with a K, not Pala. That’s what our flag says - we are the people from 
Kupa.” At the same time, those who trace their ancestry to the Luiseño of Old 
Pala - before the arrival of the Cupeños - assert that their contribution to tribal 
                                                 
8
 The notion that Indian casinos are serving to erode traditional Indian culture is a common 
expression of concern amongst the non-Indian public (see Cattelino 2004 and Darian-Smith 2004 
for examples of how this concern affected the Seminoles and Chumash, respectively). Taking 
those ideas a tremendous step further are those who argue that Indians have assimilated to 
Euroamerican culture and should not even have sovereign status, much less the legal standing to 
operate casinos in the first place. I will address both of these ideas in Chapter 6. 
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culture and identity is equally relevant, yet is often neglected (indeed, one tribal 
member said to me that “we just need to wait for those Old Pala families to die 
out”). An e-mail from a tribal member questioned me about why the Cupa 
Cultural Center’s newsletter included a feature on the Cupeño language, and 
failed to include Luiseño words as well. “I am a descendant from a Luiseño family 
and am very proud of my heritage. It would be beneficial to all of Pala’s members 
to embrace both bloodlines that coexist there. My children would like to celebrate 
both languages and traditions,” she wrote. As a population, most tribal members 
can trace their ancestry to people from Cupa, and this connection is revealed by 
the frequent use of the word in public representations of identity. Overall, 
however, most tribal members identify themselves as Pala, and that connection 
is reflected by the even more frequent appearance of the word Pala in those 
same public representations. Further, graffiti on the reservation primarily revolves 
around a Pala identity: a popular graffito, “RCP,” stands for “Rez Called Pala.” 
Graffiti just as frequently incorporates references to “Pala” or “Pala Rez,” and is 
sometimes symbolized using the numbers 16 and 18 (for the place of the letters 
P and R in the alphabet). Tattoos incorporate similar themes, with “Kupa,” 
“Cupa,” “Cupeño,” and “Pala” all appearing frequently as part of body art. One 
tribal member has a tattoo on his face depicting the outline of the Pala 
reservation’s border - a symbol that is also represented on the tribal flag.  
Cultural identification and belonging at Pala are found not just in people’s 
descriptions of or labels for themselves. Behavior is equally relevant to analyzing 
identity at Pala, especially in terms of what has been retained - or reintroduced - 
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from the past. Tribal members have explained to me that cultural practices have 
visibly changed from decade to decade since 1903. If you speak to people born 
in different decades, you will get different definitions of what constitutes 
acceptable cultural knowledge and overall behavior. This is true from both a 
generational perspective and from a historical perspective. It is a truism that 
people believe the younger generations are changing things, and not always for 
the better. But it is also key to investigate how historical context and state 
ideologies affect behaviors from year to year, decade to decade, and generation 
to generation.  
In the years immediately following the removal from Cupa, the federal 
focus was still on assimilation. Pala’s leaders acceded, at least publicly, to the 
desires of the local Indian agent that they cease their traditional practices. 
Domingo Moro, a tribal leader, addressed his people on January 5, 1920, to tell 
them that they could no longer hold their public fiestas, and further, that this 
government edict was in the best interests of the Pala people. “This is the last 
night that this fiesta is permitted to us,” Moro said. “The government is doing a 
lot, it is spending a lot of money for us with which we can learn, because if there 
were no school, you would not know how to take care of yourselves.” Addressing 
the tribe’s young people, Moro admonished them to “not look behind you, but 
look ahead, as the ancestors used to do... you do not want to see yourselves 
living according to the old ways. Now we must all imitate the ways of the white 
men” (Hill and Nolasquez 1973:27a-28a).9  
                                                 
9
 Ironically, Moro gave this speech in Cupeño, and it was recorded for posterity by salvage 
ethnologist and linguist P.L. Faye. 
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Over the years, as both federal policies and ideologies shifted and 
changed, tribal responses adapted. For example, at Pala in the 1950s, tribal 
members who are now in their 60s and 70s have told me that identifying 
themselves as Indian people was not something they readily did, for fear of 
discrimination. Today’s seniors10 - particularly those born before 1950 - have a 
history of spending their childhoods on the reservation, then leaving as young 
adults to pursue work elsewhere. Often, for young men, this meant military 
service. Today, many of these members have returned to the reservation to be 
close to their roots. Conversely, tribal members born in the 1960s and 1970s 
recall their childhoods and early adulthoods on the reservation as a time of 
cultural pride and revitalization. Many of these younger adults have lived on the 
reservation their entire lives, raising families and working for the tribe or in nearby 
communities. 
Custom and Tradition 
Regardless of the generational changes that have taken place at Pala 
since 1903, there are several constants that remain vital to cultural practices and 
identity. The constants continue to hold in the decade since the casino opened, 
and in some ways have even been strengthened. This is significant, considering 
that there is concern from outsiders that casinos are more likely to erode 
traditional culture in Indian communities (see e.g. Cattelino 2004, Darian-Smith 
                                                 
10
 This term is actually quite specific at Pala, but I am not using it in the Pala-specific context 
here. Pala has identified seniors as those 55 and older. Seniors receive financial and service 
benefits from the tribe that younger members do not, such as a stipend for housekeeping 
services, gardeners, and travel. Pala Senior Services is an administrative department within the 
tribe that is directly responsible for seniors. Pala’s seniors also have an advisory board that 
advocates for this age group’s interests within the tribe. I will discuss the role of the seniors in 
more detail below. 
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2004). Annual holidays, funeral traditions, kinship forms, social expectations, and 
traditional cultural formations all have a role in maintaining continuity in the 
community between generations. There are certainly changes in the formation of 
these practices, and dispute over how they should be implemented, but the 
overall structure and significance of these culture-specific behaviors remains 
constant. Custom, as Hobsbawm points out, “does not preclude innovation and 
change up to a point” but must at least “appear compatible or even identical with 
precedent” (Hobsbawm 1983:2). These behaviors and the rules that govern them 
are known at Pala as “custom and tradition.” When a dispute arises between 
parties, whether at the individual or group level, someone invariably invokes 
custom and tradition as the arbiter of appropriate practices. “This is the way we 
have always done it” is the refrain; and, when a person deviates from 
expectation, community disapproval is not hard to find. 
None of this is to say that there isn’t fear that custom and tradition might 
change or be lost. The Senior Committee at Pala is one group that has 
addressed concerns about making sure that appropriate behavior continues to be 
taught, and that Pala’s history is not forgotten. From a political standpoint, the 
seniors are often the most vocal group at monthly General Council meetings and 
during annual Executive Committee elections. They are the most likely to invoke 
custom and tradition in advocating for particular social and political outcomes. In 
2009, the seniors distributed “Carrying on the Tradition: A History & Guide to 
Funeral, Burial, and Wake Ceremonies” (Pala Band of Mission Indians Senior 
Committee 2009).  The guide provides a description of how to handle deaths and 
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funerals in the community and highlights the long history of funerary rituals within 
local Indian communities. One of the seniors involved in this book’s creation 
advised me that the group was concerned that newcomers to the reservation - 
that is, tribal members who were living at the reservation as adults for the first 
time - would not know how to implement the appropriate customs when their 
elders passed away. “We don’t do things here like they do in the city,” this person 
told me. “If they have never seen a funeral here, they won’t know what to do. We 
can’t let that information die with us.” Another senior harrumphed to me, “This is 
the reservation! This is Pala! We don’t do things the white way here. We don’t 
want people bringing the white way to the reservation from the city.”11 The 
introduction to the guidebook lays out the purpose of its creation, which is “to 
inform the reader of the customs and traditions of the Cupeño and Luiseño, and 
in particular of the practices of the people of Pala regarding burial and mourning 
ceremonies in order for the next generation to find a way to carry on such a 
tradition.” The seniors are doing their part to maintain these traditions in the face 
of time’s march. 
Deaths and funerary rituals at Pala reveal many customs and traditions 
that have withstood the pressures of time and assimilation, while simultaneously 
adapting to the new possibilities presented by casino income. I have attended 
                                                 
11
 Complaints about doing things “the white way” are often invoked during arguments about 
ordinances and regulations that are implemented by the Executive Committee. I have often heard 
tribal members lament that “this is the white way” when they are issued a citation for a violation 
such as unauthorized trash dumping or backyard trash fires. According to custom and tradition, 
these people argue, you can dump your trash and burn it whenever and wherever you want. I 
have been assured by other tribal members that these violators are simply using the custom and 
tradition excuse to get out of paying their citations, and that keeping the reservation safe and 
clean for all members is the true spirit of custom and tradition. 
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several funerals at Pala, from respected tribal elders to those who lived on the 
margins of the community. In every case, whether for a tribal member or a tribal 
affiliate - that is, someone who belongs to the community through marriage or 
another long-term association - the structure of the funeral and related events 
remains the same. I am providing the details of these customs as a testament to 
the strength of tradition on the Pala reservation. In spite of the casino and its 
success, the people of Pala are not forgetting their respect for custom and 
tradition. If anything, the rituals associated with death on the reservation have 
become more elaborate, as the mourning families now have more resources. 
When somebody at Pala dies, the community is alerted by the pealing of 
the bells from the bell tower at the Pala Mission. The only time these bells ring is 
for Sunday mass and for the death and funeral of a Pala community member. 
Because the Cupa Cultural Center is located just adjacent to the mission, I have 
heard the bells, and felt the uneasiness that accompanies the knowledge that 
someone has died. As soon as the tolling fades, the news is already racing 
around the reservation that a death has occurred.  
Within a few days of a death, fliers appear around the reservation detailing 
the dates and times of death-related events.12 The first of these events is an 
ancient tradition that has been practiced by southern California tribes for 
centuries: the burning of the decedent’s belongings. In the old days, everything 
was burned: house, clothing, tools, and weapons (a full description of the burning 
ceremony and associated rituals is found in Strong 1929). Today, this event is 
                                                 
12
 Not every event that I am describing here occurs for every death, but they are all common 
enough that I am discussing them as a unit. In addition, all of these death-related rituals are 
described and recommended in the guide distributed by the Pala Senior Committee. 
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referred to as the clothes burning, because that is generally all that is burned, 
perhaps along with some personal items of particular significance to the 
deceased.13 The burning takes place in the back yard of a close family member 
and is open family and friends. Often the burning is accompanied by traditional 
songs, and the guests are always fed. 
The next death event is the wake. This tradition generally adheres closely 
to Catholic tradition, and is accompanied by a viewing of the body at the local 
mortuary or at the church. If the family desires it and can arrange it, an Indian 
wake is also held. The Indian wake follows the evening Catholic mass that takes 
place at the Pala Mission chapel. The wake requires finding singers to sit up 
through the night with the body and the family, in a room with all the windows 
covered with cloth. The women of the family will spend the day hanging the cloth 
and preparing an altar with pictures of the deceased, candles, and flowers. The 
singers, all men, will take turns all night and make sure that the singing never 
ceases. The nakwanish death songs, which were preserved through the efforts of 
Pala tribal member James Brittain in the 1960s, are sung during the wake.  
The funeral occurs on the day following the wake. Very early in the 
morning, a grave is dug by hand by a group of Pala men who have been 
entrusted with the responsibility. With usually anywhere from 15-30 men, the 
digging goes very quickly. The grave is always oriented north to south, with the 
head of the casket pointing north. Tribal member Steve Eagleton Sr., the director 
                                                 
13
 I have been told that when the deceased is a person of particular significance, such as a former 
tribal leader or highly respected elder, that the burning can include items as large as household 
appliances and even automobiles. Clothes burning is a feature of several southern California 
tribes, and I have been told that large burnings are more common in the desert regions. I have 
never heard of a burning of that significance or scale at Pala. 
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of Pala’s utilities department, is one of the traditional gravediggers, and he told 
me that it is both an honor and a responsibility to help dig the graves. Steve, who 
is in his late forties, advised me that he always makes sure the younger men 
know the correct etiquette for behavior in the cemetery. He particularly stressed 
the importance of not taking anything from the cemetery and of making sure you 
wash your hands as soon as you leave. The cemetery is a sacred place, he told 
me, and anything you touch will stay with you when you leave. “The young 
people don’t know these things any more. I make sure I tell all my boys, even the 
guys who work for me in my department, that you have to wash your hands. Who 
will tell them if I don’t?” The Pala seniors’ funeral guide also contains the 
admonishment to wash your hands: the cemetery “is sacred ground and you 
have touched sacred objects.”  
After the digging, the men are fed a full breakfast of eggs, meat, potatoes, 
homemade flour tortillas, and chile (salsa)14. Meanwhile, the body is transported 
to the mission chapel, and once again the bells are rung to herald the body’s 
arrival. Following a Catholic funeral mass, the body is transported to the Pala 
cemetery. In past days, the body was carried from the chapel to the cemetery, a 
distance of about a half-mile. At all the funerals I have attended, the casket is 
loaded into the hearse, which drives very slowly to the cemetery as the 
procession of mourners follows on foot. At the head of the procession, a family 
member carries a large, 4-5 foot tall wooden cross.  
                                                 
14
 When I first arrived at Pala, I was confused by the use of the word “chile.” I heard it as “chili” 
and took it to mean the classic cold-weather bean and meat stew. I finally clued in that chile is 
used to mean what I refer to as “salsa” - that is, the tomato and pepper-based sauce for chips, 
burritos, tacos, etc. I finally realized that, when asking for chile with their burritos, my reservation 
friends were not asking for a burrito made of chili but instead were asking for tasty salsa! 
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Upon arrival at the cemetery, the casket is suspended above the open 
grave. The priest makes brief remarks, and then the grave diggers carefully lower 
the casket. If there has been an Indian wake, the cloth that was used to cover the 
windows is neatly folded and stacked at the graveside. The cloth is picked up by 
people who have helped with the grave digging or with preparing food, as a sort 
of payment for their services. This cloth is only taken by friends, and never by 
members of the deceased’s family. The mourners form a line, with closest 
relatives first, and everybody takes a turn to throw a handful of earth over the 
casket. Often, people have brought small trinkets to add to the grave in memory 
of the deceased. At one funeral I attended, a friend of the deceased lowered an 
empty carton from a pint of Ben & Jerry’s Cherry Garcia ice cream into the grave. 
When I asked him about it, he told me with his voice breaking that it was the 
dead man’s favorite. Finally, when the last person has added their handful of 
earth, the grave diggers close in with shovels and fill the grave completely. At this 
point, the mourners proceed to the funeral meal, usually held at the tribal hall. 
The meal is prepared by friends and family, and generally consists of trays of 
shredded chicken and beef, beans, rice, tortillas, chile, potato salad, and fruit. 
Mourners often bring dessert contributions of cakes, pies, and cookies. Any 
leftover food is distributed first amongst the elderly, and then to families. 
One year following a person’s death, there is an anniversary observance 
that includes a mass at the Pala church followed by the unveiling of the 
headstone at the cemetery. In past years, the one-year time period was allowed 
for poor families to gather the money to purchase a headstone. Many of the old 
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graves in the cemetery today are still marked with old, weathered wooden 
crosses and crumbling cement headstones. Today, however, the tombstones 
reflect the increased wealth available to tribal members. Headstones are now 
large and elaborate, made of granite or marble, and incised with pictures and 
words in the deceased’s memory. One conspicuous marker has a beautifully 
etched rendering of the Pala casino. Others contain lengthy poems and personal 
messages to the dead person. Several headstones include photographs of the 
deceased. In a sign of continued respect for the past, many families have begun 
designing and purchasing new headstones for ancestors that died as long as 100 
years ago. 
In addition to the one-year anniversary dedications, there is also a yearly 
remembrance of all departed ancestors. This event, called candle lighting, takes 
place every year on November 2. I already briefly described candle lighting in 
Chapter 1 and will only add a few details here. The occasion is marked by nearly 
everybody on the reservation, and takes place at all the surrounding reservation 
cemeteries. Many families travel to several different graveyards to light the 
traditional candles on the graves of relatives from outside Pala. Candle lighting is 
also the time when the cemetery is given a full cleaning. Workers gather all old 
flowers, fragments of old wooden markers, and debris into a pile, which is burned 
in the cemetery. These objects have become sacred through their association 
with the graves and cannot be removed, which is why they are burned on site. 
The same is true of objects decorating the graves: if they need cleaning, it must 
be done in the cemetery. In the evening, the community gathers at the cemetery  
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and outlines all the graves in white candles that have been blessed by the priest, 
making sure to bring enough candles to honor even forgotten and unnamed 
graves (Figure 5.1). Many people stay by the graves of their departed loved ones  
until all the candles have burned out. The event provides an opportunity for the 
people to remember their ancestors, and indeed many of the conversations I 
have heard at the several candle lightings I have attended are full of 
reminiscences about the past. 
It is easy to make the assumption that candle lighting is a borrowed 
tradition from the Mexican Dia de los Muertos celebration that occurs on the 
same day and which also marks the Catholic All-Saints Day. This is true, but 
candle lighting is also a version of an ancient southern California native tradition 
of annual death remembrances. In fact, all of the events I have described can be 
linked to the traditional three mourning ceremonies of the Cupeño and Luiseño 
Figure 5.1 Candle lighting at the Pala cemetery, mid-1990s. Photo courtesy of the 
Cupa Cultural Center. 
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people that were recorded by Strong (1929) and other ethnographers in the early 
1900s.  
The first ceremony, pisatúil,15 involved notifying surrounding villages and 
their associated clans that a death had occurred. Food was gathered and singers 
and dancers performed rituals to send the dead person’s spirit on its journey. 
This ceremony reflects the traditional wake that is performed today. The second 
death ceremony, súuchumnil, was the burning of the deceased’s possessions. 
This happens today during the clothes burning. The third ceremony, nañaukalan, 
occurred either on the one year anniversary of an individual’s death, or could be 
held to commemorate all the deaths that had occurred in the past year. This 
ceremony involved creating effigies of the dead and burning them and was 
known as the image burning. While no image burning takes place at either the 
anniversary headstone unveiling or the annual candle lighting, the significance 
here is that an anniversary ritual is still held both for individuals and for all the 
community’s dead. And indeed, burning does occur before candle lighting as the 
cemetery is cleaned, and the burned items may include worn out or broken 
trinkets and belongings of the deceased that have decorated the graves over the 
past year. These objects take on the sacred nature of the cemetery, and could 
reasonably be interpreted as containing the deceased’s spirit in the same 
manner as the effigies of the past. Moreover, all these events require gathering 
the community and sharing food.  
                                                 
15
 I am spelling the words for these ceremonies as they appear in the guide prepared by the Pala 
Senior Committee. In Mulu’wetam, the book written by Jane Hill and Roscinda Nolasquez, they 
appear as pisa’tu’ily, sexe’menily, and nang’awily, respectively. The Senior Committee’s guide 
appears to be following the spellings used by Strong (1929). 
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The original ceremonies were an opportunity to share information and 
exchange goods between villages and clans, and such sharing continues to 
occur today. Most tribal members would not be able to explain the pre-contact 
origins of today’s ceremonies, but that does not make the practices any less 
contingent on that past nor any less vital as an aspect of modern belonging and 
identity.16 
Gambling as Tradition: Peon Games 
A sharp irony of some of the criticisms of Indian casino gaming is the fact 
that Native Americans have played traditional gambling games of many different 
kinds for centuries (Darian-Smith 2004:56). Some arguments against Indian 
gaming reflect concerns that Indian casinos encourage “immorality, crime, and 
deviancy” or that they reflect a modern vice with which Indians have no 
experience (Darian-Smith 2004:56). The notion that Indians have no experience 
with gambling is belied by the existence of games such as peon, which I first 
mentioned in chapter 3. Peon is a traditional wagering game, and like the funeral 
rituals described above, it has an ancient history throughout southern California, 
as well as western Arizona and southwestern Nevada. In fact, peon games are 
often incorporated into funeral and other ritual customs; Strong (1929:129) 
describes peon games that took place during a Cahuilla image-burning 
ceremony, noting that while the rites associated with the burning were mournful,  
                                                 
16
 I have found that non-Indians seem to expect Indians to know every detail of their history and 
traditions, yet there is little expectation that non-Indians possess the same deep knowledge of 
their own origins. 
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the “spirit of ‘fiesta’” prevailed around the peon games, with both participants and 
observers engaging in noisy singing and socializing. 
 Peon games took place at Cupa and have been played at Pala since the 
1903 removal (Figure 5.2). Tournaments are associated with other events; at 
Pala, there is always a peon tournament at Cupa Days and at the annual 
powwow. Memorial peon tournaments are also sometimes held for highly 
regarded players who have passed away. This same pattern holds at other 
reservations as well, with peon tournaments being featured as part of larger 
cultural events. The tournaments can be very popular, depending on the size of 
the prizes offered. Players contribute to a prize pot, and generally the sponsoring 
tribe offers an additional prize. At Cupa Days, the prize for the men’s tournament 
is $5,000; at Pala’s powwow in 2010, the prize was $10,000. In addition to the 
prizes for the teams, individuals engage in wagering during the games, and a 
great deal of money can change hands throughout the course of a tournament. 
Figure 5.2 Men playing peon at Pala in the 1960s (left) and in the 2000s (right). 
Pictures courtesy of the Cupa Cultural Center. 
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 Peon tournaments take place at night, with two teams of four men on 
either side of a large fire.17 The ultimate object of the game is for one team to 
gain possession of all of a number of painted counting sticks. The sticks are 
earned through successful guesses regarding a combination of black and white 
“bones” that the other team’s players hold concealed in each hand behind a 
blanket, which is held up in the players’ teeth. The bones are sometimes actually 
made of bone, and sometimes of wood. Each player controls a set of bones, 
comprised of one black bone and one white bone connected by a leather thong. 
As the players hold the blanket concealing the bones, a group of women behind 
them sings “enemy songs” - songs meant to confuse the opposite team and 
cause them to guess incorrectly. Once the men have concealed the bones, they 
drop the blanket and join in with the women’s enemy songs. In games I have 
observed, it can often take several minutes before the guessing team finally 
hazards their guess; the entire time, the enemy songs continue. Guesses are 
made by calling out a combination of special phrases that indicate where the 
guesser believes the bones to be hidden. Finally, once a guess is made, a game 
referee known as a coimi determines the accuracy of the guess, and awards a 
corresponding number of counting sticks to either team (see Frank and Hogeland 
(2007:103) for a more detailed description of the game). Individual games can 
take hours to complete as the number of sticks held by each team fluctuates 
back and forth. At Cupa Days, I have observed as many as twelve games - 24 
teams - at the beginning of a tournament, and the players must continue until 
                                                 
17
 Women’s and children’s teams also participate in the peon tournaments I have observed, but it 
is traditionally a men’s game. Women and children also play for much smaller prize pots. 
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only two teams remain in the final contest to determine the overall winner. This 
means that tournaments can continue until well into the following morning. During 
Cupa Days in 2010, when I arrived at 6:30 on Sunday morning to begin getting 
ready for that day’s events, the championship game was still going; it finally 
resolved at about 9:00 a.m.18 
 At Pala, peon games are a part of other rituals and traditions that the tribe 
practices as part of its collective cultural identity. As Darian-Smith (2004:58) 
points out, Native American gambling games are often associated with religious 
or ritual events and are intimately linked to lessons involving the invocation of 
luck, the re-telling of myths and stories, and overcoming adversity and 
temptation. This is certainly the case at Pala, as peon players will regale listeners 
with tales of previous wins and losses and what they learned from the 
experience. Perseverance in the face of adversity is amply demonstrated by the 
stoicism displayed by the players and their teams of female singers as games 
stretch deep into the night; I have never heard a player complain, even when his 
team ends up losing the contest. Children who wish to learn peon are taught the 
same values, and the game becomes a vehicle for imbuing values of team work 
and sportsmanship.  
 Pala tribal members do not appear to make any link between peon and 
the Pala casino. The only connection I have discerned is the fact that the casino 
was built on the same piece of land where the tribe used to hold fiestas and host 
                                                 
18
 I must admit that, while I have described the game as I have both observed it in several 
tournaments and been taught about it by players, I am still utterly unable to grasp how the 
guesses are finally made and the formula by which the counting sticks are awarded. I suspect 
that this is a case of a game that you must play to fully understand. 
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peon tournaments. Peon is a part of custom and tradition, while the casino is part 
of the tribe’s economic development; as far as peon players are concerned the 
two are unrelated. Yet, the fact remains that gambling is not a new practice at 
Pala or for Indian Country in general, and peon could be used as an argument in 
favor of Indian gaming. Nevertheless, peon is practiced as the continuation of a 
tradition and is not positioned as an overt marker of tribal authenticity to 
outsiders; instead it perpetuates customary social values that are internal to the 
tribe.  
Adopting and Imagining Tradition: Bird Singing at Pala 
 Traditions that can be directly linked to an ethnographically documented 
past, such as those represented by death and funeral rituals, are not the only 
way in which identity persists at Pala. As Friedman points out, “self definition 
does not occur in a vacuum, but in a world already defined.” The people of Pala 
create a group identity based on “cultural realities...produced in specific 
sociohistorical contexts” (Friedman 1992:837). As I have already discussed in 
previous chapters, identity is contingent upon the past and upon the structures of 
power that create the context for adaptation and resistance. Much of what could 
be considered “authentic” or original Indian culture was lost in the struggle to 
adapt to and resist the dominant power structures of colonialism and subsequent 
decades of federal Indian policy. At Pala, in the decades immediately following 
the 1903 removal, the material survival needs of both individuals and the group 
took precedence over embracing a Pala identity based on traditional cultural 
practices. Yet, as I have shown, many traditional cultural practices survived 
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because they were already intimately bound with the tribe’s identity and persisted 
in spite of external pressures to assimilate. Tribal leaders interacted with 
government agencies and officials with the goal of maintaining the band as a 
distinct political and economic unit - that is, as a sovereign nation (insofar as 
sovereignty was allowed by federal policy). When the U.S. government started 
heading down the path towards supporting Indian self-determination in the late 
1960s, Native American political activism had opened the door to a revitalization 
of ethnic identification and practices. Nagel (1995:947) notes that between 1960 
and 1990, the number of Americans identifying themselves as Indian in the U.S. 
Census more than tripled. And indeed, at Pala, fewer than 140 people were 
claiming tribal membership in the early 1970s, which contrasts markedly with the 
1,000-plus members today. 
 A consequence of increased tribal membership and political and ethnic 
activism at Pala was the creation of a climate for the renewal and revitalization of 
cultural practices. The resurgence in Indian ethnic identification that was a 
consequence of Native American activism in the 1960s and 1970s allowed tribes 
to openly embrace and practice their traditions (Singer 2001:25). While the Pala 
tribe could claim some traditions that had persisted, others had to be adopted 
and imagined as part of the tribe’s overall history. Hobsbawm (1983:1) posits that 
traditions can be invented to forge a link to an “immemorial past” and are meant 
to create continuity with that past. At Pala, instead of inventing traditions, the 
tribe adopted practices that could be imagined as part of that immemorial past, 
shared collectively by related tribes and/or with the larger Native American 
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community throughout the United States. As I discussed in chapter 3, the Cupa 
Days celebration held every May since 1974 is an example of a conscious 
commemoration of the past that creates continuity with the present. Another 
example of an adopted tradition is the practice of bird singing, which has become 
widespread on reservations throughout southern California and western Arizona 
and Nevada. 
 Bird songs tell of the migrations of the people, and are sung by multiple 
tribes, including the Luiseño, Cupeño, Kumeyaay, Chemehuevi, Cocopah, and 
Mojave. However, the bird songs sung at Pala and heard on Luiseño 
reservations have their origins with the Cahuilla people. The songs are 
performed only by males, and are accompanied by gourd rattles. Bird songs may 
well have been part of the tradition of both Luiseños and Cupeños, but if that is 
the case then the songs were lost.19 Be that as it may, in the late 1980s, young 
men from several southern California reservations, including Pala, began visiting 
a Cahuilla elder named Robert Levi. Mr. Levi taught the young men, all in their 
early 20s, how to sing the songs. Mr. Levi was not the only Cahuilla bird singer, 
but through his efforts, many other men learned the songs and can trace their 
knowledge of bird singing directly to him.  
                                                 
19
 Not all Cupa songs have been lost. Many are written and translated in Mulu’wetam, and some 
are still sung by tribal members. In particular, the Kupa Song and Dance Group, led by Diane 
Lavato Duro, is dedicated to performing Cupeño children’s songs. To the untrained ear, these 
songs sound very much like bird songs, but Diane told me that they are indeed original Cupeño 
songs that are meant to teach lessons to children about how to behave. Diane has dedicated 
herself to teaching these songs to the children of Pala, but they have not achieved the same 
widespread influence as bird songs. Diane’s group performs at every Cupa Days, as well as at 
local schools and community events. 
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Today, there are multiple groups of men who sing bird songs, and their 
performances have become integral to special occasions. Bird singers open the 
festivities at Cupa Days, sing at weddings, participate in school graduations, and 
perform songs at a variety of tribal functions (Figure 5.3). Their presence is often 
expected at meetings involving non-tribal entities as well; I have seen local 
singers perform, for example, at a meeting between tribal officials and the San 
Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG), attended by several local 
mayors, the district attorney, and the sheriff.  
 Children who were born in the 1990s have never known a time when bird 
songs were not a part of tribal life. Boys who wish to learn the songs start to learn 
them very early. It is not uncommon to see tiny toddlers shaking rattles and 
bouncing in time to the voices of the older males. Frequently, groups of girls and 
women wearing long skirts that reflect the everyday dress of females from the 
Figure 5.3 Bird singers at Cupa Days in 2009. Photo courtesy of the Cupa 
Cultural Center. 
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1920s and 1930s dance in accompaniment to the singers. No tribal member or 
descendant under the age of twenty remembers a time without bird songs on the 
Pala reservation, and some young men identify so strongly with their singing 
group that the affiliation is reflected in their graffiti. KBS, or “Kupa Bird Singers” is 
a common sight spray-painted throughout Pala and neighboring reservations - a 
graffito made even more interesting by the fact that, as noted above, bird songs 
were not a part of Cupeño tradition. 
 The adoption and imagining of bird songs at Pala reflects the reawakening 
and resurgence of ethnic identity by Native Americans in general. For a people 
who have lost so much yet still display so much pride in their shared culture and 
history, bird songs have become a marker of continuity and solidarity. Even more 
so than the funeral rituals that the community knows and shares or the peon 
games that take place only at reservation functions, the performance of bird 
songs is a way to display to others - both non-Indians and Indians from other 
places - that Indian culture is still very much alive at Pala. In Chapter 6, I discuss 
how this living culture interacts with the economic opportunities brought about by 
the casino to create a new politics for the people of Pala.
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CHAPTER 6 
PUBLIC PERCEPTION AND THE POLITICS OF GAMING AT PALA 
 
One sunny afternoon, in the early months of my field work, I was manning 
the front desk of the Cupa Cultural Center when the door opened to admit a 
middle-aged couple. After spending some time viewing the exhibits, they 
approached the desk and inquired of me, “Where is the Indian village?” I smiled 
and told them that they were right in the middle of it. Shaking his head to indicate 
that I must have misunderstood, the gentleman reworded his question: “No, I 
mean, where is the real Indian village? You know, the traditional houses where 
the Indians live.” My smile faded as the implications of his question sank in. I 
explained that the house across the street, the house next door, in fact all the 
houses on the reservation were the homes of the “real Indians.” Disappointed, 
the woman then asked if any of the Indians still lived in the traditional way. She 
explained further that they had visited Native American communities in the 
southwest, and they all still lived in traditional houses (an assertion I chose not to 
challenge). The couple seemed unwilling to accept that the ordinary wood frame 
houses of the reservation – similar to any house one might find in a typical 
California neighborhood – were the real homes of the reservation’s Indian 
residents. The couple was in search of an “authentic” Indian experience, and 
before they left quizzed me on the state of other local reservations to see if they 
could find the elusive “traditional” village they were searching for. They left 
disappointed. 
This experience turned out to be a common one over the following 
months. On a routine basis, people would come in to the cultural center and ask 
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a variety of questions revealing their assumptions and expectations about life on 
the reservation, and the state of Native America in general. Ideologies and 
discourses about Indians have served to create expectations on the part of 
“consumers” of Indian culture, and those expectations are based on the multiple 
meanings of Indians created by the state as ways to justify, create, and recreate 
their subordination (Deloria 2004:11). From the queries predicated on 
stereotypes, revolving around teepees, feather headdresses, and horses, to 
wondering about how long the Indians had spoken English or had access to 
electricity and running water, these visitors’ preconceived notions made clear to 
me that public perceptions of what constitutes an “authentic” or “traditional” 
Native American person reflected long-standing and hegemonic tropes of an 
atavistic Indian identity. What also became common were conversations I had 
outside the reservation with friends, family, even people I had just met, wherein I 
was quizzed about the casino, how much money it made, how much money 
individuals received, and how the people of Pala were handling the casino’s 
success. These conversations revealed multiple misunderstandings and 
assumptions about Indians, as well as some resentment about the perceived 
success and new political power of the “casino Indian.” 
Poor Indian, Rich Indian: Myths of Indian Identity at Pala 
The feeling that they must somehow defend their identity as Indian people to the 
public has led to some significant resentment and anxiety among some tribal 
members at Pala. A tribal member in her early thirties once remarked to me that 
she spent her high school years explaining to her non-Indian classmates that “we 
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don’t wash our clothes in the river at Pala. We have running water and 
electricity.” She told me she was always amazed that, when telling people for the 
first time that she lived on the reservation, their first questions were always about 
the assumed primitive conditions she had to live with. The same woman also 
explained to me her resentment at how, when she went shopping for a new car, 
the salespeople immediately became even more ingratiating upon learning she 
was from Pala. This story is not uncommon; I have heard variations on the same 
tale from many tribal members about purchasing cars, furniture, and jewelry.  
 The juxtaposition of primitivism and privilege for modern Indians creates a 
conflict of identity and representation that is difficult to navigate personally and 
politically for both individual Indians and tribal governments. I have often found 
myself wondering what, exactly, people thought the Indians with casinos were 
doing before they were able to start their gaming operations; and, if I am having 
those questions, the experience of the people of Pala themselves must be 
intensely magnified. A friend of my family once sidled up to me at a party and 
whispered sympathetically, “Are they all still alcoholics on that reservation?” 
Sensing a teachable moment, I explained that not only are the Indians at Pala 
not alcoholics, but it is wrong to assume that alcoholism is the automatic fate of 
all Native Americans and... Before I could launch into an explanation of state 
power, history, and colonialism, she had left to freshen her drink. A visit to the 
reservation by friends led to a series of conflicting observations about Pala’s 
appearance: “Why do some of them still live in such run down houses? Don’t 
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they have any pride?”1 These comments were followed by exclamations of 
amazement over some of the large new houses tribal members are building: 
“That house is huge! Gee, must be nice...” All in the same conversation, a run-
down house proves Indians’ essential primitiveness remains intact, while their 
casino “riches” allow them luxuries they haven’t earned.  
 One of the most poignant examples of how Indians are still portrayed as 
ahistorical, lacking modernity, and as living relics of an ancient past was driven 
home to me by the innocent comment of my nephew, about five years old at the 
time: “Aunt Shasta, have you taught the Indians how to use a cell phone?” At five 
years old this little boy had already been enculturated with the enduring 
stereotype of the primitive Indian. As he grows up, he will most likely become 
ingrained with the same dichotomy of the poor traditional Indian in conflict with 
the rich, modern, but inauthentic casino Indian. For schoolchildren, their 
education in Indian stereotypes runs through high school, with history textbooks 
that “unapologetically present Native Americans through white eyes” and typically 
present Indian culture and history as part of the long-lost past (Loewen 1996:99-
100). The lessons that my nephew is learning derive from the hegemonic 
discourses that serve to perpetuate the same ideological stereotypes of Native 
Americans - ideologies that are being challenged by the new realities of Indian 
gaming. 
                                                 
1
 There are several pieces of land within Pala reservation boundaries that are either in private 
ownership or are owned as individual trust allotments by tribal members. Some of these plots are 
thick with old, run-down mobile homes and motor homes. These dwellings are often populated by 
immigrant laborers who cannot afford to rent better accommodations. It was one of these areas 
that my friends commented on. At the same time, it is also true that some of the tribal members 
do live in old homes that have seen better days. 
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As casinos have opened throughout Indian Country and gained the 
attention of the general public, Indians have found themselves in the position of 
defending their new-found economic and financial opportunities against charges 
of greed, abusing the “special privileges” conferred by the trust relationship 
between tribal governments and the United States government, taking advantage 
of tribal sovereignty, and gaming the system for political gain. In addition, tribes 
have also faced (sometimes) well-meaning concerns regarding potential harm to 
traditional culture and lifeways resulting from financial success. As Darian-Smith 
(2004:98) points out, “a rich Indian is considered somehow inauthentic and not 
‘real’.” Successful casinos threaten the standard image of Native Americans as 
more in touch with tradition, culture, and nature - an enduring “noble savage” 
myth that continues to position Indians as an exotic Other. Casinos threaten that 
image by eroding the difference between “Us” and “Them” and, as Spilde (1999, 
quoted in Darian-Smith 2004:99) notes, underlines the notion that wealthy 
Indians “are not sufficiently different from ‘other’ Americans to deserve sovereign 
rights.”  
 The reality of Indian casinos is that most of them do not generate the kind 
of profit that qualifies them for the “rich Indian” label. According to the National 
Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC), although there were 419 separate Indian 
gaming operations in 2009 generating $26.4 billion in annual revenue (National 
Indian Gaming Commission 2010), a mere 21 of those operations claimed $10.2 
billion of that revenue. In other words, nearly 39 percent of gaming revenue in 
2009 was generated by five percent of existing Indian gaming operations. Those 
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Gaming Revenue 
Range 
Number of 
Operations 
Revenues 
(in thousands) 
Percent of total 
operations 
Percent of total 
revenues 
$250 million and 
over 
21 $10,256,700 5% 38.7% 
$100 million to 
$250 million 
50 $8,167,831 12% 30.8% 
$50 million to $100 
million 
52 $3,707,540 12.4% 14% 
$25 million to $50 
million 
67 $2,384,381 16% 9% 
$10 million to $25 
million 
90 $1,473,178 21.4% 5.6% 
$3 million to $10 
million 
68 $415,275 16.2% 1.6% 
Under $3 million 71 $77,542 17% 0.3% 
TOTAL 419 $26,482,447 100% 100% 
21 operations each had revenues of $250 million or more. Another twelve 
percent of operations (50 in total) generated almost 31 percent of overall gaming 
revenues. This means that 17 percent of all gaming operations brought in almost 
70 percent of the money. In comparison, the bottom two percent of revenues - 
operations making under $10 million - comprise 33 percent of existing Indian 
gaming facilities (Table 6.1). Add to these figures the fact that gaming revenue is 
defined simply as the money coming in to the casino - these figures are not profit 
figures - and the picture becomes even starker for those operations at the bottom 
of the scale. After factoring in overhead costs (e.g. employee salaries and 
benefits, facilities and equipment maintenance, contractual obligations, payments 
to fulfill tribal-state compact obligations, etc.) it starts to become clear that it is not 
possible for all 419 of the existing operations to be profitable. Furthermore, 
Table 6.1 Revenues for tribal gaming operations with fiscal years ending in 2009 
(National Indian Gaming Commision 2010). 
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whatever profits are generated are first used to fund tribal government services. 
If a tribe wishes to share profits with individual members, it must submit an 
allocation plan to the federal government for approval that shows that basic 
services such as housing, health care, and education are being funded first. 
Because of this requirement, many tribes do not have money left over to make 
the individual profit-sharing payments that are the subject of so much intense 
curiosity from the general public, and which fuel the “rich Indian” myth. Consider 
the Navajo Nation, which operates two casinos. With a total tribal membership 
around 300,000 people, 175,000 of whom live within the Navajo reservation, 
there is nothing left to pay to individuals, even if the Navajo-operated casinos 
were in the top five percent of revenue generators. 
 All of this is to make the point that the rich casino Indian is largely a myth. 
Nevertheless, tribes such as Pala cannot help but perpetuate the myth through a 
combination of circumstances that has allowed for much greater success and 
visibility than the average Indian gaming operation. Pala, and several other 
southern California Indian casinos, is well positioned geographically for success. 
With Interstate 15 only six miles to the west, Pala is easily accessible. The same 
is true for the neighboring Pechanga casino, which is clearly visible just off I-15 in 
the southwest Riverside County city of Temecula. Casinos operated by the 
Morongo, San Manuel, Cabazon, and Agua Caliente tribes are also favorably 
positioned near major interstates. The visibility and success of these five tribes 
have fed the assumption that southern California Indians have all hit the jackpot. 
But this is a dangerously skewed assumption. Also within southern California are 
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several tribes that find their revenues positioned near the bottom of the NIGC’s 
revenue report. Casinos such as the one operated by the Cahuilla Band of 
Indians in the rural community of Anza, or the tiny, struggling casino operated by 
the Santa Ysabel Band of Diegueño Indians in the remote mountains outside San 
Diego illustrate that a southern California location is no guarantee of success. In 
fact, southern California is a microcosm of the wider experience of Indian gaming 
in the United States: a few highly successful and powerful tribes obscuring the 
much more numerous but far less successful casinos that represent most tribal 
gaming operations. Big per capita profit payments are the exception, not the rule. 
 In spite of the fact that widespread Indian gaming riches are a myth, Pala 
and other gaming tribes are still subjected to the assumption of money and 
power. In Pala’s case, it is true that the financial success of the casino has 
translated into increased economic and political power for the tribe. Although 
poverty, disenfranchisement, and economic, political, and geographic 
marginalization are conditions that were forced upon Native Americans by the 
colonial process and federal policies, they became established as the tropes of 
modern Indian existence through the perception that Indians are unable to fend 
for themselves; that is, they are culturally incapable of assimilating the values of 
the broader culture. Indians cannot be expected to navigate the complex issues 
involved in successful economic development and governance, according to 
popular belief (Spilde 2000:83). And yet, if they do display the traits that are 
associated with success, then Indians are seen as having lost their traditional 
values, their culture, and ultimately their right to deploy their sovereignty through 
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gaming. The conflicting popular images of Indians as “savage, oppressed, and 
pathetic on the one hand” and “pure, natural, and spiritual on the other” (Darian-
Smith 2004:34) have created a difficult situation for tribes such as Pala as they 
navigate the economic and political changes and opportunities wrought by 
gaming success. 
Economics and Public Perception at Pala 
 As several scholars2 have noted, the enduring stereotype of the “authentic” 
Indian is being questioned and challenged by both the public and native peoples 
themselves. At Pala, categories of identity and belonging have always been 
shaped in concert with external state ideologies and internal definitions of what it 
means to be a tribal member, as discussed in chapter 5. Before propositions 5 
and 1A legalized Indian gaming in California on a state-wide level in 2000, how 
the people of Pala identified themselves was not a matter of much public interest 
or scrutiny. Today, however, the dramatically heightened visibility that gaming 
has brought to tribes throughout the nation, and particularly in casino-heavy 
southern California, has forced tribes to begin consciously negotiating and 
deploying public images of “Indianness” that are in line with non-Indian 
expectations. Simultaneously, tribes are defending their right to engage in casino 
gaming and other business opportunities and to use their new-found financial 
success to vigorously participate in public and political life. 
It is a common misconception that Indian tribes are new to economic 
development and, prior to casinos, were unwilling or unable to engage 
                                                 
2
 There are too many to list here, but I have been particularly aided by the work of Cattelino 
(2004); Darian-Smith (2004); Deloria (1998, 2004); Field (1999, 2002, 2003) Garoutte (2003); and 
Sturm (2002). 
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successfully in business. Albers (1996:247) finds that “there are a series of well-
established stereotypes that imply that Native Americans do not work and that 
when they do, their work patterns are irregular and unproductive.” State-
mediated structures of power throughout history have shaped and underlined this 
expectation, and “help explain the seeming naturalness of Indian poverty and the 
active hostility to the very idea of Indian wealth or modernity” (Deloria 2004:225). 
The overall effect has been to render Indian nations as seemingly incapable of 
handling their own affairs, and creates “the insinuation that tribal people cannot 
handle the intricacies of federal recognition, land management, and casinos on 
their own” (Spilde 2000:83). Yet, directly contravening those expectations are the 
lived experiences and histories of bands such as Pala. As I discussed in chapter 
4, Native American participation in wage labor was a common feature of the push 
towards assimilation for Indian peoples, and “was a conspicuous feature of the 
Native American adaptation to postcolonial America” (Knack and Littlefield 
1996:10). In San Diego County, Indian labor can be documented at least back to 
1850, and further if Indian labor at the Spanish missions is included (Carrico and 
Shipek 1996).  
In the case of Pala, it would be a mistake to believe that the tribe has only 
recently become involved in business opportunities and politics. The Pala Casino 
has merely magnified a pattern that the people of Pala have been following for 
generations. Long before the casino opened, the tribe had engaged in several 
successful businesses that helped support tribal government programs, provided 
employment, and generally supported tribal members. These operations included 
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a roofing tile factory, a rock quarry, and avocado groves. The tribe’s pre-casino 
businesses where successful enough to raise Pala’s overall income level, but for 
the most part the reservation’s demographics remained in line with those of a 
“typical” Indian reservation. Unemployment, poverty, and inadequate access to 
education, health care and social services were the norm.  
By continuously searching out and capitalizing on business opportunities, 
Pala was following a historical trajectory that began in Warner Springs at the 
village of Cupa. The Cupeño, far from being passive subjects of first the 
missionaries and then white ranchers and government officials, were instead 
actively capitalizing on the economic opportunities presented by their interactions 
with these groups. The hot springs at Cupa, coupled with the village’s location on 
the Butterfield Overland Stagecoach route, provided an excellent avenue for 
making money. The Cupeños charged a small fee to visitors who wanted to soak 
in the hot springs, and sold food, baskets, and other woven crafts to travelers on 
the stagecoach. Meanwhile, many of the Cupeño men worked as ranch hands or 
laborers, in addition to owning and working their own herds of cattle. Women 
worked in the gardens, vineyards, and orchards, and raised enough food that the 
surplus could be sold. By any measure, the Cupeños were eager capitalists who 
quickly and successfully adopted the economic strategies of non-Indians if those 
strategies suited their purposes, and “filtered these aspects through their own 
cultural values” (Carrico and Shipek 1996:216). Hyer (2001:103) notes that 
during the late 1800s, annual reports from the commissioner of Indian Affairs 
tallied the Cupeños as fully compliant with expectations to wear “acceptable 
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clothing” - that is, Western-style shirts, pants, and dresses - and listed a high 
number of Cupeño males as “engaged in civilized pursuits.” At least outwardly, 
the Cupeño were clearly assimilating to the mode of production that was 
practiced and promoted by their federal overseers, and they were encouraged to 
continue down the path towards becoming fully “civilized.” Yet, as noted above, 
the Cupeños – and other Indian peoples throughout southern California and 
elsewhere – were not passively acceding to a new mode of production thrust 
upon them by the government; instead, they were making rational decisions to 
exploit new economic opportunities amidst tremendous cultural upheaval and 
change (Carrico and Shipek 1996:217). 
 Once the Cupeños removed to Pala and integrated with the Luiseños 
already there, the tribe continued to engage in various businesses as an 
independent means of support, leading all the way to the present-day casino. 
However, unlike their previous businesses, the casino has been subjected to an 
intense amount of scrutiny by both government agencies and private individuals. 
Ironically, as the people of Pala have continuously and successfully adapted to 
and applied the values of economic success and independence that were thrust 
upon them by the federal mission to civilize and assimilate Indians, the band now 
has to face the skepticism of a public that expects them to display many of the 
aspects of traditional culture they were pressured to shed. In other words, to 
engage in the business opportunities presented by Indian gaming - and 
especially when those opportunities bring great success - Pala and other tribes 
must display values that prove they are “Indian enough.” They must strike a 
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precarious balance between exercising their sovereignty on the one hand by 
embracing opportunities for economic self-determination, and proving that they 
have not become so assimilated that they can no longer claim to be Indian on the 
other. This shifting balance reflects conflicting state ideologies that swing 
between pressuring for assimilation and advocating tribal self-sufficiency (Nagel 
1996:213). While it is true that changes in federal policy since the 1970s have 
made it easier for Indians to take advantage of economic opportunities, such as 
those presented by gaming (Singer 2001:25), the overall history of Indian policy 
and the influence those policies have had on public perceptions of Indians have 
forced Native Americans to navigate paradoxical expectations of what they are 
“supposed” to be. 
 As casinos have grown and spread throughout southern California, public 
reactions to Indian gaming have run the gamut from praise for the ability of tribal 
nations to become self-sufficient, to indignant outcries that Indians have been 
undeservingly treated to a federally-sponsored gaming monopoly based on 
invalid and outdated claims of indigeneity. I have found that, whenever one of the 
two major San Diego newspapers3 runs an article on local casinos, I can expect 
to find anonymous comments along the lines of this one: 
I'd rather drive 5 hours to Nevada than ever set foot in an Indian 
casino. The concept of a monarchy, where benefits are inherited 
and passed down from generation to generation is backwards, 
                                                 
3
 The San Diego Union-Tribune is San Diego County’s largest newspaper, with a daily circulation 
averaging approximately 225,000 people. The paper covers the entire county. The North County 
Times focuses on issues relevant to San Diego’s North County, which includes Pala, as well as 
southern Riverside County. Started in 1995, the paper circulates to approximately 78,000 readers 
and is a vigorous local competitor with the Union-Tribune. Politically, the Union-Tribune editorial 
board has been characterized locally as conservative, while the North County Times skews 
slightly more liberal, but not much. San Diego is a military town, and the major papers reflect that. 
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archaic, and pagan. Yet that's what we do in protecting Indians’ 
inherited rights to run casinos. Indians don't want to hunt, cultivate, 
and otherwise live off their land. They want to capitalize on white 
man's guilt. Are we accommodating their choice of lifestyle by 
giving them an antitrust exemption for running casinos? Did they 
deal blackjack in the 14th or 15th century, before the white man 
came to America? Or is this just another form of welfare that sucks 
resources from the poorest of our citizens to prop up their sham 
"American Native" act? (North County Times, March 3, 2011).4 
 
Comments such as this one trade on the notion of Indian identity as a cultural 
commodity. Indians are commodifying their identity in exchange for so-called 
“special privileges” based on race, and not on tribes’ political relationship with the 
federal government. Yet, the public expects the federal government to “regulate 
the purity of the product” by guaranteeing that tribes are “authentic” and that their 
claims to culture are legitimate (Castile 1996:743).  
Similar comments generally trade on the mistaken belief that Indians do 
not pay taxes; the notion that Indians are deliberately luring the poor and the 
elderly to their casinos and engaging in predatory practices to drain these 
populations of their incomes and life savings; and the perception that casino 
wealth is being spent recklessly to fuel lifestyles filled with fancy cars, parties, 
and rampant drug and alcohol abuse while simultaneously snubbing 
opportunities for increased education and improved social welfare. Another 
anonymous reader comment to a tribal gaming article sums up these concerns: 
I look at the young Native Americans, and see people with little 
motivation or drive; content that they have free money coming in 
every month. Most do not work, many spend their money on drugs, 
                                                 
4
 This comment and the one that follows it were in response to an article stating that Indian 
gaming revenues had decreased for the second year in a row in 2009 in response to the 
economic recession. Sifuentes, Edward. “Tribal Casino Revenue Dipped in 2009, Report Says: 
Second Straight Year of Falling Revenues for California Indian Casinos.” North County Times, 
March 3, 2011. 
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alcohol and cars that are too powerful for them to handle on those 
winding roads; and they are dying... So my question is this: What 
good is the money they receive, if it's nothing more than the 
firewater [like] Indians of times gone by. If the money were used for 
education, building real businesses, and learning trades, that would 
be great. But in all reality, it isn't much more than an inflated welfare 
check, and too many are ill equipped to use it wisely (North County 
Times, March 3, 2011). 
 
Again, comments like this one reflect the clash between modern Indian lives and 
people’s expectations of what they should be. Even positive reactions to gaming 
very often trade upon outdated stereotypes and a sense of responsibility to 
redress long-standing wrongs against Native American peoples; in other words, 
gaming is seen as a form of reparations. Yet, even reparations have their limit. I 
have often encountered comments from people who state that they voted to 
approve Indian gaming in California, but they “never thought it would go this far.” 
Another anonymous comment in response to a newspaper article about 
Pala is revealing:  
It’s time to legalize gambling for everybody and eliminate [the 
Indians’] cash cow. Laws should not guarantee a monopoly. 
Especially when they’re based on race or ethnic background. Isn’t 
everybody in America supposed to be equal? End discrimination 
(San Diego Union-Tribune, March 5, 2011).5 
 
This comment and many others like it display one of the common misconceptions 
about the legal realities of tribal sovereignty and the federal trust relationship. 
Sovereignty, and the Supreme Court-recognized right of tribes to own and 
operate gaming facilities, is based on a definition of Indians as political entities, 
                                                 
5
 The article in question discusses the Gregory Canyon Landfill. The landfill, which is proposed to 
be built adjacent to the Pala reservation’s western border, has been opposed by the tribe for 
nearly twenty years. I will discuss the fight against the landfill in more detail below. Jones, J. 
Harry. “Is Gregory Canyon Landfill almost a reality?” San Diego Union-Tribune, March 5, 2011. 
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and not as ethnic groups.6 Federal law has, in fact, had a disproportionate 
influence on shaping group identities among Native Americans by creating group 
definitions based on political motivations. Both the notion of Indians as separate 
tribes and of all Native Americans as sharing a supra-tribal, Pan-Indian ethnic 
identification is part and parcel of state-level construction and perpetuation of 
classic Indian stereotypes (Goldberg-Ambrose 1994). When Indians step outside 
the boundaries established by these long-lived expectations and begin to assert 
their sovereignty in significant and public ways, reactions such as the ones I have 
highlighted here become common. 
Deloria (2004) suggests that Indians have long been found in 
“unexpected places,” and that when they act in ways that are contrary to 
stereotypical expectations, they are much more likely to be noticed and 
commented upon. “Broad cultural expectations,” Deloria writes, “are both 
the products and the tools of domination and... they are an inheritance that 
haunts each and every one of us” (Deloria 2004:4). Native Americans are 
paralyzed by conflicting social expectations: if gaming allows them to 
appear more often in “unexpected places,” then they start to become like 
everybody else – and if they are like everybody else, they are no longer 
Indian. Even those who supported Propositions 5 and 1A that legalized 
Indian gaming in California were not prepared for the kind of success 
displayed by those fortunate tribes that operate the most profitable - and 
                                                 
6
 Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974) dealt with claims that “Indian preference” in hiring 
practices by the Bureau of Indian Affairs constituted unlawful discrimination. The court held that 
“the preference is political rather than racial in nature” because it applied to members of federally 
recognized tribes – a political unit – rather than anybody who could claim to be racially classified 
as Indian (Canby 1998:336-337). 
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therefore the most visible – casinos. The ability of tribes such as Pala to 
seek particular political outcomes using their newfound financial capital 
has led to the kinds of misconceptions demonstrated by the anonymous 
comments I have noted. Indians are now the supposed beneficiaries of 
guaranteed monopolies; they are given “special rights” that are 
unavailable to non-Indians; they buy elections and influence the courts; 
they are no longer in touch with their culture and cannot claim to be “real” 
Indians; and they are unable to handle this new wealth because they are 
lazy, ignorant, uneducated, and prone to addiction. This radical clash 
between what Indians are “supposed” to be and how they are actually 
navigating the opportunities of Indian gaming is, in my opinion, the biggest 
development that has changed at Pala since the casino opened. Before 
the casino, the general public didn’t care about business and politics on 
the reservation; now, Pala is expected to justify the band’s right to 
economic independence and sovereignty, and prove that they are “Indian 
enough” to deserve these “benefits.” 
Pala, Politics, and Representation 
The assumption that Indian gaming has led to the creation of massive and wide-
spread wealth both for individual Indians and for tribal governments has 
contributed to the formation of new public attitudes regarding Indians and the 
political process. When Indians become involved in supporting or opposing 
particular political issues, the assumption of wealth is carried into public 
discourse as being an undue influence on political outcomes. Casino success, 
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whether real - as it is for Pala - or assumed, continues to create conflict between 
what the public expects of Native Americans and the social and political realities 
that Indians are facing. Part of the trouble stems from a general disconnect 
between what the average person knows about the political relationships 
between Indians and government agencies (both on a local and state level and at 
the federal level) and what those relationships actually entail. While it would be 
naive to assume that the average person is going to have even a basic grasp of 
what constitutes tribal sovereignty and the nature of the federal trust relationship 
between tribes and the U.S. government, that lack of knowledge actively 
contributes to the misperceptions, misunderstandings, and outright mistakes that 
people make when reacting to the economic, social, and/or political positions that 
tribes take.  
 When the Supreme Court acknowledged the right of tribes to engage in 
gaming enterprises in California v. Cabazon, it marked the end of only one of 
many political fights in which tribes were involved. The key difference is that the 
Cabazon decision revolved around an issue that was of great interest to the 
general public. Many other Indian political issues before the court in the past 
were of little consequence to anybody outside the tribal governments in question, 
and this lack of general interest contributed to the notion that Indians were not 
very involved in promoting and protecting their own political interests. Mason 
(2000:39-40) notes that Indian leaders have a long history of advocating for tribal 
interests and attempting to shape federal policies dating back to the very 
beginning of the colonial enterprise in North America; yet there has been little 
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public acknowledgement or engagement with that history. As Cornell and Kalt 
(2010:15) observe, “the general electorate in the United States is demonstrably 
ill-informed as to Indian affairs, with non-Indians having virtually no knowledge of 
the legal rights of tribes and many seeing ‘real’ Indians as ‘gone’.” As long as 
Indians were fighting for rights that did not have a broad impact outside 
reservations and nearby communities, widespread public knowledge of Indian 
sovereignty, rights, and political activism remained scant.7 Doble and Yarrow 
(2007:9) find that the general public has “little sense of Indians’ history after the 
end of the 19th century,” and “to many, Indians were no longer historical actors 
on the stage of the United States.” Doble and Yarrow’s work demonstrates that 
“for a great many non-Indians, there are few, if any, present-day issues related to 
American Indians” (2007:10).  
 Before Indian gaming was made legal in California, public discussion of 
tribal affairs was largely absent. Reviewing archives of San Diego’s local 
newspapers reveals that, aside from crime news, obituaries, and events such as 
powwows, news coverage of tribal affairs in San Diego was sparse. At Pala, 
aside from the occasional article about how the tribe was maintaining traditional 
cultural practices or commemorating its history, newspapers make little mention 
of the tribe’s daily life.8 It was not until the first negotiations for gaming compacts 
                                                 
7
 I do not intend to imply by this statement that there are no non-Indian publics that are interested 
in or impacted by Indian affairs. Indeed, local issues are often intensely debated in the affected 
communities. In Washington State, for example, tribal vs. non-tribal fishing interests resulted in 
several lawsuits, including a suite of Supreme Court cases (the so-called Puyallup I, II, and III 
decisions between 1968 and 1977) that upheld the traditional fishing rights of the Puyallup tribe. 
These rights were vigorously contested by local sport and commercial fishermen. See Canby 
(1998) for more examples. 
8
 Typically, one or both of the local papers would run semi-yearly stories about the removal from 
Cupa to Pala in May, coinciding with the annual Cupa Days celebration. These stories focused on 
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took place between California governor Pete Wilson and tribes in the early 1990s 
that public interest in tribal political involvement in California was aroused; and 
even early in that process, the general public, and voters in particular, did not 
seem particularly interested in whether or not California’s tribes were given the 
right to operate casinos (Darian-Smith 2002:115; see also Mason 2000; Mullis 
and Kamper 2000; Goldberg and Champagne 2002).  The public conversation 
about Indian casinos intensified with the introduction of propositions 5 and 1A to 
legalize Indian gaming throughout the state in 1998 and 2000, respectively.9 
Alternately positioned by supporters as a way to strengthen Indian self-
determination and to redress the historical wrongs done to California’s native 
peoples, or by its opponents as being environmentally damaging, harmful to 
workers’ rights, and creating the potential for organized criminal activity on 
reservations - which, according to opponents, Indian governments would be too 
unsophisticated to recognize - the initiatives ultimately prevailed on the argument 
that gaming would help both tribes and the state of California (Darian-Smith 
2002; Gordon 2000). Proposition 5, in particular, traded on the importance of 
gaming for supporting tribal sovereign rights, adopting the campaign name 
“Californians for Indian Self-Reliance.” Commercials in support of the initiative, as 
described by Gordon (2000:8), “showcas[ed] Indian people as positive and 
contributing members of both reservation life and larger society” and “provided a 
                                                                                                                                                 
the struggle of Pala’s members to maintain their traditions and remain connected to their history, 
and made little mention of the more mundane daily struggles of reservation life. See Barfield, 
Chet. “Remembering Their ‘Trail of Tears’: Tribe’s trek honors uprooted ancestors.” San Diego 
Union-Tribune, May 7, 1993. 
9
 See Chapter 1 for a fuller explanation of these initiatives. 
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sorely needed contemporary view of Indian people in the wake of years of media-
induced cultural stereotypes.” Yet, even once the people of California legalized 
Indian gaming in the interests of tribal self-sufficiency, stereotypes about tribal life 
remained firmly entrenched. As Spilde (2000:83) describes it, assumptions about 
Indian gaming operations include “beliefs that tribal people are a front for Mafia-
run businesses, that they do not pay taxes, and that their identity is often 
manipulated for political purpose (by both Indians and non-Indians).” 
Furthermore, the political implications of successful gaming have led to criticism 
that gaming has not created desired policy outcomes; that is, “it has failed to 
solve the ‘Indian problem’ as evidenced by continuing poverty, unemployment, 
and other social ills on reservations” (Rand 2002:48). These criticisms have 
underwritten continued attempts by both federal and state governments to assert 
more control over Indian gaming. 
 All of these assumptions, and more, remain a part of the everyday lived 
experience of tribal members at Pala, as discussed above. Even before the 
removal from Cupa, the ancestors of today’s tribal members were hiring 
attorneys; filing lawsuits; and sending envoys to the President of the United 
States to fight for their rights. Pala was active in the grassroots Mission Indian 
Federation in the 1920s and 1930s, a group of tribal leaders from southern 
California that banded together to ensure their right to “home rule.” The 
Federation fought against the paternalism of the Bureau of Indian Affairs by 
arguing that Indian governments had the sovereign right to self-determination. In 
1936, tribal members at Pala voted not to participate in the Indian Reorganization 
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Act, instead developing their own Articles of Association in the 1960s and a tribal 
constitution in the 1980s. As Joel Hyer (2001:191) states in his aptly titled book 
We Are Not Savages, Pala’s “responses to complex situations were always 
rational, intelligent, and justifiable.” In the present, as in the past, the people of 
Pala have continued to be rational decision makers, choosing their course based 
on context, circumstance, and the best interests of the tribe. What has changed 
in the gaming era has been the level of public interest in and scrutiny of those 
decisions. This side-effect of gaming success has created the need to navigate 
an uneasy mixture of public expectations based on long-held stereotypes of 
Indian authenticity and tradition, perceptions that the tribe is too unsophisticated 
to manage its own affairs, and the growing resentment of a public unwilling to 
accept that the gaming initiatives they passed over a decade ago have allowed 
Pala and other tribes the financial capital to pursue particular political interests. 
The best way to illustrate how this dynamic is operating within Pala is through 
specific examples of tribal political activities. 
The Politics of Gaming 
Pala entered into a gaming compact with governor Gray Davis in 2000 after 
Proposition 1A finally legalized Indian gaming in California. All tribes were limited 
in the number of slot machines they could operate, with a cap of 2000 machines 
per casino. In 2004, Pala was one of five tribes to enter into an amended 
compact agreement that allowed them to operate an unlimited number of slot 
machines in exchange for a series of graduated payments to the state. The 
amended compacts also guaranteed market exclusivity for the core geographic 
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markets of the five participating tribes,10 and extended the agreements to 2030. A 
key issue shaping Pala’s effort to amend their compact in partnership with the 
other four tribes was the fact that Arnold Schwarzenegger had just been elected 
governor, replacing the recalled Gray Davis. Schwarzenegger campaigned partly 
on a platform of making gaming tribes “pay their fair share” to the state – a 
promise that played well with the public, especially in light of the large 
contributions made by some tribes to Davis’ campaign to keep his office. Another 
important issue had to do with a new proposition that was soon to be placed to a 
vote. Proposition 68 would allow certain racetracks and cardrooms to operate 
slot machines, thus eliminating the tribes’ exclusive control of gaming in the 
state. By negotiating up front with Schwarzenegger, Pala and the other tribes 
secured his opposition to Proposition 68 by agreeing to make large payments to 
the state in exchange for gaming exclusivity. The popular governor’s opposition 
to Proposition 68 helped ensure its eventual defeat, with 84% of the voters 
rejecting it (Zerbi 2004). 
 In another gaming-related political battle, Pala again threw in its lot with a 
small group of tribes that opposed Propositions 94, 95, 96, and 97 in 2008. 
These propositions would have allowed four tribes – one per proposition – to 
operate an additional 3,000 to 5,500 slot machines in exchange for annual 
payments to the state ranging from $20 million to $42.5 million. In addition, the 
four tribes – the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Mission Indians, the Morongo Band 
of Mission Indians, the Sycuan Band of Kumeyaay Indians, and the Agua 
                                                 
10
 The other tribes are the United Auburn Indian Community and the Rumsey Band of Wintun 
Indians, both outside Sacramento; the Viejas Band of Kumeyaay Indians in southern San Diego 
County; and the Pauma Band of Luiseño Mission Indians, just six miles east of Pala. 
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Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians – would pay the state a percentage of the 
revenues from the additional slots. The tribes in question chose the public 
initiative process as an alternative to submitting to formal compact renegotiations 
with the state, but their efforts were fully supported by Governor 
Schwarzenegger, who appeared in television ads claiming that the revenues 
from these new agreements would help fund services for the cash-strapped 
state. Pala took the position that the proposed amendments constituted an unfair 
advantage for four of the state’s largest and most successful gaming tribes, and 
threw their economic and political capital into attempting to defeat the initiatives. 
“No on the Unfair Gambling Deals,” as the opposition campaign was called, 
benefited from millions of dollars in contributions from Pala and other, mostly 
smaller, tribes. 
 Pala’s opposition to Propositions 94-97 was not simply based on the 
notion that other, particularly smaller, gaming tribes would not be able to 
compete successfully with the behemoth casinos that would be created by the 
new amendments. Certainly the tribe was also interested in protecting its own 
bottom line. However, when it came to fighting the propositions, Pala chose to 
focus on the unfair advantages these four tribes would have gained and the 
threats to the livelihoods of tribes with small or no gaming operations. In 
television commercials produced for the opposition, Pala deployed a tactic that 
had worked quite handily during the battles to pass Propositions 5 and 1A: 
support for tribal self-sufficiency. These commercials took advantage of public 
perceptions of Indians and used them to create sympathy for the many still-
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impoverished tribes that were not reaping the benefits of gaming. In one 
particular commercial, filmed in Pala and using Pala tribal members as actors, 
Leroy Miranda pleaded on camera for voters to reject the propositions because 
“it’s unfair to let four tribes control a third of the state’s Indian gaming pie.” 
Although the commercial did not state who the speaker was or where the 
commercial was filmed, the implication was that the somber children, adults, and 
elders were from one of the tribes that “could be devastated” if the propositions 
were to pass. It was also no accident that the tribal members chosen for the 
commercial met expectations of what an Indian is “supposed” to look like – no 
fair skinned or light-haired individuals were featured. As Deloria (1998:189) 
strikingly puts it, the commercial was “mimicking white mimickings of Indianness”; 
in other words, the productions played to public stereotypes. These stereotypes, 
while not reflective of the reality of modern Indians, represent “cultural power that 
might be translated to social ends” and so playing to public expectations with 
those stereotypes becomes a means to an end (Deloria 1998:189). Furthermore, 
the commercials and their participants demonstrated a flexible juxtapositioning of 
phenotypically “authentic” tribal members with a contemporary vision of tribal 
economic and political success (Bodinger de Uriarte 2003:553). However, the 
commercial filmed at Pala ultimately backfired. Once it went into wide release it 
was only a matter of a few days before it was being debunked for using Indians 
from a wealthy tribe, and the supporters of the propositions turned the argument 
back on the opposition by saying Pala was only looking out for its bottom line. 
Ultimately, all four of the propositions passed. 
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 The point of these examples is to show that Pala has been able to use its 
financial capital to support its political goals, but also to show that this is a difficult 
task in the face of public expectations. Yet, why should Pala and other tribes not 
be allowed to advocate for themselves politically? They have done it in the past, 
but the financial success of gaming has drastically magnified Pala’s ability to 
affect political outcomes, and thus the visibility of their efforts. As a successful 
gaming tribe, Pala’s political activity defies the stereotypes of Indian poverty and 
primitiveness; yet again their very success and engagement with the state robs 
them of their authenticity in the eyes of the public. Self-sufficient and successful, 
Pala fulfills the goal of federal policies for Indian self-determination and 
participates as a fully modern political entity, while simultaneously maintaining 
their culture and traditions that stretch back for generations – a dichotomy that an 
uneasy public is unable to fully understand or reconcile with over two centuries of 
shifting state structures of dominance. As Darian-Smith (2004:34) points out, 
“Indian gaming, and the newfound economic, political, and cultural independence 
that it brings to some individuals and tribes, destabilizes and undermines the 
carefully constructed images that we have become used to.” Yet, as I have 
argued repeatedly, Pala has been fighting for its economic, political, and cultural 
independence since well before the casino, as the following example illustrates. 
Pala and the Gregory Canyon Landfill 
In 1988, a canyon on the western border of the Pala reservation was positioned 
by private developers as a potential site for a new municipal landfill for San Diego 
County. According to the investors who owned the property, it was an ideal site 
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for a landfill because of its rural location, relative proximity to several 
communities in North County that would soon need more landfill capacity, and 
because there were no nearby communities likely to object to the location. The 
investors failed to consider the objections of the closest residents: the Indians of 
Pala.11 From an environmental justice perspective, it comes as no surprise that 
the developers selected this particular canyon at least partly because of its 
proximity to an Indian reservation.12 Considering the history of environmental 
injustice against Indians in the past, the developers could certainly not be faulted  
for assuming that the people of Pala would not have the resources to fight the 
proposed dump.  
Gregory Canyon, as the proposed landfill location became known, is not 
only on the border of the Pala Reservation; the eastern slope of the canyon is 
formed by the western face of Gregory Mountain, known in the Luiseño language 
as Chokla or Takwish Peki (Figure 6.1). This mountain, and a huge boulder at its 
base, are sacred to the Luiseño and Cupeño people. It is one of the homes of 
Takwish, a spirit who maintains the balance of death and life. The boulder, 
known as Medicine Rock, is covered with pictographs depicting ancient tribal 
symbols associated with healing rites and coming-of-age ceremonies (Figure 
6.2). The San Luis Rey River runs at the base of the mountain and past the 
mouth of Gregory Canyon, and is also considered by the local Indians to be part 
                                                 
11
 Full disclosure: since September 2010 I have been the head of Pala’s fight to stop the Gregory 
Canyon Landfill, and I have been involved with the opposition since I started my research at Pala 
in February 2005. 
12
 Indian nations have struggled to protect their lands from industries such as mining, logging, and 
even recreational facilities on sacred sites with varying degrees of success. See, e.g., Brugge et 
al 2007 and Pasternak 2010 for the history of uranium mining on the Navajo reservation. 
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of the sacred complex of land anchored by Chokla. Archaeologically, the entire 
area is rich with ancient habitation and ritual sites. The landfill developers, 
dismissive of the abilities of the Pala tribe to fight their plan, appeared not to 
anticipate any significant opposition. 
 Initially, when Gregory Canyon was subjected to environmental studies 
assessing its suitability for a landfill, San Diego County ended up rejecting the 
site. There were several reasons for the rejection, but the most important findings 
to the people of Pala came from the county’s archaeologists. In the landfill siting 
report, archaeologists working for the San Diego County Department of Planning 
and Land Use described the tremendous cultural significance of Gregory 
Mountain and Medicine Rock, ultimately determining that the effects of the landfill 
would be impossible to mitigate and rejecting Gregory Canyon as an appropriate 
site for a dump (SCS Engineers 1989). Undeterred, Gregory Canyon Limited 
(GCL), the landfill developer, decided in 1994 to fund Proposition C, a ballot 
Figure 6.1 The western facing slope of Gregory Mountain. Picture 
courtesy of the Pala Environmental Protection Agency. 
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initiative that would allow the voters of San Diego County to change the zoning 
designation for the property to allow a landfill without having to go through the 
county’s landfill siting process. Pala’s leadership, under Chairman Robert Smith, 
had been objecting to Gregory Canyon as a landfill site since 1988, and the tribe 
engaged vigorously in attempting to defeat Proposition C and prevent 
desecration of their sacred site. Nevertheless, by campaigning on the theme that 
North County trash had nowhere else to go and that San Diego County would be 
overrun by garbage without a new landfill, the landfill backers managed to gather 
support from 68% of the voters, and Proposition C passed. 
 In their fight against the landfill initiative, Pala was massively outmatched 
financially by GCL. Yet, this did not deter them in their continued efforts to stop 
the landfill. Objecting on traditional cultural grounds, Pala was demonstrating that 
the tribe could simultaneously pursue political objectives and economic 
Figure 6.2 Pictographs on Medicine Rock. Photo by author. 
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enterprises such as gaming and also maintain their connection to their history 
and traditions. This flies in the face of expectations that, once tribes had access 
to gaming, they would lose their connection to their culture. In fact, the traditional 
culture argument was used by GCL against Pala in their campaign to pass 
Proposition C. By attempting to negotiate a gaming agreement with Governor 
Pete Wilson, GCL claimed, Pala was being hypocritical. Richard Chase, project 
manager for GCL, asserted that if Pala objected to the landfill, they could not 
possibly justify building a casino on their reservation. GCL positioned Pala’s fight 
against the landfill as NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard) opposition, claiming that the 
tribe objected to the landfill only because they did not want a dump built near 
their proposed casino.  
 Chase capitalized on the standard trope that Native Americans lack the 
capacity for modernity and shifted the imagery to imply that, if they wanted to be 
modern and have a casino, the Indians of Pala must give up their traditional 
beliefs and turn their backs on their culture. Behind the scenes, according to Pala 
Chairman Robert Smith, Chase was making threats, saying that if the tribe stood 
in the way of the landfill, he would personally make sure that Pala never had a 
casino (personal communication, 2010). Pala shot back, staging protests on the 
reservation and at Medicine Rock that featured tribal members wearing 
traditional clothing, singing ancient songs, and demonstrating their connection to 
the sacred land they were determined to protect. The tribe did not have the 
financial resources to match GCL, but GCL could not match Pala’s long 
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experience with fighting against a system that, for centuries, had been designed 
to strip them of their rights. 
 Richard Chase and GCL thought that Proposition C would end the 
roadblocks to building a landfill in Gregory Canyon, and spoke with local 
newspapers stating that they expected the landfill to be open for operation by 
mid-1996.13 But once again, they underestimated the strength of Pala’s 
opposition. The tribe turned once again to political tools that they had used for 
generations: attorneys and the courts. In partnership with several local 
environmental groups that also opposed the dump, Pala filed lawsuits blocking 
Proposition C and contending that GCL was in violation of various permitting 
processes. So successful was this joint attempt to stop the landfill that, far from 
being opened in mid-1996 as Richard Chase had projected, not a single spadeful 
of dirt had been turned in Gregory Canyon by 2004, ten years after Proposition C 
had passed.  
 Those ten years had seen enormous changes come to Pala both 
economically and politically. The casino, which opened in 2001, had been 
tremendously successful. The resort hotel had opened in 2003 and was also 
doing exceptionally well. The tribe was now well positioned to try to beat GCL at 
its own game, so it financed a campaign to overturn Proposition C. Proposition B, 
the new ballot initiative introduced in 2004, was presented to voters as a chance 
to undo the mistake they had made in 1994 when they approved Proposition C. A 
“yes” vote on the initiative would rescind Prop C; a “no” vote would leave the 
                                                 
13
 Pierce, Emmet. Gregory Canyon landfill still faces chasm: critics and agencies. San Diego 
Union-Tribune, November 10, 1994. 
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zoning changes made in 1994 intact and allow the landfill to proceed. Still on the 
job, Richard Chase quipped to a reporter that "Money makes a difference only 
when one side spends it, and that won't be the case.”14 Apparently Chase had 
forgotten that only one side had spent money on Proposition C ten years earlier, 
and in spite of their win, GCL still had not managed to build their dump. 
Moreover, his comment implied that the only thing Pala was bringing to the fight 
was money, and not a finely honed ability to advocate for its cultural and political 
interests. Unfortunately, Chase did turn out to be correct in his assertion that the 
voters would not change their minds. Once again positioning the battle against 
the landfill as an attempt by Pala to protect their casino, GCL managed to defeat 
Proposition B. 
 Richard Chase passed away in 2009 at the age of 67. More than twenty 
years had passed since GCL first proposed the site next to Pala as a landfill 
location, and he did not live to see it happen. After his death, Richard Chase’s 
wife Nancy took the reins of GCL and continued the company’s battle to build the 
landfill. Pala continues to fight the dump, successfully mounting legal challenges 
and maintaining vital partnerships with other local landfill opponents. 
Environmental groups, local government officials, and every single one of San 
Diego County’s 19 Indian tribes have joined Pala to oppose the dump. For its 
part, GCL continues to accuse Pala of NIMBY motives and to assault the tribe’s 
culture and history.  
                                                 
14
 Sifuentes, Edward. “Pala Tribe files initiative to stop Gregory Canyon landfill.” North County 
Times, March 23, 2004. 
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Recently, in spite of the fact that Pala has been fighting the landfill for 
cultural reasons for over twenty years, GCL has begun to say that they only 
started hearing about the tribe’s cultural objections to the dump in the past few 
years. Jim Simmons, the project manager for the landfill, told a reporter in 2010 
that the cultural issues had not been raised in lawsuits, but that “Now all of the 
sudden we’re violating their culture.”15 Mr. Simmons’ comment fails to take into 
account the fact that Pala has continuously objected to the landfill from a cultural 
perspective; in fact, GCL offered several years ago to provide a trail to the top of 
Gregory Mountain once the landfill ceases operation in 30 years so tribal 
members could still access their sacred site.16 Cleary, GCL has known from the 
beginning that Pala is objecting to the landfill based on culture and tradition. In 
the same article in which Jim Simmons made his remark about the “sudden” 
violations to tribal culture, Nancy Chase stated that GCL knew that cultural 
knowledge of Takwish at Pala had been ethnographically documented in the 
early part of the 1900s. However, taking it upon herself to interpret tribal spiritual 
practices, Chase asserted that Takwish would be “appalled” if he could see the 
tribe’s casino. GCL has continuously followed this pattern of alternately rejecting 
the tribe’s claim of cultural and spiritual patrimony over Chokla and Medicine 
Rock and using those claims to paint the tribe’s casino as a violation of those 
values. The sentiment of members of the general public who support the landfill 
also tend to deny Pala’s claims of cultural and sacred significance, and portray 
                                                 
15
 Perry, Tony. “Tribe says proposed landfill would be too close to sacred site.” Los Angeles 
Times, July 5, 2010. 
16
 This token gesture was rejected by Pala. As one tribal member said to me, “What good does a 
trail to the top do us when the entire side of our sacred mountain is covered with trash?” 
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the tribe’s opposition to the landfill as hypocrisy. This letter to the editor neatly 
sums up all of the mixed assumptions about tribal sovereignty, economic 
development, and cultural authenticity that characterize the general public’s 
reaction to tribal political action: 
…the Pala Band of Mission Indians claims, “We have written 
documentation of the sacred nature of the mountain and the 
surrounding area.” Yet somehow that surrounding area 
conveniently doesn’t include that land upon which the casino is 
built? Please. The fight against the Gregory Canyon landfill is just 
another example of the Pala tribal community using its protected 
status only when it best serves its purpose, then claims to be a part 
of the U.S. when it needs assistance from the taxpaying public. 
This Native American community makes the very dollars it is using 
to fight the proposed landfill off the backs of our area’s most 
vulnerable citizens – the elderly and the desperate who hope to get 
rich in the Pala Casino.17 
 
As of this writing, seventeen years after Proposition C passed, the dichotomous 
misconception that Pala is violating traditional culture by operating the casino, 
while simultaneously taking unfair advantage of traditional culture by using it to 
object to the landfill, continues to hold sway in public discourse. Meanwhile, 
Pala’s fight to stop the landfill continues. 
Conclusion 
 What do Pala’s positions on Indian gaming in the state of California and its 
fight against the Gregory Canyon landfill demonstrate about the tribe’s ability to 
engage economically and politically both before and since the casino opened in 
2001? If anything, it demonstrates many of the main points I have tried to make 
in my discussion of how life at Pala has changed since the casino opened. As 
                                                 
17
San Diego Union-Tribune. “Letters: Landfill a matter of convenience.” March 19, 2011. The 
letter was in response to the article “Dump, debate & a spirit” by J. Harry Jones and published on 
March 17, 2011. 
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Nagengast (1991:20) points out, changes in capital accumulation, whether 
economic, political, or social, can actually serve to preserve and maintain the 
reproduction of social identity and class relations “even when they appear to 
have been disrupted.” Certainly the casino can be conceptualized as a disruption 
of political and social life. Yet Pala’s historical and state-mediated position within 
the overall structure of class relations in the United States, as well as the tribe’s 
response to that position, remains much the same, as I have argued throughout 
this dissertation. Clearly, state representations of Indianness that began with the 
colonial project continue to influence the way Indian peoples are perceived. But 
just as clearly, Pala has exercised whatever control it can over its own destiny. 
The tribe has chosen particular political fights in regards to its casino operations, 
and in so doing has maintained positions that are in its best interests, even as 
they sometimes conflict with the interests of other tribes. Pala fought to stop the 
landfill and save Chokla and Medicine Rock before the casino; they continue to 
fight it just as hard now. The casino has changed nothing about what the tribe 
values; it has instead made it possible for the tribe to do what it has always done 
by providing the economic, political, and social capital Pala needs to protect and 
strengthen its traditional cultural values.
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
 
On April 1, 2011, the Pala Casino Resort and Spa began a three-day celebration 
of its ten year anniversary. April 3, 2011, the official anniversary date, was 
proclaimed “Pala Casino Spa & Resort Day” throughout the state of California 
and the county and city of San Diego. The proclamation was signed by State 
Senator Joel Anderson, whose district includes Pala; San Diego City 
Councilmember Carl DeMaio; and was signed and presented to Pala Chairman 
Robert Smith by Bill Horn, Chairman of the San Diego County Board of 
Supervisors. The anniversary was also recognized with certificates of 
appreciation and letters of congratulation sent by United States Congressman 
Darrell Issa, California Lieutenant Governor Gavin Newsome, and Ronald 
Roberts, the mayor of Temecula. In an interview with the North County Times, 
Chairman Smith reflected that "the casino's success has meant financial stability 
for the tribe, the ability to build our own homes with our own money, better 
education for our children, and our elders are taken care of.”1  
The First Ten Years 
In ten years of operation, the Pala Casino has brought to the Pala tribe a 
level of success, power, and recognition that is in marked contrast to the 
historical experience of Indian tribes as marginalized, subordinated, and 
neglected. The fact that multiple government officials, from local to national, 
formally acknowledged the casino’s tenth year of operation shows just how far 
                                                 
1
 Sifuentes, Edward. “Tribal casinos celebrate ten years at play,” North County Times, April 9, 
2011. 
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the tribe has come in its relationships with those in power. Yet it is also just this 
sort of acknowledgement that has led to public backlash towards tribes’ 
perceived political influence. Over three centuries’ worth of ideological and 
hegemonic structures of dominance that have maintained systemic inequalities 
between the powerful and the powerless will not be overcome in a decade. The 
identities that have been ascribed to Indians by federal policies, and the 
subaltern status that those policies underwrite, are reflected in the continuing 
clash between Indians as modern participants in the political economy of the 
United States and the enduring stereotype of Indians as impoverished, 
dependent, and essentially extinct. Gaming at Pala and throughout Indian 
Country has challenged public expectations of Indian authenticity and revealed 
the boundary tribes must negotiate between full political participation and cultural 
justification for maintaining their status as sovereign nations. 
 In the decade since the casino opened, the Pala tribe has experienced a 
tremendous improvement in its ability to care for its people and plan for its future, 
as Chairman Smith’s remark above indicates. Even more significantly, the 
financial opportunities and stability provided by the casino have allowed the tribe 
access to a level of political capital that is challenging and changing the dominant 
ideological structures of inequality that have been brought to bear against Indian 
people in general for centuries. Hegemonic discourses about Indian identity, 
culture, and authenticity that have previously served to perpetuate class 
inequalities are morphing, adapting, and evolving in response to the newly 
constituted power of tribes to participate fully in the modern U.S. political 
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economy. Yet, as I have demonstrated in this dissertation, embracing modernity, 
as defined by dominant ideological expectations, has not meant that the Pala 
band has strayed from its traditional and cultural roots. The Pala Casino merely 
represents the most visible and successful example of the Pala tribe’s long-
standing pattern of advocating for its own interests. The tribe’s financial success, 
far from weakening tribal identity, has instead served to strengthen and support 
the perpetuation of traditional cultural beliefs and practices. In spite of ideological 
and hegemonic ideas, practices, and structures that have served to categorize 
Indians as incapable of self-sufficiency or even survival, the people of Pala have 
managed to maintain a strong sense of cultural and historical identity and to work 
within the dominant system to achieve their own ends. The people of Pala have 
pride in their casino, but even more, they have pride in who they are, where they 
came from, and what they do. 
 At the beginning of this dissertation, I proposed that the economic and 
political changes that have taken place at Pala since the casino opened in 2001 
can be explored against a theoretical backdrop of how history, politics, and 
power have constituted and are constituting local categories of identity, 
belonging, and culture for the Pala tribe. The people of Pala have never lost their 
strong sense of themselves. If anything at Pala has changed, it is the increased 
level of scrutiny from outsiders and their attendant questions about tribal and 
cultural authenticity. Even among those non-Indians who are in favor of Indian 
gaming, support for Native American autonomy and self-sufficiency is often 
based on stereotypes of Indian poverty and primitivism, which are themselves 
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based on the historical trajectories of federal Indian policy. The conjuncture of 
shifting goals for Indian policy, academic and institutional ideologies such as 
those perpetuated by anthropologists, public expectations, and the lived 
experience of Indians themselves has created the context within which Pala and 
other Indian peoples must struggle to assert their self-sufficiency and modernity 
while simultaneously defending the authenticity of their cultures.  
 The theoretical understanding of Indian gaming as a consequence of 
federal policies has contributed to my analysis of how the Pala casino has 
affected life on the reservation and for Pala’s tribal members. The federal 
government continues to perpetuate political inequality for Indian nations by 
simultaneously acknowledging tribal sovereignty, yet continuing to develop 
policies that remove control of gaming from tribes’ hands (Rand 2002:48). 
Theorizing tribal gaming development as a form of resistance to state domination 
and cultural loss, I have chosen to analyze gaming at Pala as the most recent 
innovation in a string of economic and political choices that are syncretic with the 
ideology of assimilation. Pala’s choices are not truly counter-hegemonic, 
because they have not led to specific alternative symbols or modes of 
communication (Field 1994:91). Instead, the Pala tribe has consciously 
acknowledged that it must work within dominant fields of power to maintain group 
identity and survival. Instead of conscious resistance to power, Pala adopted and 
adapted modes of production that allowed traditional cultural values and 
practices to be maintained alongside assimilative practices. Since before the 
removal of the Cupeños from Cupa to Pala in 1903, the tribe and its members 
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asserted their right to participate in the capitalist economy and in entrepreneurial 
activities, in spite of ideologies positioning Native Americans as incapable of 
assimilating Western economic and political values (Darian-Smith 2002:111). 
This strategy of turning to economic practices that were in keeping with 
government policies to assimilate Indians, while continuing to maintain traditional 
cultural practices within the group, was a form of indirect and semi-conscious 
resistance to total assimilation. As such, Pala was able to keep those practices 
alive without having to engage in direct resistance to the state and its policies 
(Comaroff 1985:191). Indirect forms of resistance such as this allowed Pala to 
appear to be acceding to the demands of government agents and agencies while 
disguising their internal motivations (Scott 1990). 
 Deloria asserts that, when Indians are found in “unexpected places,” the 
public reaction is one of an awareness of anomaly. Indians are not “supposed” to 
appear in places of business, positions of power or success, or in any form that 
contradicts ideologies of Indianness that have been built “through a thickness of 
consciousness, layered up over cultural and individual time” (2004:9-11). Yet 
successful Indian casinos have done exactly that by asserting the right to 
economic development that meshes with the dominant political economy in the 
United States. Pala’s success is “unexpected.” Even more than the economic 
success, the political power brought about by the casino is not only unexpected, 
but to some, undesirable. There is a distinct difference between economic self-
sufficiency on the one hand – that is, a decreased dependence on federal 
assistance – and political self-sufficiency on the other. Public expectations of 
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Indians allow tribes the “right” to engage in gaming, but only if they keep their 
success to themselves, and continue to display the cultural markers that the 
public expects of “authentic” Indians. The public, in general, continues to 
perceive Indian gaming as a “special privilege,” and has little understanding of 
the true nature of sovereignty and the federal-Indian trust relationship (Spilde 
2000:85). At Pala, this means that the tribe, while deploying its power in the 
political arena, must also defend its very right to do so. 
 The Pala Casino has brought the Pala tribe and its members into a new 
era of increased economic and political self-sufficiency and power. Since the 
casino opened, the tribe has capitalized on policies that allow it to reclaim 
authority for aspects of governance that are ordinarily undertaken by the state of 
California or the federal government. The tribe has applied for and received 
federal authority to oversee its own air and water quality standards. It maintains a 
Tribal Historic Preservation Office that has taken over duties to protect cultural 
resources from the California State Historic Preservation Office. It has 
established a tribal court that adjudicates civil matters involving tribal members 
and members of the Pala community, and enforces tribal ordinances throughout 
the reservation. But more important even than these sovereign authorities are the 
persistent cultural practices that continue to be maintained and strengthened 
through events such as Cupa Days, peon tournaments, the practice of bird 
singing, traditional social gatherings for significant events like funerals, and the 
annual pilgrimage to Cupa.  
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The Past in the Present: Returning to Cupa 
The casino era has not changed Pala’s traditional practices, nor has it 
eroded the tribe’s strong identity with its culture and history. Instead, it has 
strengthened it. This conclusion has been demonstrated by many examples 
throughout this dissertation, but the most striking example of what Pala has been 
able to achieve with its casino revenue is an unbreakable temporal and 
geographic connection to their place of origin at Cupa. About a month after Cupa 
Days in 2003, Leroy Miranda invited me to have lunch with him at the Pala 
Casino café. He was meeting with the general manager of Warner Springs 
Ranch to discuss purchasing shares in the collectively owned resort. Leroy had 
already told me privately that the tribe wanted to use money from the Pala 
Casino to buy as many shares as possible so they could take over the board of 
directors at the resort, and ultimately buy back all the ownership shares. If this 
could be done, the Cupeños of Pala would once again own the land of their 
creation, the land of their history – the place that makes them a people. Of the 
2,000 total shares, the general manager said, more than 1,000 were available for 
purchase. Asked how much they cost, the manager quoted a figure. Visibly 
excited, Leroy told him to wait while he went over to the tribal offices to cut a 
check. Taken aback, the manager explained that it wasn’t quite that simple – the 
owners of the available shares would need to be contacted, paperwork would 
have to be drawn up, etc. Why was he in such a hurry? Why is this so important? 
the general manager asked. Very seriously, Leroy replied, “I want to be 
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remembered for doing something important for my people. I want to be the new 
Kisily Pewik, and return my people to Cupa.”    
The tribe did not buy any shares in the Warner Springs Ranch resort that 
day. However, in 2011, a decade after the casino opened, the resort – the land 
and village of Cupa – was purchased by the Pala tribe. This purchase is the most 
fitting conclusion for this dissertation, because it demonstrates everything that I 
have argued in these pages. More than a century of adaptation and selective 
assimilation has not dulled the tribe’s connection to its history and culture. The 
people of Pala – Chemesh Ataxem Kuupangax – can finally go home.
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